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Planning for a More lnc~usive Society 
Combat Poverty Agency Overview and 
1 Recommendations 
bn+roductiarr, 
The Combat Poverty Agency is a state agency whose 
mission is to  promote a more just and inclusive society 
by working for the prevention and elimination of 
poverty. It pursues this through policy advice, project 
support and innovation, research and public education. 
One of its key objectives is to  ensure that the National 
Anti-Poverty Strategy (NAPS) makes significant progress 
in preventing, reducing and eliminating poverty. 
The Combat Poverty Agency has the responsibility of 
overseeing an evaluation of the NAPS process, t o  
include consideration of the views and experiences of 
the community and voluntary sector. The Agency has 
been asked to  present the results of this evaluation t o  
the government's Inter-Departmental Policy Committee 
on NAPS. 
Part 1 of this document briefly overviews recent 
developments relevant to  NAPS and sets out a series of 
policy recommendations to  enhance its further impact. 
The Assessment 04 MAPS 
The Combat Poverty Agency IS pleased to  present thls 
assessment of the progress of the Natlonal Antl-Poverty 
Strategy to  date Part 2 of the assessment, whlch has 
been prepared by Helen Johnston and Tracey O'Br~en on 
behalf of the Combat Poverty Agency, charts progress to  
date, assesses key achievements, shortcomings and 
barrlers to  continued progress On thls basls conclus~ons 
are drawn on the Impact of the lmplementatlon of NAPS 
to  date To do thls, data available slnce the lntroductlon 
of NAPS has been analysed along wlth the flndlngs of a 
postal quest~onna~re survey, undertaken for the purposes 
of t h ~ s  assessment 
Slnce the launch of NAPS In 1997 Ireland has 
experienced a perlod of unprecedented economlc 
growth Th~s has led to  substantla1 reductlons In the 
levels of unemployment and poverty These are very 
welcome developments It IS dlfflcult to  assess the exact 
extent to  whlch the NAPS process has contributed to  
these reductlons, however ~t IS clear that ~t has played an 
Important role In ralslng awareness of the need for anti- 
poverty and soc~al ncluslon pollcles wlthln the pollt~cal 
and adrn~nlstratlve systems Th~s has resulted In greater 
prlorlty belng glven to  such pollcles wlthln the system 
Examples of thls Include the Increased focus on tackllng 
educational disadvantage In education pollcy and a 
greater emphasls on Issues of l~teracy and numeracy 
Similarly, there is a greater focus on tackling poverty and 
social exclusion in the reform of local government and 
local development, in the National Development Plan, in 
the new national agreement Programme for Prosperiv and 
Fairness (PPF), in the White Paper on Rural Development 
and in health policy. Other initiatives - anti-drugs work, 
the integrated services process, homelessness initiatives 
and the continuing growth in support for community 
development -also reflect the deslre to  tackle poverty and 
social exclusion. On .tax and social welfare issues there 
have also been changes: social welfare rates have increased 
significantly in recent years and the move t o  tax credits has 
been to the benefit of those on low pay. The work of the 
EU Programme for Peace and Reconciliation In the border 
counties is also evidence of the Increased emphasls on 
combating poverty 
The above developments reflect a much more co- 
ordinated approach to public pollcy in thls area. The 
Cabinet Sub-committee on Social Inclusion has taken a 
lead role in this regard. 
However, while much has been achieved, much remalns 
to  be done. Although levels of cons~stent poverty have 
fallen significantly, relative Income poverty has increased. 
NAPS, while making an important contr~bution In many 
areas, has been slow to  develop in some respects and 
needs t o  be further strengthened if ~t is t o  ach~eve its full 
potential. Many commentators have argued, and it is 
now broadly accepted, that a rislng economic tlde does 
not lift all boats. In the current economlc envlronment 
the nature of poverty IS changlng. NAPS and assoc~ated 
anti-poverty and soclal lncluslon pollcles need to reflect 
these changing circumstances 
Thls assessment of the f~rst  phase of lmplementlng NAPS 
concludes that ~t can be further strengthened to respond 
to thls rapldly changlng economlc envlronment In 
particular, ~ t s  flndlngs reinforce some of the new 
prlorltles set for NAPS In the new natlonal agrerment 
Programme for Prosper~ty and Fairness Learnlng from 
th~s  assessment can prov~de Important quldance for 
achlevlng these pr~orltles and for develop~nq a clrar 
programmp of act~on for the next phase of NAPS 
hlhlcrs pne C " ? e  mvaqvpm*rre 
'or nxnsyea;*v anr" T p i v n g ~ s ,  
Thls NAPS Assessment rpvlpws the proqrpss of NAPS 
from 1997 to the end of 1999 The new nat~onal 
_An_lnitialLAssessrnsnt of the Nationat An?i-Pavertv Strstegv _part 1 
partnership agreement Programme for Prosperity and 
Fairness was agreed in January 2000. The PPF sets out 
measures to reduce poverty and social exclusion over the 
next three years. 
General Qb"iectives 
The main objectives in relation to NAPS in the PPF are as 
follows: 
to pursue policies which reduce poverty and social 
exclusion, build an inclusive society, reduce 
marginalisation and strengthen recognition of 
citizenship obligations; 
to create the conditions where people can achieve 
economic independence; 
to develop the process of poverty-proofing as a 
means of mainstreaming poverty issues and to 
strengthen the institutional arrangements which are 
in place to support NAPS; 
to review the original targets set under NAPS; 
to promote cross-departmental action and 
integration in addressing poverty issues 
comprehensively, using the SMI process to develop 
cross-cutting agendas; 
to provide relevant data and data collection systems for 
the monitoring and evaluation of poverty, including 
systems of measuring poverty among groups not 
currently included; and new studies to complement the 
current Livlng in lreland and Household Budget surveys, 
and address the gender dimensions of poverty; 
to promote broader awareness and understanding of 
the issues to be addressed by the proofing process. 
(Programme for Prosperity and Fairness, 2000, 
P 78.) 
By 2003 the Government IS committed to spendlng f 1 5 
bllllon on soc~al ncluslon measures, plus an addltlonal 
f2OOm on measures other than soclal welfare and ch~ld 
care The framework for addressing poverty and soc~al 
exclus~on will have regard to cltlzenshlp rlghts whlch 
encompass not only the core c ~ v ~ l  and polltlcal r~ghts and 
obllgatlons, but also soc~al, economlc and cultural rlghts 
Specific MAPS Actions 
Actlons speclfrc to NAPS set out In the Programme for 
Prosperity and Fa~rness are 
In consultation wlth the relevant actors, NAPS is to be 
updated, the underlying methodology reviewed, the 
exlstlng targets reused where appropriate, and possible 
new targets considered in consultation wlth the soclal 
partners, under the themes of child poverty, women's 
poverty health, older people and housing/ 
accommodat~on Thls process IS to be completed 
w~thln the f~rst e~ghteen months of the agreement; 
1 
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* NAPS' analysis is to be updated to include the 
emerging causes of poverty; 
the Employment Action Plan, the National 
Development Plan and other relevant policy 
documents are to be made consistent with the 
strategies to be pursued in addressing poverty; 
funding for Anti-Poverty Networks is to be continued 
and its level reviewed; and 
mechanisms for strengthening the involvement of 
the social partners in NAPS are to be considered. 
In addition, the current, pilot poverty-proofing arrangements 
are to be reviewed and poverty-proofing is to be extended 
to the local authorities and the health boards. NAPS is to be 
embedded in local authority actions, policies and initiatives 
and the Department of the Environment and Local 
Government, the Department of Social, Community and 
Family Affairs and the Combat Poverty Agency will jointly 
introduce the NAPS initiative to local authorities. Social 
inclusion units are to be piloted in five local authorities. 
Other relevant and related measures 
include: 
the establishment of a working group to examine 
the issue of relative poverty, to look at benchmarking 
and indexation issues and to develop a yardstick for 
adequacy of adult and child welfare payments,; 
the establishment of an Inter-Departmental committee 
to identify and clarify the range of existing and 
proposed social inclusion measures in the National 
Development Plan from which integrated, targeted 
intervention measures can be developed; 
the establishment of a Working Group on developing a 
NAPS framework within the health sector; 
to support the community and voluntary sector and 
to be informed by its views and experiences when 
formulating and devising strategies to tackle 
disadvantage, exclusion and poverty; 
to poverty-proof Budget tax packages; 
to advocate an ambitious response to Article 137 of 
the Amsterdam Treaty and to encourage civil 
dialogue at EU level through a more structured role 
for European NGOs with EU institutions; 
to promote joint North-South consideration of 
human rights issues and the reinforcement of a 
human rights culture on the island of Ireland. This 
would be done through educational and awareness 
programmes in the areas of economic, social and 
cultural rlghts, involving anti-poverty strategies. 
Many of these issues are analysed and discussed in this 
assessment and should help to inform the development 
of the measures outlined in the Programme for 
Prosperity and Fairness. 
The Ma+ional Devebomen? 
PYam 
A fundamental objective of The Nat~onal Development Plan 
(NDP) IS the promotion of soclal ~ncluslon, and th~s IS 
reflected In a ded~cated chapter wlthln the plan The plan 
notes the substantla1 progress made In poverty reduction 
recorded through progress on NAPS targets, yet states that 
"it is clear that not everyone has benefited 
proportionately from this new-found 
Building on the experience of NAPS, the Combat Poverty 
Agency has argued for the development of EU guidelines 
on social inclusion which could include setting common 
objectives for action on poverty by member states and 
setting targets and a clear time scale for the reduction of 
poverty across Europe. At the February 2000 Informal 
Council of Labour and Social Affairs Ministers meeting in 
Lisbon, the Minister for Social, Community and Family 
Affairs, Dermot Ahern T.D. argued for a strategic 
approach at European level and supported the 
establishment of common objectives for social inclusion 
prosperity - indeed, the disparity between projects and the introduction of a system of social 
higher income earners and the socially impact assessments for EU policies. 
excluded may even have widened... If the 
The European Commission is now in the process of 
fruits Of Ireland" progress are 
~ u t t i n a  in dace an action Droaramme on Dovertv and 
2 .  . - 
be more widely spread, the promotion of social exclusion under Article 137 of the Treaty. In this 
social inclu~ion as a key obiective of SOC~O- regard, the Social Affairs Commissioner, Anna 
economic development must form a central Diamantopoulou, has proposed a set of targets for the 
component of the Plan ... [it] requires that reduction of overall poverty and of child poverty. She 
all sections of the communitv have a stake has called on Heads of State to give a commitment to "a 
full and comprehensive, integrated strategy to stamp out in Ireland's future development". 
social exclusion" and has called on Member States to 
(National Development Plan, undated, p188). develop common objectives on poverty. In this 
increasingly positive EU context lreland can learn from 
Social inclusion initiatives include measures on affordable Europe and Europe can learn from lreland on how best 
housing, enhanced access to improved health services, to tackle poverty and social exclusion. 
education and training, the promotion of a social 
economy scheme, equality measures, child care Issues identified at EU level on which there could 
initiatives, support for community development and be mutual learning include: 
family support, services for the unemployed, youth 
services and measures to prevent crime. Co-ordinated the development of guidelines on social exclusion, 
implementation of these measures can make a setting objectives and targets; 
substantial contribution towards the reduction of poverty the develoDment of a well funded action 
In lreland In llne wlth NAPS programme, 
a malnstreamlng focus through the operation of 
Euroloean and Innteraatiaaaa! poverty proofing, 
Qeve"l~men?s 
The establishment of NAPS in lreland emerged from a 
commitment given at the UN Social Summit in 
Copenhagen in 1995. In June 2000 the UN will meet in 
Geneva to assess progress on this and other 
commitments. Therefore, this NAPS assessment is 
timely, reflecting on what has happened over the last 
five years with regard to poverty reduction in lreland and 
looking forward to the next five years. 
European developments are also relevant. Under the 
Amsterdam Treaty there is an increased focus on the 
reduction of poverty and the promotion of social 
inclusion among EU member states. NAPS has attracted 
considerable interest amongst policy makers at European 
level, as has its emphasis on partnership agreements 
which place poverty and soclal exclusion as a central 
concern of national policy making. 
the development of a Charter of Fundamental 
Rights; and 
support for the role of non governmental 
organisations. 
Next !Wraps 
Thls NAPS Assessment forms one part of an ongolng 
process of evaluating NAPS To asslst ~t In ~ts  contlnulng 
role, the Agency will establish a NAPS Evaluat~on 
Advlsory Group Thls Group will conslder thls NAPS 
Assessment and will ldentlfy Issues for further 
evaluation Membersh~p of the Group w~ l l  Include 
representat~ves from the communlty and voluntary 
sector, the statutory sector, the soclal partners, the 
Natlonal Econom~c and Soclal Forum, the Nat~onal and 
Economlc Councll and the research communlty 
Yev pscornnnc?nfl~?isns 
Havlng carefully considered thls NAPS assessment and on 
the basls of ~ t s  own involvement In NAPS, the Combat 
Poverty Agency makes a number of recommendat~ons 
for the future development of NAPS These 
recommendat~ons take Into account the great 
opportunltles offered by the current very rapld rate of 
economlc progress In Ireland In developing ~ t s  
recornmendat~ons, the Agency has ldentlfled SIX key 
prlorltles for the development of NAPS These are 
Strengthen the role of NAPS Inter-Departmental 
Policy Committee. 
Establish mechanisms for the involvement of 
the community and voluntary sector and people 
living in poverty in the ongoing implementation 
and monitoring of NAPS. 
Extend NAPS t o  local government. 
Revise existing targets to  take greater account 
of the rapidly changing economic environment. 
Set targets in new areas, for particular groups 
(children, older people and people with 
disabilities) and issues (housing1 
accommodation, homelessness and health). 
Develop and strengthen poverty-proofing, 
ensure it is applied t o  all key Budgetary 
decisions including taxation, and extend it t o  
the local level. 
Further embed NAPS in the administrative 
system. 
Enhance and resource data collection and 
analysis t o  inform the monitoring and 
evaluation of NAPS. 
Issues relatlnq to these pr~orltles are further elaborated 
upon In the full recommendat~ons set out below 
Thr vcar 2002 w ~ l l  mark the half-way perlod for NAPS 
Tht. Aqrncv propows that thesr rrcommendat~onc be 
~ir i [~Irnlrr l tcd ~1s soon ar posrlhlr and r r v~cwrd  In 2001 
F(rrtlit'r ,is\t.s\nicr)t< i v~ l l  bc protliicrd, by thc Aqrncy. 111 
tile ~ r l t ~ r i r l ~  
baresa~fl ~es,ommnr~adp*i~ns~ 
1 Review NAPS in the light of the changed 
economic, social and cultural circumstances now 
prevailing in Ireland. Such a revlew should take 
Into account the model of economlc development 
operating In Ireland and examlne Issues of wealth 
creatlon and redlstrlbutlon To be led by NAPS IDPC 
2 Provide additional resources for policies, 
programmes and actions to  reduce poverty. 
There should be specific resource allocations to  
implement NAPS policies, programmes and actions. 
NAPS has rel~ed t o  date on the redistribution and 
reprioritisation of resources within government 
departments to  deliver on the strategy. Thus, the 
f 1.5 billion social inclusion package in the PPF is an 
important step forward in this regard. To be 
actioned by the Department o f  Finance. 
3 Further embed NAPS into the political and 
administrative systems through actlve promotion 
and tralning and through the extension of NAPS to 
state agencies and local government. (See 
recommendations 11 to  18 and 42 to  46). To be 
actioned by departments, state agencies and local 
government, led by NAPS IDPC. 
4 Revise some of the existing NAPS targets and 
set new ones in key areas. (For further details see 
recommendations 19 to  23). To be actioned by 
NAPS IDPC and agreed by government. 
5 Strengthen the main implementing bodies, the 
IDPC and NAPS Unit. (For further details see 
recommendations 13 and 14). To be actioned by the 
Government. 
6 lmprove consultation and involve people 
experiencing poverty and those who represent 
them in the implementation of NAPS. (See 
recommendations 16, 17, 21, 29 and 40). To be 
actioned by NAPS IDPC. 
7 lmprove monitoring of the implementation of 
NAPS. (See also recommendations 23, 36 to 41, 52 
and 53). To be actioned by NAPS IDPC, in 
conjunction wlth the Combat Poverty Agency and 
the NESF 
8 Further embed poverty proofing into the 
administrative system through training and 
guidance and extend it to  state agencies and 
local government. (See recommendat~ons 26 to 35) 
To be actroned by NAPS IDPC in the first instance. 
9 Raise the profile of NAPS. The Government should 
regularly emphasise that poverty is unacceptable in 
Ireland today and undertake a proactive public 
awareness strategy to  emphasise the key importance 
of NAPS. (For further details, see recommendations 
47 to  51). To be actioned by the Government and 
NAPS IDPC. 
10 In the context of Article 137 of the Amsterdam 
Treaty, contribute to  the development of an 
overall EU Strategy to  combat poverty and 
social exclusion and promote exchange and 
learning between member states on the 
development of national anti-poverty 
strategies. (See recommendation 17). To be led by 
the Government. 
laeccamme~dati~~s QRI 
hstitna?iona1 Mechanisms 
11 Maintain a high level of political commitment 
to  the elimination of poverty and the 
promotion of social inclusion through the 
Cabinet Sub-committee on Social Inclusion. 
The Cablnet Sub-Comm~ttee on Soclal lncluslon has 
ensured that poverty reduction and soclal lncluslon 
have been hlgh on the polltlcal agenda It IS 
Important for thls Commlttee t o  contlnue to  
provlde a political Impetus to  NAPS and t o  
champlon the ellmlnatlon of poverty To be 
actloned by  the Cab~net Sub-Comm~ttee on Soclal 
lncluaon 
12 Give the Senior Officials Group an official role 
in the implementation of NAPS. The Senior 
Officials Group is relatively recently established and 
provldes an important link between NAPS IDPC and 
the Cabinet Sub-committee. However, the roles and 
links with NAPS IDPC could usefully be clarlfled. To 
be actioned by the Senior Officials Group in  
consultation with NAPS IDPC. 
13 Enhance the role of NAPS IDPC. Thls could be 
done through: 
ralsing the status of the Committee, eg. by the 
Minister for Social, Community and Famlly Affairs 
attending some meetings of the Commlttee and 
ensuring attendance by senlor officials from all 
relevant departments; 
the development of a clear annual work plan, 
tlmetabled with areas of responslb~lity clearly outlined; 
meeting more regularly than four tlmes a year; 
inltiatlng strategic work areas for NAPS. 
engaglng In consultative work, eg. vlsltlng local 
projects, regularly meetrng comrnunlty and voluntary 
contrlbutlng t o  the development of strategies at 
local level; 
continue to  engage in cross-departmental working 
on key poverty initiatives. Clearer reporting 
relationships between cross-departmental groups 
and NAPS IDPC could usefully be established; 
developing and resourcing a public education and 
media relations function and publishing documents 
on a regular basis; 
ensuring that NAPS IDPC members and liaison 
offlcers are adequately resourced and supported to 
fulfil their roles; 
considering extending the rnembershlp of the 
Committee t o  include the social partners. 
To be actioned by  NAPS IDPC, with the support o f  the 
Cabinet Sub-committee on Social Inclusion and the 
Senior Officials Group. 
14 Enhance the role and raise the profile of the 
NAPS Unit. This could include the following: 
the posltion of Head of the NAPS Unit being full- 
tlme and NAPS-dedicated ; 
additional staff resources Including the ablllty to 
bring in staff from other departments to form a 
cross-departmental staff team, putting SMI theory 
Into practice; 
the ability to  draw in external expertise on a 
seconded basis e.g. to  enable staff to  take a more 
proactive and supportive role in relatlon to  poverty- 
proofing; 
additional budgetary resources to provide materials 
and support to  departments on the irnplementatlon 
of NAPS. 
To be actioned by  NAPS Unit with the support o f  the 
Department o f  Soclal, Community and Family Affairs, 
along with other Government departments, part~cularly 
the De~artment o f  Finance. 
15 Provide additional support for Liaison Officers. 
Thls could Include 
lntegratlng the role of llalson offlcer Into the 
declslon-maklng process In the rel~vant departments, 
ensurlng that llalson off~cers have dedlcated tlme to 
undertake NAPS work and that ~t IS expllcltly part of 
thelr work plans, 
lla~son offlcers havlng a dedlcated budget wlthln 
thelr departments for NAPS work, 
a "job role/descr~pt~on" belng drawn up for lldlson 
off~cers, outllnlng thelr maln tasks. 
reqular tralnlnq on NAPS work, 
4 network for NAPS l~a~son off~cerr to mPpt and 
exchange experience and ~riform~ltl~on on NAPS- 
related work 
Departments to act~on, supported hy NAPS Unrt 
sector representat~ves and other soclal partners, 
9 - I 
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16 Establish appropriate consultative and 
participatory structures for the involvement of the 
community and voluntary sector, people living in 
poverty and the social partners in the planning, 
implementation and evaluation of NAPS. This could 
be done through: 
the NESF. The NESF includes representatives from the 
community and voluntary pillar and its Assembly, in 
particular, could play an important role in the ongoing 
implementation of NAPS. The NESF, as a whole, has a 
part~cular ole to play in evaluating the effectiveness of 
policies which are being implemented within the 
framework of social partnership agreements and of 
NAPS. To date it has played an important role by 
commenting regularly on social policy issues; 
greater use of working groups which involve both 
1 offictals and the community and voluntary sector to I 
1 oversee the development, co-ordination and i implementation of specific initiatives; 
the White Paper on the relationship between the 
community and voluntary sector and the state; 
representation of the sector on a Evaluation Advisory 
i Group, to be established by the Combat Poverty 
I Agency 
i greater involvement of the social partners in 
particular initiatives as was the case in the 
! development of poverty proofing; 
placing greater emphasis on user participation needs; 
involvement at local level In the County 
Development Boards; 
a comm~tment o supporting the involvement of 
excluded people. 
To be actioned by NESE NAPS IDPC, the Department o f  
Social, Community and Family Affairs, the Combat 
Poverty Agencg the County Development Boards and 
the community and voluntary sector. 
17 The IDPC should consider adopting the learning 
and guidelines being developed by the EU 
Transnational Project on lnvolvlng excluded 
persons and the organlsat~ons that represent them In 
anti-poverty pollcy development and 
~mplementatlon. To be actioned by NAPS IDPC, in 
consultation wlth the Combat Poverty Agencg NAPS 
Unit and the National Anti-Poverty Networks. 
18 Put in place and resource a programme of 
support for local government and state 
agencies to assist them in developing and 
implementing anti-poverty strategies and to 
enwre that local people and conimun~ty and voluntary 
sector representatives are ~nvolved In the des~on and 
dellvery of antl-poverty proqramrnes at local level To 
be actloned by central and local Government and by 
the Combat Poverty Agency 
~ecomnnrqn4a+inns on MAW4 
"prpTpts a d  mv=n~=omes 
19 Re-set some of the originallrevised NAPS 
targets. Thls would Include 
re-basing the global target regularly, eg. every five 
years, and assessing a number of components 
underlying the target - actual income, non-monetary 
indicators of deprivation, and income relative to the 
whole population. The relevance of the deprivation 
indicators should be reviewed on a regular basis; 
considering and re-setting the education target: (i) 
based on a broader-than-purely-academic view of 
education; (ii) by measuring literacy and numeracy 
levels at primary school and (iii) including an adult 
literacy component; 
re-setting the new unemployment target, in the first 
instance in line with the Employment Action Plan - 
i.e. to reduce unemployment to 5%, and long-term 
unemployment to 2% by end year 2000 - and in 
the longer term, by 2005, to eliminate long-term 
unemployment. The development of the social 
economy could play an important role here; 
re-setting the income adequacy target on the basis 
of relative income levels. The Working Group 
examining the issue of relative poverty under the PFF 
should contribute to the setting of this target; 
re-setting the urban disadvantage and rural poverty 
targets based on data, to be collected if necessary, at 
local level through local development or local 
government sources. This work to be led by the 
NAPS IDPC, through the use o f  working groups 
involving the social partners, the Combat Poverty 
Agency and other relevant groupslindividuals. 
20 Set additional targets. Groups and issues which the 
Agency considers a priority are: children, older people, 
people with disabilities, housing/accommodation, 
homelessness and health. The need to to keep the 
Strategy focused on key poverty issues should be 
borne in mind. To be led by the NAPS IDPC, through 
the use of working groups involving the social 
partners, the Combat Poverty Agency and other 
relevant groupsl~ndividuals. 
21 Engage in a consultative process for arriving at 
targets. Thls should Include inclusive d~scussions, 
lnvolvlng the soc~al partners, on issues to be taken into 
cons~derat~on and the broad parameters with~n whlch 
targets should b~ framed. It should also take into 
account approaches to setting targets and lnd~cators In 
other EU countries. To be actioned by NAPS IDPC 
22 Consider the time-frame for which particular 
targets should be set, and within which targets 
should be achieved eg. three years, five years, ten 
years, as appropriate. To be actioned by NAPS IDPC, 
through the consultative process. 
23 Put in place performance indicators and review 
dates to measure progress towards meeting the 
targets. Consider how targets might be met and 
ensure appropriate policies and measures are put in 
place which will work towards the achievement of 
targets. To be actioned by NAPS IDPC. 
24 Undertake a systematic review of the 
application of the NAPS principles, with a view to 
proactively encouraging and supporting the 
implementation of the principles in the application of 
all anti-poverty and social inclusion measures. To be 
actioned by NAPS IDPC. 
25 Consider how NAPS can better reflect Ireland's 
European and international commitments to 
promoting human and social rights, in line with 
obligations under the UN and the Council of Europe. 
To be actioned by the Government. 
Plecoonmsndaf ions on 
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26 Consider how poverty-proofing can operate at 
various levels within and across government 
departments. For example, at departmental sectlon 
level, at departmental level and between 
departments Poverty-proof~ng could and should 
take place at these d~fferent levels, and there needs 
to be a system to ensure that the ~nformat~on IS fed 
through the system and IS taken into cons~deratlon 
at all levels of declslon maklng To be considered in 
the Poverty-Proofing Review 
27 Consider introducing a screening mechanism to 
assess whether a policy or programme should 
be proofed or not. In the absence of screening a 
large number of policies mlght be proofed in detall 
.unnecessarily, with the risk that policies that have 
significant adverse impacts on poverty may not be 
adequately considered. In th~s context it will be 
important to ensure that key taxation measures are 
poverty-proofed, as proposed in the Programme for 
Prosperity and Fairness. To be considered in the 
Poverty-Proofing Review. 
28 Identify information and data gaps required to 
undertake poverty proofing and put in place 
actions to address these. To be cons~dered in the 
Poverty-Proofing Review 
29 In the process of poverty-proofing undertake 
consultation with the key poverty groups. This 
may be time consuming if undertaken in isolation, 
however, if consultation with people living in poverty 
and the groups which represent them was a key 
feature in the ongoing implementation of NAPS this 
information could automatically inform poverty 
proofing. Under such arrangements ~t may be possible 
for the community and voluntary sector to contribute 
to, or participate in, poverty-proofing. To be 
undertaken by departments and supported by NAPS 
IDPC. To be considered in the Poverty-Proofing 
Review 
30 Resource departments, state agencies and local 
authorities to undertake poverty-proofing. This 
will require staff resources, training and resources to 
obtain the required data and to undertake 
consultation. To be actioned by the Government 
through the Department of Finance. 
31 Publish examples of poverty-proofing, and in 
particular make publicly available poverty 
proofs of key policy documents eg. the annual 
budget. Making appllcatlons of poverty proofing 
publ~cly available will demonstrate the seriousness of 
the initiative and assist in building good practice. 
While valuable in its own right thls would be very 
much in the spirit of the Freedom of Information 
legislation. To be actioned by the individual 
departments. Alternativelg the information could be 
collated by the NAPS Unit and published by the 
NAPS IDPC. 
32 Set an explicit time-frame for the extension of 
poverty-proofing to state agencies and local 
government. The Programme for Prosperity and 
Fairness states that poverty proofing will be 
extended on a phased bas~s to a local level through 
the local authorities and health boards. The revlew 
of poverty-proofing, to take place early In 2000, 
should cons~der how this m~ght be done. On the 
back of thls ~t would be useful to develop poverty- 
proofing gu~del~nes for the local author~tles and 
health boards. In addlt~on, they w~ l l  need to be 
adequately resourced and supported to undertake 
poverty proof~ng. To be act~oned by the 
Government. 
33 Consider how an integrated proofing system 
might be developed to incorporate the various 
proofing elements eg poverty, qendcr, equal~ty, 
environment, and rural elements Wlth~n such dn 
Integrated approach ~t will be important to maintdln 
the focus on prooflng pollc~es for poverty To b? 
cons~dered ln the poverty-proofing revfew 
D1ann;ng for a More lncfusive Societv 
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1 34 Identify relevant examples and approaches to  
i poverty proofing within the EU and promote 
exchange and learning between member states 
on poverty-proofing. To be lead by  the NAPS IDPC. 
1 35 Examine the "pros and cons" of putting 
I poverty-proofing on a legislative basis. To be 
1 considered in the poverty-proofing review 
36 Continue t o  undertake and support regular data 
collection and analysis on the extent and nature 
of poverty in Ireland. 
(i) the Living in Ireland survey data to: 
ensure results on the extent and nature of 
poverty are made available annually; 
undertake longitudinal analyses of the survey 
data; 
undertake detailed analyses of specific poverty 
issues; 
(11) to  analyse add~t~onal  vallable data sources, eg the 
Household Budget survey and to  enhance other data 
sources The new nat~onal soctal sclence data 
archlve be~ng establ~shed jointly by UCD and the ESRI 
has the potent~al t o  provtde a source of soc~al 
sclence data for w~der  analys~s The Census pllot 
I Income questlonnalre may also make ava~lable an 
I 
I add~t~onal  source of ~nformat~on  the Income 
levels of the populat~on, 
(111) to ensure that the proposed new national survey on 
the well-be~ng of children has a strong focus on child 
poverty; 
to  ensure that adequate resources are made 
avallable to enable ongolng data collect~on 
and analys~s on poverty Th~s should Include 
resources to ensure that results are produced 
~n as tlmely a manner as poss~ble 
To be actioned by NAPS IDPC, ~n assocratron wrth the 
Combat Povrrty Agency 
37 Undertake additional complementary data 
collection to  ensure that the impact of NAPS on 
the most marginalised groups can be assessed, 
partic~rl,irlv for qroupq not I~v~ r i q  w ~ t t i ~ r i  t cidtt~onal 
t io~~<ct io ld ctrcum5taricrs eq Travellers, homeless 
people, refuqees and asylum seekers, and people 
livinq In Instltut~ons To be act~oned by NAPS IDPC, m 
accociatron wrth the Combat Poverty Agency 
38 Ensure that the nature and causes of poverty 
continue to  be researched and analysed. Good 
analysis has assisted our understanding of poverty in 
Ireland to  date, but this work needs to  be continued 
and substantiated, particularly In rapidly changing 
economic, social and cultural circumstances, for 
example, emerging trends indicate a potential 
increase in the working poor, refugees and asylum 
seekers. These trends need to  be fully explored and 
analysed. To be actioned by  NAPS IDPC, in 
association with the Combat Poverty Agency 
39 Link Irish poverty analysis to  international poverty 
assessments, where relevant, and support moves 
within the EU and the Council of Europe for more 
extensive measuring and monitoring of trends in 
poverty and social exclusion. To be actioned by the 
Government, NAPS IDK, and the Combat Poverty 
Agency 
40 Involve the community and voluntary sector and 
people who are living in poverty in assessing the 
impact of NAPS. This is critical since anti-poverty and 
soc~al tnclusion policies are seeking to improve the 
position of those who are most disadvantaged and 
marg~nalised. To be actioned by NAPS IDPC, in 
association with the Combat Poverty Agency 
41 Put monitoring and evaluation structures in 
place t o  assess the impact of NAPS on poverty 
reduction in Ireland. To be actioned by  NAPS IDPC, 
in  association with the Combat Poverty Agency and 
NESF: 
~ecammenda+ioas an 
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42 Through the SMI process, departments and local 
government should state in their strategic 
statements and business plans the contribution 
they can make to  poverty reduction. The emphasis 
should be on how NAPS objectives get 
operationalised into departmental policies and 
programmes. The poss~b~l~ty of a pllot IS suggested 
where the Combat Poverty Agency and NAPS Un~ t  could 
work wtth one or two departments on a p~lot bas~s w ~ t h  
a vlew to arrlvlng at pract~cal ways In wh~ch anti-poverty 
pol~c~es can become Integral to departmental plann~ng 
and ~mplementat~on To be lnltrated by NAPS l D K  
th ro~qh  departmmh and actroned by the Combat 
Povprty Aqency and NAPS Unrt 
43 Departments and local authorities should clearly 
state in their NAPS Baselines documents and 
Annual Work Plans, what actual policies and 
programmes they will implement in that year 
which will directly contribute to  poverty 
reduction and the resources they are committing 
to  this. To be acfioned by departments and local 
authorities, supported by the NAPS Unit and the 
Combat Poverty Agency 
44 The IDPC, supported by the NAPS Unit should 
play a more active role in supporting 
departments and local government to  develop 
policies and programmes to  reduce poverty and 
promote social inclusion. In assessing departments' 
annual work plans the IDPC should support them to  
develop cross-departmental anti-poverty initiatives, 
where appropriate. To be actioned by NAPS IDPC. 
45 Departments should be resourced to  undertake 
anti-poverty work as specified in their annual 
work plans. This should be a key consideration in 
the Annual Estimates process. To be actioned by the 
Department o f  Finance, in consultation with other 
departments. 
46 The extent to  which departments meet the 
commitments contained in their annual work 
plans should be monitored both internally and 
independently. The independent dimension could 
be built into the evaluation of the NAPS. The internal 
monitoring should be undertaken in the context of 
the SMI. To be actioned by the Combat Poverty 
Agency and the Department o f  the Taoiseach. 
Recommenda*i~las on 
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47 NAPS should be promoted in a more proactive 
way through the media. Through the lnformat~on 
and Publ~c Educat~on Strategy for the Nat~onal Anti- 
Poverty Strategy a framework IS ~n place through 
whlch the prof~llng of NAPS and Increased awareness 
of poverty can be developed To be led by the 
Government 
48 More actively promote NAPS within the public 
service. NAPS should be a key element of induction 
and in-service training and should be incorporated as 
a key train~ng m'odule in its own right, for example 
on the implementation of poverty proofing. Other 
mechanisms should be explored for ra~sing 
awareness of NAPS, includ~ng better mechanisms of 
dissemination of informat~on e.g. through use of 
electron~c systems, seminars, newsletters and staff 
secondments. To be initiated by  the NAPS Unit. 
49 Promote NAPS within state agencies and local 
authorities. The provlslon of access~ble mater~als 
and tralnlng should be key components of t h~s  
process. The work being developed by the Combat 
Poverty Agency, in conjunction with the Department 
of Environment and Local Government and the NAPS 
Unit to  extend NAPS to  local government, should be 
prioritised. To be actioned by the Department o f  the 
Environment and Local Goverment, the NAPS Unit 
and the Combat Poverty Agency 
50 Provide information on NAPS to anti-poverty 
and community groups working at local level. 
The Combat Poverty Agency should play a lead role 
in this and should be further resourced to  do so. To 
be actioned by the Combat Poverty Agency 
51 Engage with the social partners on NAPS. This 
should be done through the implementation of the 
national partnership agreement, at both national and 
local levels. To be actioned by the Government. 
Pscommemda?ions on the 
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52 The Combat Poverty Agency should establish an 
Evaluation Advisory Committee as soon as 
possible to  cons~der t h ~ s  assessment and to ~den t~ f y  
areas for further evaluat~on The Adv~sory 
Comm~ttee w ~ l l  adv~se the Agency's work ~n the 
evaluat~on of NAPS on an ongolng bas~s The 
Commrttee w ~ l l  develop clear and conclse terms of 
reference Membersh~p of the Comm~ttee w ~ l l  
Include local people, representat~ves from the 
community and voluntary sector, the statutory sector, 
the soc~al partners, the research commun~ty, NESC 
and NESF The Agency w ~ l l  l~ase w ~ t h  the NESF ~n 
respect to  ~ t s  monltorlng role To be act~oned by the 
Combat Poverty Agency 
53 The NESF should monitor the implementation of 
NAPS, within the framework of the new national 
agreement. Gwen the NESF's representatlve structure, 
and the project team approach it has adopted to 
identify the scope for pol~cy improvement at both local 
and national level, ~t 1s particularly well placed to 
comment on the lmplementat~on of NAPS. To be 
actioned by the NESF 
C~)lncqassim 
In ~ t s  flrst phase NAPS has made a s~gn~f~cant 
contr~but~on to placlng poverty and soc~al exclus~on at 
the centre of publ~c pol~cy mak~ng Important strps havc 
been taken to embed NAPS ~n the polrt~cal and 
admln~stratlv~ rystem Howrvrr, qlvcn thp 
extraordtnar~ly rap~d rconorntc qrowth of recrnt years 
there IS an now an exc~pt~ona l  opport~~ntty larqcly to 
el~mlnate poverty In Ireland Thr rrsources are ava~lable 
to  do so The Combat Poverty Agency belleves that ~f the 
T 
plann ing  for a More lncfr!sive Society 
lessons of this assessment are taken on board, and if its 
recommendations are implemented, NAPS can play a 
critical role in ensuring that these resources will be used 
to the best effect and that poverty will be eliminated. 
Combat Poverty Agency 
May 2000 
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1 Executive Summary 
* Far?roduc?ioa r i. 
The publication of the National Anti-Poverty Strategy 
(NAPS) report Sharing in Progress in April 1997 was a 
critical landmark in the development of Irish social and 
economic policy. NAPS set a ten-year target for poverty 
reduction in Ireland and identified five key areas as needing 
particular attention in tackling poverty: income adequacy, 
unemployment, educational disadvantage, urban 
concentrations of poverty and rural poverty. 
NAPS to  date and how it is seen as a tool to  tackle poverty 
and exclusion in Ireland. 
NAPS is a ten-year strategy, with 2002 marking the mid- 
way point. Further evaluatlon of the Strategy should work 
towards producing a substantial mid-term report on its 
achievements to  2002. The new partnership agreement, 
the Partnership for Prosperity and Fairness should seek to 
achieve its objectives by end 2002 - the mid-way perlod 
for NAPS and the end of the partnership agreement. 
The Combat Poverty Agency has been glven responslblllty 
by the qovernment for overseelnq an evaluation of the I),. Economic and %cia! 
. - 
NAPS process, which will include consideration of the Cantex? 
views and experience of the community and voluntary Since 1997, when NAPS was first introduced, Ireland has 
sector. It will present the results of the evaluation to  NAPS experienced unprecedented economic growth, The 
Inter-Departmental Policy Committee (IDPC). of this economic growth have been a substantial fall in 
This assessment forms part of the Combat Poverty 
Agency's role in the evaluation of NAPS. It sets out to  
chart progress to  date, to  assess key achievements, 
shortcomings and barriers to  progress, and on this basis 
draws conclusions on the issues to  be addressed in the 
future implementation of NAPS. The assessment draws on 
data and material available since the introduction of NAPS: 
on research reports produced by the ESRI, Monitoring 
Poverty Trends in particular, and on the Social inclusion 
Strategy: Annual Report o f  the Inter-Departmental Policy 
Committee 1998199. The assessment also contalns an 
analysis of Dail Debates on NAPS and press coverage of 
the Strategy. Records of meetings and other similar 
documentation are also drawn upon. 
The National Economic and Social Forum (NESF) also has a 
role in monitoring NAPS. The NESF was re-constituted in 
1998 and is currently considering the nature of its role in 
relation to  the Strategy. Given its representative structure 
and focus on policy analysis and monitoring, ~t would seem 
to  have a key role in assessing major social policy Initiatives, 
such as NAPS. Its fourth pillar will have an important 
contribution to  make in this regard. 
The development of the National Anti-Poverty Strategy 
involved an extensive consultation exercise. In undertaking 
this assessment it was decided that it would be useful to 
garner the views of a range of people who had been 
involved in the development of NAPS through a postal 
questionnaire survey Questionnaires were Issued to the 
community and voluntary sector, to the other soclal 
partners, to the statutory sector, to researchers and 
academics, to polltlcal advisers, to  the media and to  local 
government groups. The questlonnalre responses provlde 
extremely valuable instghts Into the lmplementatlon of 
unemployment, including long-term unemployment, which 
is known to be a key cause of poverty. Secondly, the 
numbers of those in consistent poverty had substantially 
fallen, to under 10% of the population in 1997. 
Reductions in unemployment and poverty which might only 
have seemed aspirational In the early 1990s, have now 
been achieved. So the context In which NAPS is operating 
has changed, bringing with it new issues and challenges. 
One such challenge is that the nature of poverty is 
changing. While consistent poverty is falling, Income 
inequality is increasing as the gap widens between those in 
work and those not in work. This increase in relative 
income poverty may have broader lmpl~cat~ons over the 
longer term. The challenge for NAPS, in the current 
favourable macro environment, is to tackle both the 
remaining consistent poverty and to address increasing 
income inequalities. 
The changlng nature of poverty may have other 
~mpl~cat~ons whlch requlre attention Other emerglng 
Issues are 
whlle many long-term unemployed people have found 
work, there rernalns a group of very long-term 
unemployed people who have not yet been able to 
avall of the Increased employment opportun~t~es, 
the rlsk of poverty for older people, particularly older 
women, has Increased, 
whlle stdl relatively small, there 1s an tnrrpaslnq rlsk of 
poverty for low pald employees. 
large famllles and rhlldren, In partlrular, cont~ni~e to 
have a hlgh rlsk of poverty, 
people wlth dlsabllltles contlnue to have a hlgtl rlsk of 
poverty. 
vulnerable groups such as Travellers, people who are 
homeless and refugees and asylum seekers have a very 
high risk of poverty. 
A key issue is the extent to which recent economic and 
social development has left behind a group of households 
that experience cumulative or multiple disadvantages and 
exclusion from the rest of society in a way that has not 
happened previously. The increased costs of housing, lack 
of accessible and affordable childcare, and the lack of 
availability and access to primary health services are 
particular features of the current economic and social 
environment for people who are poor. 
In the present economic climate there is now the 
opportunity largely to eliminate poverty in Ireland. The 
resources are available and the mechanisms are in place, 
through NAPS, to deliver the policies and programmes. 
What is now required is the allocation of resources and the 
political and institutional will t o  ensure that this aspiration 
can become a reality. This assessment highlights some of 
the modifications which might be made to NAPS to enable 
this to happen. 
The United Nations context for NAPS is also important. It 
was at the UN World Summit in Copenhagen in March 
1995, that the lrish Government agreed to the 
development of an lrish National Anti-Poverty Strategy. 
The UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural 
Rights has observed that lreland has made good progress 
on meeting its commitments and noted with satisfaction 
the adoption of the National Anti-Poverty Strategy for 
1997-2007 and related mechanisms such as the poverty- 
proofing of policy proposals. 
However, the UN Committee is concerned that NAPS does 
not explicitly adopt a human rights framework. The 
Committee is also concerned about the persistence of 
poverty among disadvantaged and vulnerable groups, in 
particular people with disabilities, the Travelling community, 
older women, lone parents and children. 
The UN General Assembly will meet In Geneva in June 
2000 to assess progress on the commitments made in 
1995 - referred to as Copenhagen +5. Copenhagen +5 
presents an opportunity for lreland to further strengthen 
NAPS, involv~ng cons~derat~on of a greater focus on human 
and soc~al rights. 
NAPS also operates w ~ t h  In an European context Eurostat 
f~qures show that lBOb of the EU populat~on llve In 
poverty The European Soc~al Affalrs M~n~ster has asked the 
European Heads of Government to agree the follow~ng 
targets 
to reduce those llvlng below the 60% poverty line 
from 1896 today to 15?6 by 2005 and 10% by 2010; 
to reduce child poverty throughout Europe by 50% by 
201 0. 
lreland has interacted in a very positive way with European 
social policy developments and has made many important 
contributions. With the introduction of Article 137 of the 
Amsterdam Treaty there is now a much stronger basis for 
the European Union to give an increased focus to poverty 
and social exclusion. lreland now has an important 
opportunity to advocate that the EU should: 
promote policy exchange and learning for policy 
makers, the social partners and all those involved in 
anti-poverty action; 
put in place better data and reporting on trends in 
poverty and social exclusion; 
regularly monitor and report on approaches that may 
have been developed in each member state; 
introduce a system of social-impact assessments for EU 
policies; 
promote the development of minimum income 
standards in key areas of anti-poverty policy; 
increase support for the role of non-governmental 
organisations. 
There is a growing emphasis by the European Union on 
addressing issues of social exclusion through enhancing 
human and social rights. Under its preparatory actions to 
combat and prevent social exclusion, the EU is funding the 
Combat Poverty Agency, the NAPS Unit and the National 
Anti-Poverty Networks, along with transnational partners in 
Northern Ireland, Finland, the Netherlands and Portugal to 
develop guidelines for the involvement of excluded persons 
and the organisations which represent them in the 
development, implementation and evaluation of social 
inclusion and anti-poverty strategies. 
3. Ilnstitutional Mechanisms 
The first two years of NAPS has seen the establishment of 
a number of institutional mechanisms for its 
implementation, as envisaged in the NAPS Strategy 
statement. These are illustrated in Figure 3.1, Chapter 3. 
The structures established include the following: 
a Cabinet Sub-committee on Social Inclusion, chaired 
by the Taoiseach; 
a Senior Officials Committee to advise the Cabinet 
Sub-committee on Social Inclusion; 
an Inter-Departmental Policy Committee (IDPC); 
a NAPS Unit In the Department of Social, Community 
and Fam~ly Affairs; 
NAPS Lia~son Officers; 
the National Economic and Social Forum (NESF) has 
responsibility for monitoring the social inclusion 
element of Partnership 2000; 
the Combat Poverty Agency has a role in monitoring 
and evaluating NAPS; 
the National Anti-Poverty Networks have continued to 
be funded, and the community and voluntary sector 
has been involved in monitoring Partnership 2000; 
preliminary work is in progress on the development of 
local anti-poverty strategies. 
It is notable that two months after the launch of NAPS 
there was a change of government. The Fianna 
Fdil/Progressive Democrat government has progressed 
NAPS and has consolidated various structures for its 
implementation. 
This assessment compares the structures which have been 
established against what was envisaged in NAPS'S 
Statement of Strategy. The analysis also attempts to assess 
the extent to which the institutional structures established 
have been effective in the implementation of NAPS and to 
identify improvements which could be made. 
Key structural achievements include: 
the institutional structures envisaged in NAPS'S Strategy 
Statement have mainly been put in place; 
a Cabinet Sub-committee has taken on a key role in 
promoting social inclusion policies; 
references to NAPS have increased in the Ddil; 
continued explicit recognition that anti-poverty policy is a 
key policy area within the political and administrative 
system. The actions which are undertaken by these 
systems should provide evidence that this is the case. 
In addition, there are a number of other actions which 
would help to strengthen the institutional mechanisms to 
implement NAPS. These include: 
an enhanced role for the NAPS IDPC; 
additional resources and supports for the NAPS Unit 
and Liaison Officers; 
the establishment of appropriate consultative and 
participatory structures for the involvement of the 
community and voluntary sector, people living in 
poverty and the social partners in the planning, 
implementation and evaluation of NAPS; 
acceleration of the National Anti-Poverty Strategy to 
local government and state agencies. 
4. NAPS Targets and 
Priracinks 
One of the most Important and novel features of the 
National Anti-Poverty Strategy is that ~t sets specific 
targets for poverty reduction. Indeed lreland is the f~rst 
European Union member state to adopt a global poverty 
target. NAPS contains six targets - a global target and a 
target for each of the five themes: unemployment, 
- - -  ~ 
educational disadvantage, income adequacy, urban the NAPS IDPC has continued to progress NAPS; 
disadvantage and rural poverty. NAPS is also underpinned the NAPS Unit has progressed a substantial body of 
\ .S-~L. 
by the seven principles outl~ned in Chapter 1 and in 
"""I h, 1 the Combat Poverty Agency has progressed the 
Strategy through its work; 
poverty proofing has been introduced. 
Chapter 4, Section 1.7 
The original NAPS global target was a reduction of the 
numbers of those who are consistently poor from 9-1 5% 
to less than 5-10% (based on 1994 data) by 2007. By 
However, a number of weaknesses have been identified as 
1997 the numbers in consistent poverty had fallen to 
follows: 
7-10% of the populat~on. Based on this ~nformation, In 
June 1999 the Government set a new global target that there has been insufficient involvement of key 
consistent poverty be reduced to below 5% by 2004. 
organisations and sectors, including the social partners 
and organisations working with people who are 
experiencing poverty; 
the over-centralisation of the structures to deliver anti- 
poverty policies and programmes; 
inadequate resourcing of the NAPS Unit and anti- 
poverty work in general; 
the need for more proactive support from the polltical 
system; 
inadequate public-awareness raising and education; 
lack of ongoing evaluation. 
This assessment shows that there is a need for a concerted 
effort by all involved to ensure that the mechanisms put in 
place to implement NAPS can deliver on tts commitments 
in a consistent way. In particular, there is a need for 
Substantial progress has also been made In reducing 
unemployment. The orlginal target was to reduce the 
rate of unemployment from 11.9% to 6% by 2007; and 
to reduce the rate of long-term unemployment from 7% 
to 3.5%. In June 1999 the Government set new 
unemployment targets that unemployment be reduced to 
below 5% and long-term unemployment to be reduced to 
2.5% by 2002. By September 1999 the unemployment 
rate was 5.7% and long-term unemployment rate 2 1 % 
Thus, the target set by Government In June 1999 to 
reduce long-term unemployment to 2 5% by 2002 had 
already been met by September 1999. The Employment 
Actlon Plan has more ambitlous targets for unemployment 
reduction - to  reduce unemployment to below 5% and 
long-term unemployment to below 2% by end-year 2000. 
The new national agreement contains an objective to 
effectively eliminate long-term unemployment and to seek 
that mass unemployment does not recur. 
The educational disadvantage target is to eliminate the 
problem of early school leaving before the junior certificate 
and to reduce early school leaving so that the percentage 
of those completing the senior cycle will increase to at 
least 90% by the year 2000 and 98% by the year 2007. 
The target also states that there should be no students 
with serious literacy and numeracy problems in early 
primary education within the next five years. Various 
issues are arising in attempting to achieve this target in 
relation to the educational options available and chosen by 
young people who may not necessarily follow these 
traditional routes. In addition, adult illiteracy is a particular 
problem which was not included in NAPS'S education 
target. A new target has not yet been set, but various 
commentators have suggested that it should be reviewed. 
The income adequacy target restated the global target 
and set out a short-term goal of reaching the minimally 
adequate social welfare rates set by the Commission on 
Social Welfare. These were reached in 1999. The urban 
disadvantage and rural poverty targets were less 
specific, and thus progress on these has been more difficult 
to measure. These three targets have not been re-set. 
The seven principles are an important component of NAPS. 
While there has been some progress on recognising NAPS 
principles and trying to progress aspects of these in an 
effort to reduce poverty and inequalitles. much remains to 
be done. There is thus the need to reinforce all the 
pr~nciples of NAPS across the civil service and to put in 
place mechanisms to ensure that they underpin all anti- 
poverty policies and measures. 
Th~s assessment discusses a number of issues in relation to 
NAPS targets. A number of points are made in relation to 
the review and revislon of NAPS targets. These can be 
summarised as' 
the need to re-set some of the or~g~nal NAPS targets, 
the need to set add~t~onal t rgets, eg In the areas of 
hous~nq/accommodat~on a d homelessness, health, 
and to address poverty amonq ch~ldren, older people 
and people w ~ t h  d~sabll~t~es, 
the need to engaqe In a consultat~ve process for 
arrlvlnq at tarqets, 
the need to cons~der how tarqets can be 
operat~onal~sed w ~ t h ~ n  government departments, 
the need to conslder the t~me-frame for whlch 
part~cular targets should be set, In both the short-term 
and the lonq-term. 
* the need to put In place performance lnd~cators to 
measure progress towards meet~ng the targets Th~s 
w~l l  requlre add~t~onal data collect~on and analys~s 
There is also a need for a more systematic review of the 
application of the principles. 
In relation to the current NAPS targets there is a need to: 
re-base the global target regularly, say every five years 
and to explicitly assess a number of components 
underlying it - real income, non-monetary indicators, 
relative income; 
re-consider and re-set the education target, based on a 
broader view of education, measuring literacy and 
numeracy levels at primary school and Including an 
adult literacy component; 
re-set the new unemployment target - to eliminate 
long-term unemployment; 
re-set the income adequacy target on the basis of 
relative income levels; 
re-set the urban disadvantage and rural poverty targets 
based on disaggregated national data, and additional 
local information data, to be collected, if necessary, 
perhaps through local development or local 
government sources. 
5. Poverty-prrmbiiare 
The introduction of poverty-proofing has been one of the 
most significant developments under NAPS to date. This is 
a process by which government departments assess 
policies and programmes at design and review stages in 
relat~on to the likely impact that they will have or have had 
on poverty and inequalities which are likely to lead to 
poverty, with a view to poverty reduction. 
Poverty-proofing is currently being implemented on a pilot 
basis in civil service departments only. Following a 
Government decision in July 1998, poverty-proofing has 
been included as a requirement in the Cabinet Handbook 
which states that Memoranda for Government should, 
inter alia, "indicate clearly, as appropriate, the impact of 
the proposal for.. .persons in poverty or at risk of falling 
Into poverty, in the case of significant policy proposals." 
What this means in practice is that major economic or 
social pollcy proposals be assessed for their effects on 
poverty. The assessment includes the follow~ng questions: 
a. Does it help to prevent people falling into poverty? 
b. Does it contribute to the achievement of NAPS targets? 
c. If the proposal has no effect on the level of poverty, 
what opt~ons might be identified to produce a positlve 
effect? 
Poverty-proofing should be undertaken in the followtng 
c~rcumstances: 
In the preparation of SMI Statements of Strategy and 
Annual Busmess Plans; 
in designing policies and preparing Memoranda to 
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Government on significant policy proposals; 
in the preparation of the Estimates and Annual Budget 
proposal - this also includes expenditure reviews and 
programme evaluations; 
in the preparation of the National Development Plan 
and other relevant EU Plans and Programmes; and 
in the preparation of legislation. 
This assessment discusses some of the issues which arose in 
the development of poverty-proofing and describes some of 
its applications in terms of the annual budget, some policy 
reports, the National Development Plan and racism and 
poverty. The important role of poverty audits (assessing the 
impact of policies after application, rather than at design 
stage) is also discussed and some examples are cited. 
While the theory of poverty-proofing has been welcomed, 
there have been some concerns in relation to its 
application in practice. It was felt that it has yet to be 
adequately developed and employed. The following 
strategies were identified as being central to the 
improvement and advancement of poverty-proofing: 
increase resources allocated to poverty proofing; 
conduct seminars with key personnel in each 
departmenvagency on how to poverty-proof policies 
and programmes; 
improve staff tra~ning and education on the application 
of the poverty-proofing guidelines; 
establish formal poverty-proofing review mechanisms. 
A number of issues have arisen in the implementation of 
poverty-proofing to date which should be taken into 
consideration in its further development. These include: 
to consider the levels at which poverty-proofing should 
take place within and across government departments; 
to consider the introduction of a screening mechanism 
where certain criteria would be applied as to whether 
a policy or programme should be proofed or not; 
to ensure that the relevant data is available to 
undertake comprehensive poverty-proofing; 
to consult with people who are living in poverty and 
those who represent them to inform the poverty- 
proofing process; 
to provide adequate human and financial resources; 
to give further attention as to how poverty-proof~ng 
should be undertaken; 
to ensure that the process is transparent by making 
applications of poverty-proofing publicly available; 
to consider the development of a simple Integrated 
proofing system which integrates poverty- and 
equality-proofing, and poss~bly rural- and eco-proof~ng; 
to extend poverty-proofing to the wider public servlce 
and state agencies; 
to monitor and assess the implementation of poverty 
proofing on a regular basis; 
to consider the "pros and cons" of a move to a 
legislative base. 
There are proposals in place for an independent study to 
review poverty-proofing. It will be important that the 
review identifies how the poverty-proofing procedures 
have worked, the extent to which they have made an 
impact on resource distribution in addressing poverty, and 
recommendations for their development and extension. 
The review should also identify how poverty-proofing 
might be monitored and assessed on a regular basis. 
6. The Amaac* 06 h1AW 
One of the key questions in the assessment of NAPS is the 
impact it has had on poverty reduction in Ireland. This 
flags the importance of measuring and understanding 
poverty trends and the impact of anti-poverty policies. The 
main focus in assessing the impact of NAPS has been on 
the outcomes achieved, i.e. changes in the level and nature 
of poverty. However, the processes by which this is 
achieved are also important. NAPS sets out the process by 
which poverty is to be tackled in Ireland. It is therefore 
important to assess this process to ensure that it is effective 
and efficient. 
Some of the main changes in the level and nature of 
poverty between 1994 and 1997 are: 
the percentage of the population experiencing 
consistent poverty (income poverty plus basic 
deprivation) has fallen from 9-1 5% to 7-10% of the 
population; 
the percentage falling below the relative income 
poverty lines set at 50% and 60% of average 
household income increased from 2 1-34% to 
22-35%. This reflects increasing income inequalities 
where average incomes have increased at a greater 
rate than social welfare incomes; 
the risk of poverty for households headed by an 
unemployed person remalned high even though the 
overall numbers fell as unemployment fell sharply. The 
risk of poverty Increased for households headed by 
someone who was ill or disabled and households 
headed by someone working in the home (mainly 
women). The proportion of poor households headed 
by an employee or a retired person increased, wh~le the 
proportion of poor households headed by farmers fell, 
the r~sk of poverty Increased for s~ngle-adult 
households, for couples w~th  three or more chtldren 
and for households comprlslng two or three+ adults 
wlthout ch~ldren. Thus by 1997, a couple w~th  four or 
more children and stngle-adult households were the 
groups at highest risk of poverty; 
while the poverty risk for lone parent households 
about halved between 1994 and 1997, their poverty 
risk still remained relatively high at 30%, compared to 
an average risk of 22% for all households; 
the risk of poverty rose for older households (from 
1 M I %  in 1994 to 29-59% in 1997); 
the poverty risk for children fell between 1994 and 
1997. Nevertheless, the risk of poverty for children still 
remained relatively high at 24-38% in 1997; 
the risk of poverty for women has increased. 
The main factors which seem to be driving these changes 
are falling levels of unemployment (reducing the risk of 
poverty for some groups) and increases in social welfare 
rates that are less in relative terms than increases in 
average household income. This increases the risk of 
poverty for some groups, particularly those dependent on 
social welfare. 
Good research data is essential to provide us with a 
knowledge base on levels of poverty, its nature, causes and 
trends over time. To date, the assessment of poverty 
trends in lreland has relied mainly on the Living in lreland 
survey undertaken by the ESRI. This has shown that 
consistent poverty has fallen while relative income poverty 
has increased slightly. These trends need to be set in the 
current economic and social context, of rapid economic 
growth. People's living standards have increased generally 
across the population, but relative income poverty has 
increased, for the reasons outlined above. Over the longer 
term, this may result in an increase in consistent poverty as 
living standards stabilise and societal expectations catch up 
and adjust to higher average incomes. Thus, in the shorter 
term - the environment in which NAPS is operating -the 
fact that real and relative income poverty levels are 
diverging needs to be addressed. This could be done 
through broadening the scope of the global target to 
encompass distinct elements, such as real income levels, 
non-monetary deprivation indicators and relative incomes. 
Alternatively, a relative-income poverty target could be set 
as well as a consistent poverty target. 
Thus, additional work is also required in analysing the nature 
of poverty, in order to be better able to understand the 
processes at'work in creating and sustaining poverty. Further 
analysls with~n the Living in lreland survey should include: 
undertaking longitudinal analysis to monitor changes 
over tlme; 
analysing particular groups at high risk of poverty in 
more depth; 
conduct~ng comparative research setting poverty levels 
In lreland in a European and International context. 
Additional Data Sou~es 
While the Living in lreland survey is an extremely important 
source of information on poverty and in monitoring 
poverty trends, it needs to be complemented by additional 
data sources and analyses to provide a complete picture of 
poverty trends. These are outlined as follows: 
the need to collect data on people who do not live in 
private households, such as people who are homeless, 
many Traveller families, people living in institutions, 
and refugees and asylum seekers. People not living in 
private households include those who are the most 
vulnerable and disadvantaged in our society. The 
collection and ongoing analysis of data on these 
groups is difficult, particularly in relation to monitoring 
their levels of poverty over time. Additional data 
collection systems should be developed in consultation 
with the groups affected. This will require a resource 
commitment to ensure the collection of reliable and 
useful quality data; 
the allocation of resources within households needs to 
be further examined in order better to understand the 
needs of individual members within the household; 
the turnaround time between data collection and 
production of results needs to be reduced, as far as is 
practicable. However, it is necessary to retain data 
quality and confidence in the results; 
local data collection is required to complement 
national household data; 
the establishment of a national data archive should 
ensure that data-sets are available to Irish social 
scientists. This should facilitate more researchers to 
undertake poverty research; 
For the future monitoring of poverty trends, causes and 
potential solutions it will be important that the data 
enhancements suggested take place. A resource 
commitment will be required to enable this to happen. 
This is essential to ensure the effective application of anti- 
poverty and social inclusion policies. 
Further suggestions for assessing the impact of NAPS are: 
the inclusion in NAPS of a section on "how" the 
Strategy will be implemented and monitored; 
the development of performance indicators to monitor 
the Impact of the Strategy on poverty levels; 
regular reviews of NAPS and progress reports to 
document the successes and failures of the Strategy. 
7. Pearartmental Acaianls 
The forrnulatlon and implementatton of the Nat~onal Antl- 
Poverty Strategy In 1997 colnclded with a perlod of publlc 
servlce reform, through the Strategic Management 
Initlatlve (SMI) SMI places a part~cular emphas~s on cross- 
departmental inltlatlves and has poverty reduction as a key 
strategic goal 
NAPS requires each department and agency to identify the 
individual and joint contributions it makes to addressing 
poverty and to achieving the overall objectives of the 
strategy. Each departmenvagency was asked to prepare a 
baseline document in relation to poverty and social 
exclusion, looking in a strategic way at their plans in 
relation to poverty and social inclusion, taking account of 
their commitments to NAPS, the social inclusion elements 
of the SMI and Partnership 2000. This document was to be 
presented to NAPS'S IDPC. 
Drawing on these baseline documents and work plans, 
NAPS$ IDPC prepared an Annual Report for 1998199 
setting out the main achievements and progress for 1998 
in the field of social inclusion. These issues were presented 
under the five NAPS thematic areas and provide a detailed 
list of work related to social inclusion which has been 
undertaken or is ongoing in government departments. 
While the list of activities is comprehensive, it is not always 
clear how departmental objectives and actions link to 
NAPS objectives and to meeting its targets. 
In relation to government spending on social inclusion and 
anti-poverty measures it is estimated that additional 
spending of some £950 million in full-year terms will have 
taken place over the 1997-1 999 period on social inclusion 
measures. Furthermore, it is estimated that gross 
expenditure on social services generally in 1999, at £1 I .2 
billion, will be one quarter higher than in 1996. 
Cross-departmental and integrated approaches to tackllng 
poverty and social exclusion have developed since 1998. 
These include initiatives on: literacy among the 
unemployed; homelessness; a local off~ce family services 
pilot project; and an integrated services process. 
It is evident from the assessment that in the years slnce the 
introduction of NAPS much progress has taken place in 
terms of the establ~shment of institutional structures to 
underpin the strategy and the identif~cation and 
development of programmes and in~tiat~ves wh~ch promote 
social inclusion. In this context, ~t is worth noting that the 
whole environment for social inclusion has changed In 
recent years Departments which had h~therto not seen ~t 
withln their respective remits to deal w ~ t h  soc~al Issues, are 
now considering the impact of their pol~cies on people 
who are poor and socially excluded. There has been a 
significant cultural shift In departmental think~ng during 
the lifetime of NAPS. Social inclusion has come much 
more to the fore in public policy and debate. 
However, more remains to de done to ensure that poverty 
reduction becomes a strategic objective In each 
government department. A number of departments have 
not yet adequately assessed the impact of their policies 
and programmes in relation to poverty. Moreover, many of 
them have yet to recognise the cross-cutting nature of 
poverty and to identify the arrangements that would 
facilitate co-ordination of actions across departments. 
One of the key issues emerging is the difficulty 
departments have had in operationalising NAPS objectives, 
i.e. making them tangible at departmental level, leading to 
the achievement of NAPS targets. The theory is fine, but 
the practice has been proven to be difficult. Thus, a key 
question to be addressed in the further development of 
NAPS is how the strategy will be implemented, how 
policies will be proofed and how the implementation of 
NAPS will be monitored. 
In this context it may be worthwhile to consider a pilot in 
one or two departments implementing approaches whlch 
have been found to be successful in other public service 
administrations, with a view to trying to concretise NAPS 
objectives. 
IS. Pr061e 06 MAPS 
The development of NAPS was well publ~clsed There was 
an emphasis on maklng people aware of NAPS - the 
general publ~c, groups llvlng In poverty and thelr 
representat~ves, the soclal partners, government offlclals 
and the researchlacademic community through an extensive 
consultat~on exerclse and production of documentat~on 
The launch of NAPS was a publ~c event, accompanied by 
the publ~cat~on of Sharlng ln Progress -The National Antl- 
Poverty Strategy statement, a short summary of the 
statement In a pamphlet and press coverage 
NAPS IS committed to ~nforming both the general publ~c 
and the publ~c service about the extent and nature of 
poverty In lreland and about the strategy Itself 
Government Departments and the Combat Poverty Agency 
have been ~dentlf~ed as the key promoters of this 
~nformatton 
However, analys~s of the irnplementat~on of NAPS to date 
shows that awareness of NAPS by the general publ~c 1s
low. In a public attitudes survey only 8% of the publ~c 
surveyed had heard of NAPS. Awareness IS also low 
among those who might be expected to be more 
informed, such as soc~al partners, the wtdw commun~ty 
and voluntary sector and public servants 
Wh~le the ulttmate alm of NAPS should be to prevent and 
reduce poverty In lreland the support of the publ~c IS 
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important for its success. As stated in NAPS Strategy 
Statement the public needs to continue to  be informed 
about the extent, depth, trends in, and location of poverty 
in lreland and of its negative consequences for all of society 
Material has been produced explaining and promoting the 
Strategy and actions associated with it. Most of the 
material produced and disseminated has been by the 
Combat Poverty Agency and some community and 
voluntary sector groups. Given that NAPS is a government 
initiative, the production and dissemination of material on 
NAPS by the government has been disappointingly low, 
particularly in terms of press coverage. 
It is acknowledged that achieving the outcome of 
eliminating poverty is ultimately more important than the 
profile of the Strategy itself. Nevertheless, awareness of 
the work the government is doing in this area is important 
for garnering public opinion and support. As clearly 
demonstrated by the analysis of material produced and 
disseminated, the press cuttings and the questionnaire 
survey there is a need to  raise awareness and improve 
information on the nature and extent of poverty in lreland 
and initiatives being undertaken to  tackle it. As NAPS is a 
major government initiative the government should be 
central in promoting this message, through using a "NAPS 
brand" message, if necessary. 
1 Through the Information and Public Education Strategy for 
, the National Anti-Poverty Strategy a framework is in place 
1 through which the profiling of NAPS and increased 
awareness of poverty can be developed. What is required 
IS that actions be put in place implement this strategy. 
There is also a need to promote NAPS within the public 
servlce. NAPS should be a key element of induction 
tra~ning and should be incorporated as a key training 
module In its own right, for example on the 
implementation of poverty proofing. Other mechanisms 
should be explored for raising awareness of NAPS, 
~nclud~ng better mechanisms of dissemination of 
~nformat~on e.g. through use of electronic systems, 
seminars, newsletters, staff secondments and so on. 
a. ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ~ ~ ~ s ~ m m s  
In conclus~on, In nat~onal, European and ~nternatlonal 
terms the lr~sh Nat~onal Antl-Poverty Strategy IS an 
Important and ~nnovat~ve approach to puttlng poverty and 
soc~al exclusion at the centre of publ~c pol~cy Key features 
Include 
the development of an ambitious national anti-poverty 
strategy involving extensive consultation; 
the acceptance of an agreed definition of relative 
poverty which also encompasses social exclusion; 
a shared analysis of the main causes of poverty; 
a cross-departmental initiative which recognises the 
multi-dimensional nature of poverty; 
targets for poverty reduction; 
structures through which the strategy can be delivered 
and which place poverty at the centre of public policy; 
the implementation of a system of proofing policies for 
their impact on poverty. 
In recent years lreland has experienced extraordinary 
economic growth. This has brought about a very welcome 
reduction in unemployment, including long-term 
unemployment which is known to  be a key cause of 
poverty. Consistent poverty has substantially fallen to  
under 10% of the population in 1997. 
It is important to  recognise and acknowledge the great 
str~des which have been made in poverty reduction in 
lreland in recent years. However, i t  is also important to  
recognise that these changes bring with them new issues 
and challenges, including the increase in income inequality 
and the emergence of new groups within the population 
with a high andlor increasing risk of poverty. NAPS needs 
to  be able identify and rise to these new challenges. 
The Programme for Prosperiv and Fairness sets out a 
comprehensive work programme for the revision and 
revitalisation of NAPS. If this programme of work is 
implemented with energy and imagination, then in the 
current favourable circumstances, poverty in lreland can be 
eliminated. 
Chapter 1: Introduction 
Following a detailed consultation process, Sharing in 
Progress, the NAPS Strategy Statement, was launched in 
April 1997. With its adoption of a ten-year target for 
poverty reduction in Ireland, and identification of five 
key areas needing particular attention in tackling poverty 
- income adequacy, unemployment, educational 
disadvantage, urban concentrations of poverty and rural 
poverty - NAPS was a watershed in Irish social and 
economlc policy. Furthermore, a number of principles 
were adopted to  underpin the overall strategy, including 
those of guaranteeing the rights of minorities, focusing 
on the gender dimensions of poverty, actively involving 
the community and voluntary sector and fostering self 
reliance through respecting individual dignity. 
A more detailed discussion of the targets and principles 
underlying NAPS is undertaken in Chapter 4, but this 
has resulted in a widening gap between those in 
employment and those who are dependent on social 
welfare. The most recent data available relates to  1997, 
the year NAPS was launched, so it is critical that poverty 
trends are monitored on a regular basis in order to  
understand changing poverty trends. 
While this assessment forms part of the evaluation of 
NAPS, it will primarily form the basis on which to  
commission a more substantial evaluation of the 
strategy. Thus, as well as commenting on progress to 
date, this assessment attempts to  ident~fy the key lssues 
which should be examined as part of a broader and 
more in-depth evaluation. NAPS is a ten-year strategy. 
2002 is the mid-way point. Further evaluation of the 
Strategy should work towards producing a substantial 
mid-term report on achievements to  2002. 
chapter provides an outline of the methodology 
employed in this assessment, particularly the details of a Commitments in the new partnersh~p agreement 
postal questionnaire survey undertaken for this purpose. Programme for Prosperity and Fairness should seek to 
The survey's respondents are profiled, and, finally, the achieve their objectives by end ZOO2 - the  mid-way 
structure of the report is outlined. period for NAPS and the end of the partnership 
agreement. 
3. An initial Assessment o@ 
the Na?ioaal Anti-Pover?y The Natlonal Econom~c and Soclal Forum (NESF) also has a role In monltorlna NAPS The NESF was re-const~tuted 
> 
in 1998 and is currently considering the nature of its role 
As outlined in the Agency Overview in Part 1, this in relation to  the Strategy. Given its representative 
assessment sets out to  chart progress on NAPS to  date', structure and focus on policy analysis and monitoring, it 
to  assess key achievements, shortcomings and barriers to  would seem to  have a key role In assessing major soc~al 
progress and on this basis draw conclusions on the policy initiatives, such as NAPS. Its fourth pillar will have 
lssues to  be addressed ~n the future ~mplementat~on of an Important contrlbut~on t o  make In t h ~ s  regard 
NAPS Further research, analysls and evaluat~on w ~ l l  be 
undertaken following on from key Issues ra~sed In thls 2. M e * " l ~ d ~ b @  56anbb~ed 
assessment This assessment comprises an analysis of data and 
material available since the introduction of NAPS. It 
This assessment forms part of the Combat Poverty draws on research reports produced by the ESRI, 
Agency's role in the evaluation of NAPS. Given that Monitoring Poverty Trends in particular, and on the 
NAPS is a ten-year strategy it is t o  be expected that it Social Inclusion Strategy: Annual Report o f  the Inter- 
will take some time to  become embedded and for real 
results to  be delivered. Nevertheless, in the current 
positive economic climate in lreland there is a real 
opportunity to  reduce poverty substantially. A recent 
Monitoring Poverty Trends report (Callan et  a/, 1999). 
which forms part of the overall NAPS evaluat~on, 
monitors how consistent poverty has fallen since 1994, 
the year on which the NAPS analys~s of poverty was 
based. At the same time, however, levels of poverty 
based on relative income llnes have increased, primar~ly 
Departmental Policy Committee 1998199. It contains an 
analys~s of Dail Debates on NAPS and press coverage of 
the Strategy. Records of meetings and other s~m~lar 
documentation are also drawn upon. 
The development of the Natlonal Anti-Poverty Strategy 
involved an extensive consultation exercise. In 
undertaking th~s  assessment ~t was dec~ded that ~t would 
be useful to garner the vlews of a range of people who 
had been lnvolved In the development of NAPS through 
because even though soclal welfare rates have Increased a postal questionna~re survey 
in real terms above inflation they have lagged behlnd 
In summary, key lssues to be addressed In raising the 
prof~le of NAPS In future include: 
to Improve c~vll servlce knowledqe, 
to extend lnformatlon to local author~t~es and state 
aqencles, 
to keep the soclal partners Informed, 
to qet ~nformatlon to communltles dong anti-poverty 
work, and 
to Inform the public, particularly through the media 
increases in average household disposable income. This 
1 For further ~nformation to date see the Inter-departmental Policy Committee (1999) Socral lnclusron Strat~gy - 1998199 AnnllaI Report of  the' 
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3. The P o s * ~ ~  Qusst~anna~re 
The questlonnalre covered the maln areas of NAPS and 
the context In whlch ~t IS operating Questions were 
general, In order to get a sense of what the maln 
ach~evements and falllngs of NAPS have been from a 
range of key players 
accorded to education in NAPS, a number of the and 40 per cent.* What is reassuring, however, is the 
education trade unions were also issued with a relatively close correspondence between the percentage 
questionnaire. The community and voluntary pillar also of questionnaires issued to a particular sector and the 
received questionnaires, but as noted above, for the percentage of completed questionnaires received, as 
purposes of this assessment they have been classified as illustrated in Figure 1.1. The one notable exception is 
community and voluntary sector. the political advisers, who as group felt that it was not 
the development of NAPS in various ways. Community 
and voluntary groups sent in submissions, attended 
seminars and participated in thematic working groups. 
Furthermore, the Combat Poverty Agency has a 
responsibility to include the views and experience of the 
community and voluntary sector in the evaluation of NAPS. 
Therefore, views on the progress of NAPS to date were 
sought from 58 community and voluntary sector agencies. 
Questionnaires were issued to community platform groups, 
Community Development Programme (CDP) Advisory 
Group members, some church bodies working in the anti- 
poverty field, some children's groups and some members 
of thematic working groups who may not have already 
been included in the previous groupings. In three 
instances where questionnaires were sent to more than 
one individual within an organisation, an organisational 
response was returned. Thus, although 58 questionnaires 
were issued to the community and voluntary sector, 55 
returns were subsequently expected. 
appropriate for them to complete a written 
questionnaire. A political viewpoint is thus absent from 
the questionnaire survey responses. 
In the development of NAPS a seminar was held for 
researchers and academics. Many researchers and 
academics work in the field of poverty research and anti- 
poverty policy analysis. Also, the availability of data, 
research and policy analysis was critical in the 
development of NAPS and is essential to monitoring its 
implementation. All those who attended the 
researchers' and academics' seminar were issued with 
the questionnaire - 18 in total. 
A political commitment to the implementation of NAPS 
is key to its effectiveness. To garner a political viewpoint 
on NAPS, questionnaires were issued to nine political 
The questionnaire first sought information on the main 
achievements, weaknesses and gaps in the infrastructure 
of NAPS. By this is meant the institutional and 
The actual distr~bution of completed questionnaires 
received across the various sectors is shown in Table 1.2. 
The majority of the questionnaires received were from 
the community and voluntary sector. However, there 
was also fairly high representation from the statutory 
sector. The remainder of the questionnaire responses 
compr~sed the social partners, researchers and academics 
and one response from the media. 
consultation mechanisms and procedures of the Strategy. 
These formed an extremely important component of the 
original development of NAPS and in many ways have 
been the areas where the main focus on the 
implementation of the Strategy to date have been 
concentrated, often referred to as "embedding NAPS". 
The questionnaire also asked for information on the 
main achievements, weaknesses and gaps in the content 
of NAPS. This refers to the thematic areas, principles, 
targets, objectives, policies and actions of NAPS. 
Subsequent questions were asked about the profile of 
the Strategy, its the long-term importance and direction 
and the key issues which should be taken into account 
in its evaluation. The questionnaire also sought 
information on changes in the nature and extent of 
poverty in the current economic climate and asked for 
suggestions on alternatives to NAPS. The questionnaire 
is reproduced in full in Appendix 1. 
advisers. The media play a key role in informing the Table 1.2 Number of Completed Questionnaire 
public about the National Anti-Poverty Strategy and in Responses Across Sectors with Response Rate 
debating and raising awareness about levels of poverty 
and initiatives to address poverty and social exclusion. 
Consequently, three media people were issued with Questionnaires 
questionnaires. A key aspiration of NAPS has been to C 4 
extend the strategy to local level and as such, two local S 4 
government groups received questionnaires. S",,", 1 a, L,,,,. 3 
NAPS is a centrally driven initiative and much of its 
implementation to date has involved the establishment of 
institutional structures, primarily in the statutory sector. 
Thus, 42 questionnaires were issued to the statutory sector. 
These included to members of NAPS senior officials group, 
NAPS Inter-departmental Policy Committee (IDPC), NAPS 
Unit, NAPS liaison officers, the National Economic and 
Social Council (NESC) and the National Economic and 
Social Forum (NESF). This meant that in many instances 
individual government departments received up to three 
questionnaires - sent to different people, at different levels, 
with slightly different roles in relation to NAPS. Many 
departments chose to return departmental responses 
rather than individual responses, although this was not the 
case for all departments. For this reason the number of 
returns expected from the 42 questionnaires issued to the 
statutory sector was reduced by 16 to 26. 
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Overall, while 160 questionnaires were issued, 141 h 
returns were expected, as explained above. 52 Polit~cat Advlserz 
completed questionnaires were received. The 
- 
L' 
percentage spread of completed questionnaires received T 
A. Pesaonse to the Survev 
160 questionnatres were issued to the communrty and ocaLGovernw 
OTAL voluntary sector, to the social partners, to the statutory 
sector, to researchers and academics, to political advisers, 
to the media and to local government groups. The 
d~stributlon of the questionnaires issued is shown in 
Table 1.1. 
compared to the percentage spread of questionnaires 
expected across the sectors is illustrated in Figure 1.1. In addition to the 52 completed questionnaires received, 
a further 30 respondents contacted the Agency to 
Figure 1.1 Completed Questionnaires Received explain why they had not completed the questionnaire. 
compared to Questionnaires Expected (%) Table 1.3 shows a variety of reasons for non-response. 
Table 1.1 Distribution of Questionnaires Issued This Information provides an interesting reflection on the 
The social partners have a key role in the national 
partnership process. NAPS formed a key part of the last 
partnership agreement, Partnership 2000, comprising 
the greater part of Chapter 4 'Action for Greater Social 
Inclusion', of that agreement. Social inclusion is also a 
key objective of the new partnership agreement. The 
third sectlon of the agreement sets out objectives on 
social inclusion and equality and a list of actions are set 
out for NAPS and poverty-proofing as well as 
commitments under the key NAPS themes. While the 
soclal partners participated In the development of NAPS 
to a l~mited extent, their involvement IS seen as 
lmplementatlon of NAPS to date 
Expected 
Sector ' ' ' Number Issued ' 
Received Table 1.3 Reasons for Non-Responses 
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C8V STAT SP RES POL M E D  LG 
It 15 acknowldqd that t h ~  cornrnunrty and voluntary 
sector n also a soc~al partner Howewr, because of rts 
stated rrnportant role rn NAPS, for the purposes of tha 
exercrse i t  1s rdent~frd separately 
13 non-respondents (Seven community and voluntary 1 52 completed ~ u e ~ t l ~ n n a l r e ~  from an expected return of sector, one soc~al partner, two r~searchrrYacadrm~s and 
/ 141 g~ves a response rate of 37% Whlle thls response three statutory sector) felt that they d ~ d  not have 
I 
rate may seem low ~t IS not all that unusual for a postal enough lnformatlon to complete the questlonnatre Th~s 
survey for whlch the typlcal response rate 1s between 20 lnd~cates a detachment from NAPS and a lack of 
Important In the implementation and further 
development of NAPS. 28 questionnaires were 
d~stributed to soctal partners - the employers' 
representatives, the farming representatives and the 
trade union representatives. Because of the importance The commun~ty and voluntary sector played a key role In 
2 See Nachrn~as & Nachrnlas (1992) Research Methods m the Socral Soences 4th Ed~tion. London, Edward Arnold p 2 17 
Planninq for a More inclusive Society- .__. 
information in relation to  its implementation. In t w o  
instances (one in the community and voluntary sector 
and one among the social partners) there had been staff 
changes since the developmental stage of NAPS and the 
current post holders were not sufficiently familiar with 
NAPS t o  respond. In four cases (one social partner, one 
researcherlacademic and two  statutory sector) NAPS, 
and thus the questionnaire, was felt t o  be irrelevant t o  
the non-respondent's work. All of the political advisers 
(nine) and two  civil servants felt that i t  was not 
appropriate t o  respond t o  the written questionnaire. 
There was no  response from 57 persons t o  whom the 
questionnaire was sent. 
The questionnaire responses provide extremely valuable 
insights into the implementation of NAPS to  date and 
how it is seen as a tool t o  tackle poverty and social 
exclusion in Ireland. The remainder of this report will 
draw heavily on the responses to  the questionnaire in its 
assessment of the implementation of NAPS. In the main 
the questionnaire responses are integrated into the main 
text of the report. However, a summary of the key 
findings is provided in Appendix 2. 
In relation t o  the responses it is worth noting the 
following: 
the views expressed were, in the main, consistent 
across sectors. In particular, the statutory and the 
community and voluntary sectors tended to  Identify 
similar issues, e.g. the need for more consultation 
and greater involvement of the community and 
voluntary sector in NAPS, and the need to  enhance 
the profile of NAPS; 
overall, the responses of the statutory sector tended 
to be general while the responses of the community 
and voluntary sector tended to relate to specific 
Issues. This reflects the concerns of their work. 
Assessmen? mebar* 
Chapter 2 sets out the economlc and soc~al context In 
whlch the lr~sh National Anti-Poverty Strategy IS 
operating It examlnes the lr~sh economlc and soc~al 
context and then sets NAPS In a UN framework A third 
section places NAPS in the context of European 
developmrnts on povcrty and rocial exclusion 
Chapter 3 p r o v l d ~ ~  an rfnalysis of t h ~  inst~tut~ondl 
n,echanisrns wh~ch  have bepn pot In pl,ic~ to del~ver 
NAPS Thp drlalys~~ dra~vs on the postr?l q~~esf~onnalre 
survev responses and an analvsls of Dad debates 
Chapter 4 prov~des an assessment of proqress on NAPS 
tarqets and prtnclples, wh~le Chapter 5 considers the 
dev~lopment and ~mplementation of poverty-proofing 
'!annine for a More inclusive Societv. __-... _- 
Chapter 6 assesses the impact of NAPS to date, looking in 
particular at poverty trends in Ireland. Chapter 7 sets the 
implementation of NAPS within the context of publ~c 
service reform and how this has impacted on the role of 
government departments in relation to  NAPS. Chapter 8 
examines the profile of NAPS among the general public 
and within the public service. It utilises an analysis of press 
coverage as well as drawing on the questionnaire survey 
responses and other survey material. Chapter 9 briefly 
sets out some future issues and draws together the 
conclusions of the report. 
Each chapter, by and large, follows a similar format. 
Firstly, the commitments from the original NAPS 
document Sharing in Progress are set out. Secondly, 
progress to  date is documented, drawing on the IDPC's 
Annual Report and other available material. Thirdly, on 
the basis of the questionnaire survey results and other 
analyses, critiques and documentation, this progress is 
assessed. Finally, each chapter ends with a set of 
conclusions. 
Chapter 2: Economic and Social 
Context 
This chapter sets out the economic and social context in 
which the lrlsh National Anti-Poverty Strategy is 
operating. The flrst section examines the lrish economic 
and social context, drawing on published statistics and 
views from the postal survey. The second section sets 
NAPS in a UN context, the initial stimulus for the 
development of the Strategy. The third places NAPS in 
the context of European developments on poverty and 
social exclusion. 
31. !wish Economic and Social 
Con?ext 
In assessing NAPS ~t IS Important to  set its 
lmplementatlon In the current economlc and soclal 
context Slnce 1997, when NAPS was f~rst  Introduced, 
Ireland has experienced unprecedented economlc 
growth In fact, the country has susta~ned such hlgh 
levels of economlc growth that ~t IS no longer ranked as 
one of the poorer EU members Key features of current 
lrlsh economlc growth Include the creatlon of new jobs, 
of poverty. Secondly, consistent poverty has substantially 
fallen to  under 10% of the population in 1997. 
Reductions in unemployment and poverty which might 
only have seemed aspirational in the early to  mid 1990s 
have now been achieved. At the beginn~ng of the 2 ls t  
century we find ourselves in a much better economic 
situation than we were in even when NAPS was 
launched in 1997. So the context in which NAPS IS 
operating has changed and it is important that this 
changing context is taken Into account in the 
development and implementation of anti-poverty policies 
and programmes. 
It is important to  recognise and acknowledge the great 
strides which have been made In poverty reduction In 
Ireland in recent years, but to  also recognlse that these 
changes are also bringing with them new issues and 
challenges. 
What are these issues and challenges? 
many of which are high-skill, high-wage and are being 1.1 The Mature of Poverty is Changing 
filled by young educated people; growth rates amongst It is noteworthy that over three-quarters of the 
the highest In the world; until recently, low Inflation; and 
respondents to  the ~ o s t a l  survev belleve that the current 
a real growth in incomes. Such a prolonged period of 
economlc growth in Ireland is changing the nature and 
economic success is unprecedented in Ireland. 
experience of povertv However, fewer than ten per cent 
Furthermore, forecasts suggest that there is no reason 
of them believe that ~t 1s having a posltlve effect. 
why this growth should come to  an abrupt end, Although Increased employment and a corresponding 
although it is expected to  slow down. decrease In poverty IS noted, the respondents' 
experience IS largely one of Increased Income dlsparltles 
The lrish economy has enjoyed six successive years In 
and a greater sense of soclal exclusion for those l~vlng on 
which real GNP growth has been at least 6%, and low incomes. As one respondent commented: 
Government debt has fallen from 95% of GDP to  under 
50% (Baker et al, 1999) Employment has Increased by 
"Current growth is obviously having a 335,000 between 1994 and 1999 to  a level of more 
than 1 5 m ~ l l ~ o n  (NESC, November 1999 3) In the positive impact in that it is taking some 
perlod from Apr~l  1997 to  late 1999 the unemployment ~ e o ~ l e  out of Poverty, but it is also 
rate dropped from 10 3 %  to 5 1 % whlle the rate of compoundin< the exclusion and 
long-term unemployment has decreased from 5 6% to  stigmatisation of those still living in 
2 1 % over the same per~od (CSO, Quarterly Nat~onal 
~ o v e r t v  .... There is a sense that ... ir a 
Household Survey, March 2000). Inflation has remalned 
low since 1997 (under 2.5%). untll recently, when ~t 
Increased to  4.3% (CSO, Consumer Price Index Release, 
February 2000). 
What are the ~mpl~cat~ons f th~s economlc growth for 
poverty reduct~on In Ireland? Firstly, there has been a 
cons~derable fall In unemployment, and part~cularly long- 
term unemployment, which IS known to  be a key cause 
person is poor nowadays, it must be their 
own fault." 
Income lnequal~ty 15 lncrraslnq as t h ~  qap wldrns 
between those in work and those not  In work Avc,rdqc 
weekly household Incomp rose subst~mtiC?lly, from 
f 128 94 In 1994 to £ 156 96 In 1997 Mon~forinq 
Poverty Trends (1999) ~nd~cates that 7 ° / ~ - 1 0 0 ~  of the 
populat~on are l~ving in consistent poverty ( h a r d  on 
_An-Initial Assessment of the-National Anti-Poverty-Straterlypart 2 
1997 data) and 22%-35% fall below the 50%-60% 
relative income poverty lines. While consistent poverty 
(based on income and access to basic necessities) is 
falling, relative income poverty (based on income only) is 
increasing. Social welfare rates have risen by 10-1 2% 
since 1994, which is less than the increase in household 
incomes, estimated at 22%. This has contributed to an 
increase in the numbers experiencing income poverty. 
The increase in relative income poverty may have 
broader implications over the longer term. The 
challenge for NAPS, in the current, benign macro 
environment, is to tackle both the remaining consistently 
poor and to address this broader maldistribution of 
income. Respondents to the postal survey noted the 
widening gap between rich and poor and the increased 
feelings of exclusion, alienation and isolation for people 
living on low incomes. 
The changing nature of poverty may have other 
lmpl~cations which require attention. In the early to mid 
1990s, reducing unemployment was the most important 
policy focus, and this is reflected in NAPS. But tackling 
the overall rate of unemployment is no longer such a 
critical issue. Other emerging issues are: 
while many unemployed people have found work, 
there remains a group of very long-term unemployed 
people who have not yet been able to avail of the 
increased employment opportunities; 
the risk of poverty for older people, particularly older 
women has increased; 
while still relatively small, there is an increasing risk 
of poverty for low-paid employees; 
large families and children In particular continue to 
have a high risk of poverty; 
people with disabilities continue to have a high risk 
of poverty; 
vulnerable groups such as Travellers, people who are 
homeless and refugees and asylum seekers have a 
very h~gh  r~sk of poverty. 
It has also been found that cumulat~ve d~sadvantage - 
the existence of a cornblnat~on of d~sadvantages uch as 
ch~ldhood poverty, lack of educational quallf~cat~ons and 
experlence of unemployment - creates a sltuatlon of 
poverty and exclusion more extreme than that produced 
by any one dlsadvantaqe on ~ts  own (Nolan and Whelan, 
19991 A key Issue IS the extent to wh~ch recent 
econornlc and soc~al development has left behlnd a 
qroup of households that experlence such c~~rnulat~ve or 
mult~ple d~sadvantaqe and exclus~on from the rest of 
soc~~ty  In a way that has not happened previously 
Respondents felt that In the current econornlc cltmate 
poverty experienced by marginalised groups had become 
hidden and many poor people were "invisible". The 
increased cost of housing, the lack of accessible and 
affordable childcare, and the lack of availability and 
access to primary health services were felt to be 
particular features of the current economic and social 
environment for people who are poor. 
1.2 Resources Are Now Available to  
Eliminate Poverty 
In the current economic environment there is now the 
opportunity largely to eliminate poverty in Ireland. 
Respondents thought that there should be a greater 
commitment to redistributing resources to ensure that 
they reach the people in greatest need. The issue of lack 
of resources to implement NAPS was raised in the 
questionnaires and was one of the most commonly 
identifled weaknesses of the strategy. 
Respondents suggested a number of things that could to 
be done to address poverty dur~ng the economic growth 
in Ireland. These included: 
further investment in education to tackle educational 
disadvantage; 
a greater focus on addressing income inequalities; 
investment in social infrastructure. 
However, there is a need to caution against too much 
targetting as people living in poverty benefit from a 
more general investment in public services. 
2. UV Comtext; 
It was at the UN World Summit in Copenhagen in March 
1995 that the lrish Government endorsed a programme 
of action aimed at not only eliminating absolute poverty 
in the developing world but also at reducing overall 
poverty and inequalities everywhere. Arising from this 
commitment, the Government approved the 
development of a National Anti-Poverty Strategy. 
Following on from this commitment the lrish 
Government has been required to submit progress 
reports to the UN. The UN Committee on Economic, 
Social and Cultural Rights has observed that lreland has 
made good progress on meeting its commitments and 
noted with satisfaction the adoption of the National 
Antl-Poverty Strategy for 1997-2007 and related 
mechanisms such as the poverty proofing of pol~cy 
proposals. 
However, the UN Comrnlttee is concerned that NAPS 
does not adopt a human r~ghts framework. The 
Comm~ttee is also concerned about the persistence of 
poverty among disadvantaged and vulnerable groups, in 
particular people with disabilities, the Travelling 
community, older women, lone parents and children. 
Indeed, the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child 
has a particular concern about the high levels of child 
poverty in Ireland. 
Amongst its suggestions and recommendations, the 
Committee proposed the inclusion of "justiciable"' 
economic, social and cultural rights into the proposed 
amendment to the Constitution. In particular it urged 
the expansion of the scope of NAPS, including the 
poverty-proofing of policy proposals and the integration 
of a human rights approach into NAPS. The Committee 
also urged more data on the problem of poverty and 
urged the Government "to take all remedial measures in 
order to combat the problem of poverty in Ireland." 
(United Nations Economic and Social Council, 1999, p 4) 
Nolan (1998) has noted that the picture presented for 
lreland is less favourable than it would be if a wider 
range of countries and more recent data had been used. 
Nevertheless, he suggests that lreland would still fall in 
the bottom half, which makes a strong case for a 
greater concerted effort fully to implement NAPS. 
The UN General Assembly will meet in Geneva In June 
2000 to assess progress on the commitments made in 
1995 - referred to as Copenhagen +5. This presents an 
opportunity for lreland to further strengthen NAPS, 
involving consideration of a greater focus on rights. 
3. European Context 
lreland IS part of Europe, a prosperous continent whose 
economy generates cons~derable wealth and creates jobs 
(Commun~cat~on from the Comm~ss~on, 2000 5) Yet, 
accord~ng to current Eurostat data, some 18% of the EU 
While progress has been made on some of these issues population live on less than 60% of national median 
there is an identifiable need to redistribute resources incomes, the EU's low-income threshold of relative 
towards the elimination of poverty in Ireland. There is poverty. This represents more than 65 million people4. 
also a need to incorporate a stronger rights dimension According to the Commission: 
into NAPS. 
"The ever-accelerating changes which 
The UN produces an annual Human Development Report 
reshape our economies and societies are 
which includes a poverty measure, called the Human 
Poverty Index (HPI). In 1999, lreland was ranked 16th likely to exacerbate vulnerability and to 
amona the 17 industrialised countries for which the increase the risk of social exclusion, 
~ndex was calculated. Sweden was the best performer affecting in particular those who have not 
on this index and the Un~ted States the worst (UNDP, acquired the skills necessary to succeed 
1999). The ~ndex contains four measures: in the innovation and knowledge activities 
as well as those who are for various 
(i) the percentage of people not expected to live to 60 
reasons not ~articiwating in the labour (1 0% in Ireland); 
(ii) the adult functional illiteracy rate (more than 20% in market." 
Ireland)2; (Communication from the Commission, 2000: 5). 
(i i~) the percentage of people below a relative income 
poverty line, set at half median disposable lncome With the introduction of Article 137 of the Amsterdam 
(1 1 % for Ireland)3: and Treaty there is now a much stronger basis for the \ ~- , , 
(iv) the long-term unemployment rate (7.1 % for Ireland). European Union to give an Increased focus poverty 
and social exclusion. Article 137 states that- 
1 Just~c~able r~ghts are rtghts sub~ect o jur~sd~ct~on, that IS the admlnlstratlon of justtce 
2 A spec~al Issue of the Economic and Soctal Revtew (July 1999) on educat~on contalns a paper by Denny. Harmon, McMahon and Redmond 
L~teracy and Educabon fn lreland Thls paper explores Ireland's poor rank~ng In the OECDs ~nternat~onal l~teracy study The authors f~nd  that 
the scores In the l~teracy test are s~gn~f~cantly related to years of schooling, and that the low scores recorded In the lr~sh race ar? a product of 
the fact that those In older age groups have less formal educat~on than 18 the case In other countries The fact that the expansion In lrirh 
educatton 18 more recent than In most other western European economies 18 relevant The authors go on to rhow that a qtven edurational 
credential In lreland 18 assoc~ated w ~ t h  a h~gher I~teracy score than In Br~tain or Northern Ireland, for r xamp l~  and thus thc Ir~r l i  r t l i~cai~ori  
system could be judged to be more productive In thts sense 
3 The EU use poverty l~nes der~ved as proporttons of medlan Incomes, rather than mean or averaqe lnromrr The mrdian 15 riot d f f~~ r t r r l  hv 
outl~ers, particularly at the lop end of t h ~  Income d~str~hut~on In the same way Thus becausp lncome d~rtr~hut~ons arc tkpwcri the n~rrl~,>ri 
~nvar~ably l~es below the mean 
4 Eurostat, Statlstlcs In Focus, ll2OOO Soc~al nclus~on In EU Member States The f~gurex relate to the second wave of r h ~  Europ~dn Cornm~iri~ty 
Household Panel and refer to the lncome sltuatlon In 1994 tn 13 Member States (EU except Sweden and F~nlandi Appllerl to thp 15 
Member States, the 18% rate would represent more than 65 m~ l l~on  people 
3 1 
/ "The Council ... may adopt measures ... the Informal Counc~l of Labour and Soc~al Affatrs 
designed to encourage co-oaeration M~n~sters (L~sbon, February 2000) There he noted that 1 between Member States throuh Ireland. 
/ initiatives aimed at improvintz knowledge. 
. , 
" . . . S L I D ~ O ~ ~ S  the establishment of common developing exchanges of information and 
obiectives for social inclusion policies. best practices, promoting innovative 
Rut we also need to ensure that progress / approaches and evaluating! exoeriences in 
.* . 
order to combat social exclusion." towards achieving these obiectives can be 
measured by developing indicators of 
The European Soc~al Affa~rs Comm~ss~oner, Anna progress. In short, we need to make our 
D~amantopoulou, has stated that social policy goals visible." 
"With 18% of the EU living below the These developments provide an important opportunity 
poverty line, a Europe of for Ireland to advocate that the EU should: 
is imperative for reasons of social justice 
but also because exclusion brings heavy 
costs to society. Good social policy is 
good economic policy. European 
governments can learn from each other 
and ca-ordinate their approaches - they 
I should develop common objectives, 
/ agreed indicators and exchange best 
I practice. The European Council should 
regularly review Europe's progress and 
effectiveness in tackling exclusion." 
1 (European Union Directorate General for 
Employment and Social Affairs: IP1001215, 
1 March 2000). 
She and the Commlss~on are asklng Heads of 
Government to agree to the following targets 
to reduce those living below the 60% poverty line 
from 18% today to 15% by 2005 and 10% by 2010 
to reduce child poverty throughout Europe by 50% 
by 2010. 
The Comm~ss~on notes that combattng soc~al exclus~on 
has not only become an tncreaslng prlor~ty for Member 
States but also a goal whlch they attempt to tackle 
tncreaslnqly through strategic measures and actlons 
(Cornmun~catron from the Cornrnaslon, 2000 5) In th~s 
Instance they c~te the example of Ireland's NAPS, notlng 
that th~s IS based on a multi-d~mens~onal understandtnq 
of poverty and soclal exclus~on 
promote policy exchange and learning for policy 
makers, the social partners and all those involved in 
anti-poverty action; 
put in place better data and reporting on trends in 
poverty and social exclusion; 
regularly monitor and report on approaches that 
have been developed in each member state; 
introduce a system of social impact assessments for 
EU policies; 
promote the development of minimum standards in 
key areas of anti-poverty policy; 
strengthen fundamental rights; and 
increase support for the role of non-governmental 
organisations 
The provisions in Article 137 are supported by Article 13 
of the Treaty which allows for suitable EU measures to 
preclude discrimination based on sex, racial or ethnic 
origin, religion or belief, disability, age or sexual 
orientation. 
There is a growing emphasis by the European Union on 
addressing issues of social exclusion through enhancing 
human and social rights. This was a key feature of the 
EU Summit in Cologne in June 1999. At the instigation 
of the German Presidency it was agreed to start work on 
consolidating fundamental rights applicable at European 
level tn a charter of rights. Similarly there have been 
demands made by the platform of European Soc~al 
NGOs for the inclusion of a Bill of fundamental rights, 
including social rights, in the next revision of European 
treaties. 
Irclcand has ~ntcr~lcteci ~na very posltlve way wlth It 1s also worth notlnq here that the Combat Poverty 
European social pol~cy developments and has made Aqency, NAPS Un~t  and the Nattonal Anti-Poverty 
mdny important tontr~buttons The lrlsh Pres~dencv 111 Networks, along wlth transnat~onal partners In Northern 
1996 ~vas vqn~flcant In thts reqard More recently the Ireland, Flnland, the Netherlands and Portugal are 
Mtn~ster for Social, Cornrnun~ty and Famlly Affa~rs, currently undertaking an EU funded lnlttattve on the 
Dermot Ahern. TD made an ~mportant ~ntervent~on at development of gu~deltnes for the involvement of 
excluded persons and the organisations which represent 
them in the development, implementation and 
evaluation of social inclusion and anti-poverty strategies. 
4 Concclrarrs~san 
The changing economic and social context is altering the 
nature of poverty in Ireland. Recent years have seen 
massive reductions in unemployment and a substantial 
decline in consistent poverty. However, income 
inequalities are increasing and some groups continue to 
have a high risk of poverty. This changing context needs 
to be understood and the implications of it addressed 
through appropriate social policies. The resources are 
now available largely to eliminate poverty. It is 
important that this opportunity is taken. 
The UN provided the stimulus for the initial development 
of NAPS. Copenhagen +5 in June 2000 will provide an 
opportunity to build on and develop the original NAPS. 
A key feature here should be the inclusion of a stronger 
rights focus in the Strategy. 
Europe is playing an increasingly significant role of 
tackling poverty and social exclusion. lreland can take 
P1anninE for a More  Incfatsive Society 
- An 1n;)iat Assessment of the National Anti-Davertv StrateE~ pad 2 
The institutional mechanisms proposed by NAPS were 
informed by two research reports' and a consultative 
seminar. As stated in NAPS Strategy Statement: 
"The need for strong institutional 
structures t o  underpin the  development of 
the  National Anti-Poverty Strategy was 
identified early on in the formulation of 
t h e  strategy. ... Following deliberations the  
fo0lowing structures are now being put in 
Chapter 3: Institutional Mechanisms 
This chapter sets out the institutional structures as they brief included policy areas relevant to tackling poverty, 
were proposed in the NAPS Strategy Statement. Section including the Minister for Finance. The Minister for Social, 
2 describes the structures that were actually established Community and Family Affairs was to have day-to-day 
t o  implement NAPS. Section 3 provides an assessment political oversight of the strategy and his role included 
of the institutional mechanisms, drawing on the postal updating the Oireachtas on developments within NAPS 
questionnaire survey responses and an analysis of Dail Individual ministers would have responsibility for the 
debates. The fourth section draws some conclusions on development of areas under their remit. 
NAPS institutional rnechanlsms and makes some 
suggestions for the future. 1.2 MAPS Inter-Departmental Policy 
Committee 
/ .?I. ~ h %  !ns?i?~*fiom! At  the adm~n~strat~ve lev l the NAPS Inter-departmental 
Pollcy Committee was to  remaln In place, jointly chalred Mechanisms Pronosed by by the Department of the Tao~seach and the Department 
h V p ( C  of Social, Commun~ty and Fam~ly Affalrs Members 
would comprise senior civil servants who were to  be 
responsible for ensuring that NAPS provisions relevant to  
their departments were implemented. The original NAPS 
IDPC was instrumental in the development of NAPS. It 
was originally established in response to the 1995 World 
Summ~t for Social Development. Its remit, at that tlme, 
included the preparation of a' statement which set out 
the nature and extent of poverty in Ireland, the selection 
of key themes and policy areas for action, and the 
recommendat~on of appropriate institutional mechanisms 
to  underpin a National Anti-Poverty Strategy. 
place. These arrangements will be put in 
place for three years after which t ime 6.3 SNl Team 
I their effectiveness will be reviewed. It was envisaged that an SM12 team would be established 
1 Adiustments will be made and new and would be located in the Department of Social, Communitv and Familv Affa~rs. Th~s team would be 
mechanisms introduced as proves complemented at central level by the then exlstlng 
necessary streneben the impact Of the support structure3 In the Department of the Taolseach 
strategy." The SMI team was to  be provided with core staffing, but 
(National Anti-Poverty Strategy Statement, would also include representat~ves from other relevant 
1997:20). departments. The team would be augmented, as 
Structures were envisaged at a number of levels: the 
political and the administrative level, the monitoring and 
evaluation levels, for including the views of the 
community and voluntary sector, and at local and 
regional level. 
1.1 Cabinet Sub-Committee 
At the political level ~t was envlsaged that a cablnet sub- 
comrnlttee to deal w ~ t h  the Issues of poverty and soclal 
exclus~on would be establ~shed Thls cornmlttee would be 
chalred by the Taolseach and Include all ministers whose 
necessary, wlth appropriate external expertise It would 
liase with and complement the role of the Combat 
Poverty Agency. 
I.& National Economic and Social 
r o r ~ r n  
In relat~on to monltorlng and evaluation, the Natlonal 
Econom~c and Soclal Forum (NESF), who already had 
responslblllty for monltortng the soc~al inclusion element 
of Partnership 2000, was to be asked to specif~cally 
report on the progress of lmplcmenting the National 
Antl-Poverty Strategy 
1 1 Stutt C In arsoclatlon wlth Murtaqh. B (1996) Nalronal Anfr-Pov~rty Sfr,~tquly Rqlorr on i r~sr r t~ l f r~~r~,~ /  M~rh.? i~~$rnr  [ I o l ~ l i r l  I)rl,,!rlrrlr,r~l r ~ l  
Soc~al. Communlty and Fam~ly Affa~rc, Harvry. B (1996) A Comrnrrmenr fo Ctlar~qr? Irnplcrn~nfinq ttlc Natiorl,li Anri-Potfvrfv Slrafr~rl) C,<tl:\',i~. 
Communlty Workers Co-operative. Inter-Dopartmental Pol~cy Comm~ttep (1995) Consulrarron Pap~r on Inctitur~on~~l A4~rl?,1nrsnlc lo 511~~[nirl 
the Natronal Anlr-Poverty Strategy. Dubl~n Department of An Tao~searh 
2 SMI relates to the Strateg~c Management In~t~atlve, wh~ch IS a malor programme for change In the lr~sh C~vll S~WIP 
3 There war a support structur? In place In the Department of the Taolseach at this tlme to asslst In the devplopment of the stratqy 
1.5 Combat Poverty Agency 
The Combat Poverty Agency was to oversee an 
evaluation of NAPS process, wh~ch would include 
consideration of the vlews and experience of the 
community and voluntary sector. The Agency was to 
present the results of the evaluation to the Inter- 
departmental Committee. 
The Agency was also to provide information and education 
material and to support, in an advisory capacity, individual 
government departments and local and regional structures 
in the development of anti-poverty strategies. 
1.6 llnvolvement of the Community 
and Voluntary Sector 
The NAPS Strategy Statement noted the importance of 
"consultation with and the involvement of the voluntary 
and community sector, users of services and those with 
first-hand knowledge of poverty" (1997: 21) in the 
development of NAPS. The Strategy emphasised that for 
the success of NAPS it was essential for this "partnership 
between all the relevant actors in the process" to continue 
and develop. It was suggested that when appropriate or 
necessary, the community/voluntary sector and social 
partners would, as in the preparation of the strategy, be 
invited to part~cipate in working groups to look at 
particular issues during the course of the strategy. 
It was also envisaged that the community/voluntary 
sector and the social partners would have an ongoing 
role in the context of the arrangements for monitoring 
Partnership 2000. To facilitate this a commitment was 
made to continue Government funding for the National 
Anti-Poverty Networks. Seminars with the voluntary and 
community sector and other key actors would be 
organised in the future at key intervals to allow for an 
Informal consultation process. 
1.7 Local and Regional Level 
At local and regional level ~t was envisaged that social 
inclusiveness and equality of opportunity would be 
fostered through a renewed system of local government. 
In particular, Community and Enterprise Groups would be 
responsible for developing plans, including local area action 
plans which would focus on social exclusion, which may 
involve the development of local anti-poverty strategies. 
2. '%e ~rls+'+n~q?~nnab 
vBec4an;sms ~s?ah~;sSer]a 
The f~rst wo years of NAPS saw the puttlng In place of a 
number of tnst~tutlonal mechan~sms to implement NAPS, 
as env~saged In NAPS Strategy Statement, illustrated In 
Flgure 3 1 The structures established Include the 
followtng 
a Cab~net Sub-Committee on Soc~al nclus~on cha~red 
by the Tao~seach, 
a Senior Officials Committee to advise the Cabinet 
Sub-Committee on Social Inclusion; 
an Inter-Departmental Policy Committee (IDPC); 
a NAPS Unit; 
NAPS Liaison Officers; 
the National Economic and Social Forum (NESF) has 
responsibility for monitoring the social inclusion 
element of Partnership 2000; 
the Combat Poverty Agency has a role in monitoring 
and evaluating NAPS; 
the National Anti-Poverty Networks have continued 
to be funded, and the community and voluntary 
sector has been involved in monitoring Partnership 
2000; 
Preliminary work is in progress on the development 
of local anti-poverty strategies. 
It is notable that two months after the launch of the 
NAPS Strategy there was a change of government. The 
Fianna Fail/Progressive Democrat Government has taken 
NAPS on board and consolidated various structures for 
its implementation. The remainder of this section will 
provide more detail on the structures which have been 
established to implement NAPS. 
2.1 Cabinet Sub-Committee on Social 
lnclusion 
At the political level a Cabinet Sub-committee on Social 
Inclusion was established in July 1997. The Committee 
includes all Ministers and Ministers of State with a remit 
in these areas, including the Minister for Finance, and is 
chaired by the Taoiseach. Its purpose is to give political 
direction to issues and decisions on social exclusion. The 
Cabinet Sub-committee generally meets on a monthly 
basis, and met on nine occasions in 1999. The 
composition of the Cabinet Sub-committee is as follows: 
Taoiseach (Chair); 
Tdnaiste and Minister for Enterprise, Trade and 
Employment; 
Minister for Finance; 
Minister for Health and Children; 
Minister for the Environment and Local Government; 
Minister for Social, Community and Family Affairs; 
Minister for lustice, Equality and Law Reform; 
Minister for Education and Science; 
Minister for Tourlsm, Sport and Recreation; 
Attorney General; 
Minister of State at the Department of Health and 
Children (with special responsibility for children); 
Minister of State at the Department of Agriculture 
and Food (with special re'sponsibility for Rural 
Development); 
* Minister of State at the Department of Tourism, 
Sport and Recreation (with special responsibility for 
Local Development). 
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The Minister for Soclal, Community and Family Affairs 
has day-to-day political responsibility for the Strategy, 
and for reporting to  the Dail on its progress. 
2.2 Senior Officials Social lnclusion 
Group 
At the administrative level a number of structures have 
been established to implement NAPS. In late 1998, a 
Senior Officials Group on Social Inclusion was established to 
support the work of the Cabinet Sub-committee. Its 
meetings coincide with the meetings of the Cabinet Sub- 
committee, which means that it generally meets about 
once a month. Its membership mainly includes civil servants 
at Assistant Secretary level whose areas of responsibility 
cover various aspects of social inclusion. Its role is to: 
provide a link between the Cabinet Sub-committee 
and the policy formulation and operational levels of 
relevant Departments; 
arrange the agenda and finalise papers for 
consideration by the Cabinet Sub-committee; 
provide leadership at senior official level for effective 
strategic management of social inclusion issues; 
act as an umbrella group for all cross-departmental 
structures relating t o  social inclusion, to  ensure 
cohesion of approach; and 
malntaln a broad overview of social inclusion issues 
in order t o  ensure that emerging topics are brought 
to  the attention of the Cabinet Sub-committee 
together with recommendations for action. 
2.3 MAPS Inter-Departmental Policy 
Committee 
Following the launch of NAPS in Aprll 1997, the NAPS 
Inter-Departmental Pol~cy Committee remained in place 
to oversee the implementation of the Strategy. The 
members of NAPS IDPC comprise senlor officials, mainly 
at principal officer level, designated as having 
responsibility for ensurlng that NAPS provisions relevant 
to thelr Departments are implemented. FAS, Area 
Development Ltd., and the Combat Poverty Agency are 
also represented on the Commlttee. NAPS IDPC met 11 
times between the launch of the Strategy In April 1997 
and December 1999. Membership of the Inter- 
Departmental Pollcy Commlttee IS Included In Appendix 
3. It s~eclf lc role IS to: 
monltor the lmplementatlon of pollcles and 
proqraninies under NAPS Thls will be done throuqti 
prepdratlon of an annual report and quarterly 
proqress revlews on the achievement of tarqets, 
dssess workplans of Departments for the comlng year, 
ldentlfy evaluat~on mechanlsrns for NAPS. 
revlew and advlse on broad Issues related to poverty 
and soclal lnclus~on, 
T l i r  NAPS Un~t  hdd four staff up to the end of 1999 They have non 
Planning far a More Inc!us;ve~Societv_~--.- 
identify and promote anti-poverty initiatives; 
consider relevant international developments on 
social inclusion policies and advise thereon; 
develop the role of and support for NAPS liaison 
officers; 
make recommendations for the development of local 
anti-poverty strategies, building on the work of the 
Task Force on Local Government and Local 
Development Systems; and 
raise ~ u b l i c  awareness of NAPS. 
While NAPS IDPC has undertaken work in most of these 
areas, the above constitutes is a more comprehensive 
remit than NAPS IDPC has fulfilled t o  date. However, it 
provides a substantive basis on which to  manage and 
direct implementation of NAPS. 
2.4 NABS Unit 
A NAPS Unit (SMI team) has been established in the 
Department of Social, Communlty and Family Affairs. 
The Unit now has five full-time staff4 and is headed by a 
principal officer, who also has other responsibilities. The 
Unit has responsibility for co-ordinating and developing 
cross-departmental actions on NAPS. It also acts as a 
secretariat to  NAPS IDPC. The NAPS Unit has not been 
complemented at central level in the Department of the 
Taoiseach by the support structure which existed in the 
development of NAPS, in any regular or substantive way, 
as was envisaged in NAPS Strategy Statement. The 
NAPS Unit has liaised regularly with the Combat Poverty 
Agency, with whom they have developed a good 
working relationship. 
Some of the maln areas of work in which the NAPS Unit 
has been lnvolved since its establishment include: 
the development of poverty-proofing (in conjunction 
with the Combat Poverty Agency and the social 
partners); 
the subsequent proposed review of poverty-proofing 
liaising with Departments on a regular basis, 
particularly NAPS Liaison Officers; 
the organisation of initial training on NAPS for liaison 
officers (along with the Combat Poverty Agency); 
the development of pro-formas for departmental 
baseline documents and annual workplans; 
the collation of these documents and workplans; 
the preparation of the Department of Soclal, 
Community and Family Affa~rs basellne document; 
the preparation of NAPS's Annual Report and 
Ireland's Natlonal Report for the UN, on behalf of 
NAPS IDPC. 
llalslng wlth the community and voluntary sector, 
lncludlng meetlngs wlth the Natlonal Anti-Poverty 
Networks; 
I b ~ e n  allocated an add~t~onal ~ o s t  
regular meetings and joint initiatives with the 
Combat Poverty Agency; 
along with the Combat Poverty Agency and the 
National Anti-Poverty Networks, the preparation of a 
successful application t o  the EU on Models of 
Involvement, based on a research project undertaken 
by the Agency; 
regular meetings with the ESRl with regard to  the 
collection and analysis of data to  assist in NAPS 
monitoring; 
joint publication of the Monitoring Poverty Trends 
report; 
along with the Combat Poverty Agency, the 
development of a public education strategy and the 
establishment of a profiling group; 
supporting the work of NAPS IDPC and the Cabinet 
Sub-committee on Social Inclusion; 
providing representatives to  inter-departmental 
groups and initiatives; 
the preparation of background papers and briefings 
on NAPS; 
the preparation of Ministerial Briefings and notes; 
the preparation of replies to  Parliamentary 
Questions; 
preparation for, and participation in, National 
Partnership negotiations and monitoring; 
preparation for, and participation in, international 
events related to  the EU, UN and Council of Europe; 
drafting of speeches; 
presentations to various officials and groups; 
responses to  Freedom of Information requests. 
This is an extensive list of work, undertaken despite a 
high staff turnover. Gwen the importance of NAPS and 
the limits of the staff resources available to  NAPS Unit, it 
is important that its work is specifically NAPS-oriented 
and that it does not get drawn into support work at a 
broader, departmental level. 
2.5 NAPS Liaison Officers 
It was envisaged in NAPS's Strategy Statement that 
NAPS Unlt staffing would include on a full-time or part- 
time basis representatives from other relevant 
departments, augmented as necessary with external 
expertise. This has not happened. However, llalson 
officers have been appointed in departments whose 
remit includes anti-poverty work. For detalls, see 
Appendix 4. 
1 NAPS llalson off~cers f ~ l l  a communlcatlon and co- 
I ordlnatlon role In thelr respectwe departments In I relatlon to  NAPS There are no formal llnks between 
I them and the Unlt but, the Unlt IS In regular contact 
, wlth the majorlty of llalson off~cers In relatlon to  NAPS 
Issues 
2.6 Nationall Economic and Social 
Forum 
NESF was established by the Government in 1993 to  
contribute to  the formation of a wider national 
consensus on economic and social pol~cy, particularly to 
combat social exclusion. It produced 16 reports and e~ght 
opinions up until the end of 1997. In January 1996 it 
produced an opinion on the National Anti-Poverty 
Strategy (National Economic and Social Forum, 1996). 
The Forum was reconstituted in 1998 and the new Forum 
had its inaugural meeting in November 1998. Under its 
new mandate, it has a particular role to play In evaluat~ng 
the effectiveness of policies which are belng Implemented 
within the framework of social partnership agreements 
and of the National Anti-Poverty Strategy. 
Since the launch of NAPS in April 1997 the old NESF has 
been winding down and the new Forum has been 
putting its new structures in place and discussing ~ t s  role. 
The new NESF produced its first opinion In September 
1999 on local development issues. It has not yet 
produced anything on NAPS, although ~t IS currently 
considering what specific work programme ~t may 
undertake in this resDect. 
2.7 The Combat Poverty Agency 
The Combat Poverty Agency has had an important 
ongolng role in relatlon to  NAPS. The Agency is a 
member of NAPS IDPC. A key objective In the Agency's 
current Strateg~c Plan IS to  ensure that NAPS makes 
slgnlficant progress in reducing and preventing poverty. 
Since NAPS was launched the Agency has allocated a 
substantial amount of staff time and resources to  the 
development and implementation of NAPS work. 
In relatlon to ~ t s  evaluation role, wlth the Department of 
Soclal, Communlty and Famlly Affalrs, ~t comm~ss~oned 
and publ~shed a report from the ESRl uslng the Llvlng In 
Ireland survey to monltor poverty trends (See Mon~tonng 
Poverty Trends, 1999) A further report to update thls 
data and analyse further Issues has now been 
comm~ss~oned The Agency has also undertaken and 
published assessments of the 1998 and 1999 annual 
budgets In terms of thelr contrlbutlon to the 
lmplementatlon of NAPS Other relevant research 
reports produced slnce 1997 Include Women and 
Poverty, Where are Poor Households?, Local 
Partnersh~ps for Sooal Inclus~on, Load~ng the D~ce 
Analys~ng Cumulat~ve D~sadvantage, Pubhc Percept~onc 
o f  Pover t~  Soc~al Housing ~n Ireland, Hous~nc) lncomc 
Support In the Private Rented Sector and Edutat~onal 
D~sadvantage and Early School Leav~ng All Aqcnry 
pollcy subm~ss~ons slnce the launch of NAPS h ~ v ~  b ~ c n  
framed on the bas18 of the Natlonal Antl-Poverty 
Strategy Key among these are the Agencvs annual 
39 
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pre-budget submissions and its submissions on the 
national agreements. 
The Agency has developed an evaluation framework 
which has been endorsed by NAPS IDPC and this initial 
assessment has now been produced, drawing on the 
views of key players involved in the development and 
implementation of NAPS. 
The Agency has a remit to include consideration of the 
views and experience of the community and voluntary 
sector. The Agency provides core funding and has an 
ongoing relationship with the seven National Anti- 
Poverty Networks: the lrish National Organisation for the 
Unemployed (INOU); the Community Workers' Co- 
operative (CWC); the lrish Rural Link (IRL); the European 
Anti-Poverty Network (EAPN); the Forum of People with 
Disabilities (Forum); the lrish Travellers Movement (ITM) 
and the One-Parent Exchange Network (OPEN). The 
Agency has regular meetings with the National Anti- 
Poverty Networks. At these meetings NAPS is often a 
key item on the agenda. 
The Agency liaises with the broader community and 
voluntary sector in a number of ways. These include: 
its grant scheme; 
its involvement in the development of the White 
Paper on relations between the community and 
voluntary sector and the state; 
advislng the Department of Soclal, Community and 
Family Affa~rs on its Community Development 
Programme; 
lnfluenclng government policy and practice on 
d~alogue with, and inclusion of, the community and 
voluntary sector In policy making, with particular 
regard to NAPS; 
developing programmes on influencing policy; 
~ t s  drugs policy programme; 
supporting representat~on of the community and 
voluntary sector on key national fora; 
~ts  local government work; 
through the Peace and Reconctliation Programme; 
through the Demonstration Programme on 
Educational Dlsadvantage; 
through ~ t s  work on tackl~ng chtld poverty. 
To help Inform the development of constructive 
relat~onshlps w ~ t h  the commun~ty and voluntary sector In 
the ~rnplementatlon of NAPS, research was 
commlss~oned by the Agency to explore models of qood 
practlce draw~ng from ~nternatlonal and European 
experience Several useful lessons for anti-poverty 
5 Ralaheen Ltd and Commun~ty Techn~cal Aid (1998), Models of Con 
Cornmcinrty and Voluntary Sector to Inform the Implernentat~on o f  
6 Spe Conroy P (19991 "lnrernatlonal Models for Tackl~ng Poverty" IV 
strategies can be drawn from the international 
e~perience.~ These are: 
a clear distinction needs to be made at the opening 
of any consultation between: (i) broad open dialogue 
with NGOs in general, (ii) building conditions for 
consultations with NGOs on specific issues, and (iii) 
undertaking more restricted negotiation; 
differences in treatment of large charitable bodies, 
foundations and associations, on the one hand, and 
smaller voluntary and community groups on the 
other, should be made transparent to all parties in 
the consultation process; 
confidence-building measures for the voluntary and 
community sector are useful. This is often related to 
weak resourcing of the voluntary sector's investment 
in explaining policy changes to its members or 
affiliates. 
This research report resulted in a successful application 
to the EU to undertake a project to develop guidelines 
for the involvement of excluded persons and the 
organisations which represent them in the development, 
implementation and evaluation of social inclusion and 
anti-poverty strategies, as mentioned in Chapter 2 of this 
report. This is a transnational project involving partners 
from Finland, Northern Ireland, the Netherlands and 
Portugal. At a national level the project is led by the 
Combat Poverty Agency, in partnership with NAPS Unit 
and the National Anti-Poverty Networks. 
The Agency was also to provide information and 
education material. Material on NAPS for public 
education and awareness purposes has been published 
regularly by the Agency, indeed it has been one of the 
main sources of public information on NAPS and NAPS 
critiques. For further details on this element of the 
Agency's work, see Chapter 8. The Agency has also 
contributed to the initial training of liaison officers, 
organised by NAPS Unit. 
2.R The Community and Votuntary 
Sector 
The voluntary and community sector had a key role to 
play In the development of NAPS. It was envisaged that 
this role, for the community and voluntary sector, and 
other key actors such as the social partners and users of 
services, would continue and develop. Since the launch 
of NAPS the involvement of the community and 
voluntary sector in the ~rnplementation of the Strategy 
has been limited. The Nat~onal Anti-Poverty Networks 
have had meetlngs with the NAPS Un~t, but these have 
ma~nly taken the form of Information exchange rather 
sultaf~on and Ongorng Pamopahon between the Statutory Sector and the 
the Natronal Antf-Poverty Strategy (NAPS) Dublin: Combat Poverty Agency 
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than consultation or joint initiatives. Some groups have 
had the opportunity to meet with NAPS IDPC on 
particular initiatives, but these opportunities have been 
limited to a few occasions. Members of the community 
and voluntary sector, and the social partners have been 
involved in the development of poverty proofing through 
Partnership 2000. In addition, community and voluntary 
sector representatives have contributed to two NAPS-led 
cross-departmental initiatives on Literacy for the Long- 
Term Unemployed and Homelessness. Further details on 
these initiatives are contained in Chapter 7. 
Over the last two years the Department of Social, 
Community and Family Affairs has been preparing a 
White Paper on the community and voluntary sector and 
its relationship with the State. A Green Paper, 
Supporting Voluntary Activity was published in 1997, 
followed by a consultation process. A Steering Group, 
including representatives from the community and 
voluntary sector, was set up to advise on the preparation 
of a White Paper on the basis of the consultations. The 
White Paper is currently in preparation.' It is envisaged 
that the White Paper will outline principles and good 
practice models in relation to consultation between the 
community and voluntary sector and the state. It is also 
hoped that the White Paper will contribute to improved 
consultation mechanisms in the context of NAPS. 
In the context of the White Paper, and of NAPS, it is 
important to recognise the range and diversity of 
community and voluntary sector players who have an 
important contribution to make. A number of umbrella 
bodies and networks have a central role to play in the 
overall development of the voluntary and community 
sector. They can provide support, training, information 
and other developmental services for their affiliated 
organisations as well as a policy formation and liaison role. 
These umbrella bodies include: the National Anti-Poverty 
Networks (see section 2.7) and the Community Platform. 
The Community Platform represents a wide range of 
national community and voluntary organisations with an 
anti-poverty focus which have come together as a result of 
their need for representation and a negotiating voice in 
discussions on the national agreements. The Community 
Platform is one of eight groups involved In the Community 
Pillar, which itself has been involved in negotiating the last 
two national agreements. Another recent development IS 
the emergence of the "Wheel". This is a movement for 
groups and individuals who wish to explore ways and 
means in which the community and voluntary sector m~ght 
come together in a more cohesive and meaningful way. It 
is not a volce for the sector but alms to act as a catalyst 
behind many volces with~n the sector. 
In undertaking consultation on NAPS Issues it will be 
Important to recognise the range of players involved and 
their status, and to use different mechanisms for 
different consultations. In other words, the focus should 
be on how to organise consultations and involvement 
more effectively within the range of existing structures. 
This is particularly pertinent in relation to engaging the 
community and voluntary sector in the process of setting 
NAPS targets and the review and evaluation of NAPS. 
2.9 Local and Regional Government 
Reform of local government has been ongoing for a 
number of years. One aspect of this reform is that local 
authorities are to have an enhanced role in strategic 
economic and social planning and thereby promoting 
greater co-ordination in the delivery of public services in 
their areas. Key in this development will be the 
CountylCity Development Boards (CDBs) who will bring 
together local government, local development, the state 
agencies active at local level, and the social partners, 
including the community and voluntary sector. 
The Boards will have two main functions: 
(i) to increase co-operation between members, 
including enhanced information flow; 
(ii) to work on an agreed countylcity strategy on 
economic, social and cultural development which is 
to be in place by 2002. 
The CDBs will be supported by new Directors of 
Community and Enterprise who have recently been 
appointed in the 34 countylcity councils (NESF, 1999). 
In 1998, a system of policy-focused Strateg~c Policy 
Committees (SPCs) replaced the tradit~onal ocal 
authority committee structure. They are made up of 
elected councillors and other representatlves from the 
social partners and sectoral Interests. A Task Force on 
the Integration of Local Government and Local 
Development Systems, which was set up in June 1998 
reported In August 1998. Th~s Task Force report has 
been adopted as government pol~cy. The Task Force IS 
now overseeing the lmplementatlon of the lntegratlon of 
local government and local development and has Issued 
a gu~dance document ent~tled Preparing the Ground: 
Guidelines for the Progress from Strategy Groups to 
CountylCity Development Boards (Department of 
Env~ronment and Local Government, 1999). 
Guldellnes for preparing cltylcounty d~velopment 
strateg~es have been agreed by the Department of the 
Env~ronment and Local Government The Gu~del~nes 
h~ghllght he Importance of lnclud~ng an antl-poverty 
dlmens~on In the strategies 
7 The new partnership agreement Programme for Prosperrty and Farrness states that A Wh~te Paper on Relat~ons betw~en the Cornmunitv and 
Voluntary Sector and the State will be publ~shed ~n April 2000" 4 1 
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The Combat Poverty Agency, in collaboration with the 
Department of the Environment and Local Government 
and the NAPS Unit, is currently undertaking a number of 
initiatives t o  develop models of anti-poverty work within 
a reformed system of local government. The Community 
Workers' Co-operative has also undertaken work t o  
strengthen the poverty focus within local authorities, 
with funding from the EU. 
3.1 Postal Questionnaire Survey 
Resnonses 
In assessing the effectiveness of the institutional 
mechan~sms which have been put in place since the 
launch of NAPS, it is useful to  draw initially on the 
flndings of the postal questionnaire survey. 
The three most commonly identified achievements in the 
implementation of NAPS infrastructure were: 
poverty-proofing; 
target setting; 
establishment of institutional structures, such as the 
Cabinet Sub-committee on Soclal Inclusion, NAPS 
Inter-Departmental Policy Committee and NAPS Unit. 
Also noted as achievements in NAPS infrastructure were: 
an inter-agencyllnter-departmental approach to  
poverty; 
improved coherence of policy-making; 
national focus on addressing poverty; 
Increased awareness of poverty; 
Improved cohesion, co-ordlnatlon and consultation 
around poverty Issues. 
One respondent identifled the rnaln achievement in the 
lmplementatlon of NAPS slmply as: 
"the engagement of deoartments in a co- 
ordinated s*rate<v." 
Another respondent elaborated: 
" ... the partnership element is  verv 
imnortant in the Nationa! Anti-Povertv 
Strat-gy. ... con~uI+a+ion with and the 
involvemen+ of t%e communitv and 
vnluntarv C~FLC?O~. users of s~rvices. and 
tbo+e wi+h f i r s t  hand ex~erience of 
poverty has heen a central feature of the 
develonment OF ?he Strategy. ... [I] 
believe that i? is essential *hat is MAPS is 
to be success*ul, this partnershin be?ween 
all the relevant key actors in the process 
continues and develoos. It is of great 
benefit to  the Stratem in general that, 
when aooroprlate, the community/ 
voluntary sector and social partners will, 
in the preoaration of the Strategy be 
invited to participate in working grows to 
look at particular issues arising during the 
course of the strategy." 
Others noted achievements in relation t o  institutional 
structures as: 
"Official recognition of poverty at a 
national political level and at a 
departmental level." 
"A means by which anti-poverty measures 
can, at least theoretically, be co-ordinated 
across a variety of departments." 
However, a number of key weaknesses and gaps in 
NAPS infrastructure related to  institutional mechanisms. 
These included: 
insufficient lnvolvement of key individuals, 
organisations and sectors; 
inadequate structures; 
inadequate resourcing of NAPS Unit and anti-poverty 
work in general; 
weak political backing; 
staff turnover, in NAPS Unit in particular; 
inadequate public awareness raising and education; 
lack of ongoing evaluation. 
A number of perspectives were put forward on the lack 
of lnvolvement of key individuals, organisations and 
sectors. These included: 
"Lack of direct contact with people who 
are poor, inadeauate a ~ ~ r o a c h  to working 
with peoole who are poor. People who are 
poor need to he part OF the solution." 
" ... should perhaos he a greater level of 
rtirect contact between individrral 
government deoartments and social 
partners reeardint? the imalernantatian 06 
NAPS poyicies and actions. This is 
partIcular~y relavan? 4 0  de~artments 
havine a lesser role in MAPS acthities 
than other core deoartments." 
Another weakness noted and commented upon was the 
inadequacy of some of the structures. This related 
particularly to  the centralisation of the NAPS process and 
is reflected in the following quotes: 
"... overly denendent on Government 
Departments to drive the Strategy 
forward. At times, this results in an 
insular and narrow focus that isn't 
representative of the real needs OF real 
people." 
"More power in relation to NAPS should 
be developed down to the local areas 
through the community and voluntary 
sectors As far as MAPS is concerned I 
feel too much power is concentrated at 
central government and central 
government created structures." 
These, and the other issues identified here, will be 
further discussed in the remainder of this section. 
3.2 Analysis of Dail Debates on NAPS 
As noted in Chapter 1, political responses are absent 
from the questionnaire survey. However, the political 
dimension is important in the implementation of NAPS, 
from both a leadership point of view and the fact that 
NAPS withstood a change of government. To provlde 
some political assessment, an analysis was undertaken of 
the Dail debates to  ascertain the content of Da11 
discussions on NAPS and whether these were 
raisedlpromoted by the Government or the Opposition. 
These debates, which were assessed for the period 
September 1997 to  October 1999, are summarised In 
Table 3.1. 
The Dail debates provide a proxy for an analysis of the 
role of the Cabinet Sub-committee on Social Inclusion, 
as discussions in this Committee are bound by the 
normal rules on Cablnet confidentiality. Analysls of the 
Da11 debates also provides an assessment of the degree 
of political attention which has been glven to NAPS. 
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The main Dail discussions on NAPS have been in 
relatlon t o  the progress of the Cabinet Sub-committee 
on Social Inclusion. One of the main concerns of the 
Opposition has been the number of meetings this 
Committee has had. Initially i t  met fairly infrequently, 
"meeting only once in six months was a window- 
dressing exercise and was a new level of neglect of 
this area of social exclusion and menace from drugs" 
(Emmet Stagg, TD, Labour Party, 16 December 1997). 
In the last year, however, i t  has met more frequently, 
on an almost monthly basis. For example, on 5 May 
1999 the Taoiseach told the Dail that "the Sub- 
committee has met on 28 January, 22 February and 
22 April" and that the next meeting was scheduled for 
20 May. The Committee met nine times in 1998 and 
nine times in 1999. 
An interesting aspect of the Cabinet Sub-committee is 
the range o f  names by which it has been called. It has 
variously been referred t o  as, "The Cabinet Sub- 
Commlttee on Social Exclusion", the "Cabinet Sub- 
committee on Social Exclusion and Drugs (including 
local development)" but  more recently and 
consistently, "The Cabinet Sub-committee on Social 
Inclusion", which is ~ t s  official title. 
In relation t o  the content of the Cabinet Sub- 
Committee's discussions ~t was noted on several 
occasions that these were confidential. For instance, 
the Minister for Social, Community and Family Affairs 
told Trevor Sargeant, TD, that "the deputy must 
understand that matters pertaining t o  the Cabinet 
Sub-committee itself are confidential" (1 6 December 
1997). Nevertheless, i t  is clear from the Dail debates 
that much of the discussion has centred on drugs 
work, the Young People's Facilities and Services Fund 
and NAPS progress. Initially the main concern was In 
relation t o  progress in Implementing NAPS, but more 
recently the focus has been on poverty proofing, 
meeting NAPS targets and raising the proflle o f  NAPS. 
In late 1997 the Taolseach re-afflrmed h ~ s  commitment 
to NAPS under questlonlng from John Bruton, TD, Flne 
Gael In 1998 the Taolseach commented that. "The 
natlonal ant!-poverty strategy IS a concerted effort t o  
co-ord~nate the tackllng of the problems and there IS 
relevant act~on In all Departments, particularly In 
relatlon to educat~on, poverty and dlsadvantage" (1 7 
February 1998) However, Prolnslas de Rossa. TD. 
(Labour) In relatlon to  responses he recelved on 
questions about the progress of NAPS stated, "If the 
Government IS not serlous about NAPS then ~t 
should stop saylnq ~t IS commltted to  ~t and drop ~t It 
should not pretend to be dolng something ~t IS no t "  
(24 February 1998) On 2 July 1999 the Mlnlster for 
Finance stated that "the achievement of social 
inclusion is one o f  the Government's highest priorities, 
alongside a strong economic performance". 
The Government emphasised its commitment t o  
poverty-proofing. The Minister for Social, Community 
and Family Affairs told the Da11 that the Government 
had approved poverty-proofing and that the provision 
had now been written into the new Government 
procedures handbook. On being questioned about his 
Department's role in this regard the Minister for 
Finance stated that his department was fully involved 
in the strategy (NAPS), supported poverty proofing and 
NAPS would be taken into consideration in the 
forthcoming Budget (30 September 1998). However, 
the 1999 Budget was attacked by the opposition for 
not doing enough t o  tackle social exclusion. Derek 
McDowell, TD, (Labour) asked, "how could one 
descrlbe this budget as one for social inclusion when 
the rnajorlty o f  those on social welfare were relatively 
worse off as a result? Did deputies think that the 
Minister had even looked at NAPS?" (2 December 
1998). 
Progress on NAPS targets was also a topic for debate. 
In spring 1999 Jim O'Keefe, TD, (Fine Gael) said that 
he was hugely d~sappointed by the delay of the 
Government in making progress in NAPS introduced by 
the previous Government. In mid year Dermot Ahern, 
TD, Minister for Social, Community and Family Affairs, 
told the Dail that the main poverty targets set in 1997 
had already been met and that the Government had 
now set even more ambitious social inclusion targets - 
"we will cut consistent poverty in half over the next 
five years" (2 July 1999). 
Other issues discussed, which were on occasion given 
a NAPS tag, were child poverty, educational 
disadvantage and rural poverty. Rural poverty was a 
recurring theme in Dail debates In 1998 and 1999. 
On child poverty Roisin Shortall, TD (Labour) asked the 
Mlnister for Social, Community and Family Affairs t o  
outline his approach to  child poverty. The Mlnister 
r e ~ o r t e d  that children had been identified as one of a 
number of groups at particular risk and as such would 
be glven attention. He mentioned Child Benefit, 
Family Income Supplement (FIS) and employment, for 
example, as areas of actlon which impact positively on 
chlld poverty. On a prevlous occasion he had stated 
that "ch~ ld  poverty is perhaps the greatest slngle 
jus t~ f~cat~on f r a natlonal antl-poverty strategy, 
NAPS " (4 February 1998). 
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In late 1998 the Dad debated educational 
d~sadvantage following a motion from Rlchard Bruton, 
TD, (Fine Gael) who said that despite the emphas~s of 
NAPS on educational disadvantage, the Minister for 
Education had not arranged t o  gather any systematic 
informat~on about many of the Issues on which the 
Department set specific targets. Previously, Dr Pat 
Upton, TD, (R.I.P, Labour) had enquired of the Min~ster 
of Education if his Department would establish a social 
exclusion unit. Such a unit has now been established 
in the Department of Education and Science and 
procedures are being put in place t o  gather 
information on educational progress on a regular 
basis. 
Reference was also made to  the role of the community 
and voluntary sector, but this was ma~nly  in relation t o  
progress on the White Paper on the relationship 
between the community and voluntary sector and the 
State. 
In summary, NAPS has been discussed fa~r ly regularly 
in the Dail. While the debate has often been driven by 
the opposition enquiring about progress on NAPS, the 
Government has also referred to  NAPS on a regular 
basis. This has been the case more recently w ~ t h  the 
introduction of poverty-proofing and the revis~on of 
the targets. Often, reference to  NAPS is subsumed 
into debates on the Cabinet Sub-committee or social 
inclusion issues more generally. The opposition have 
been cr~tical in relat~on to  evidence on the 
implementation of NAPS, particularly wi th regard t o  
the annual Budgets. This analysis would indicate that 
the Government needs to  be more proactive in thls 
regard. 
3.3 Effectiveness of NAPS Inter- 
Departmental Policy Committee 
Over the last two years NAPS IDPC has continued t o  
play a key role In the development and 
lmplementatlon of NAPS Its role has been altered by 
the establlshment of the Cab~net Sub-Committee on 
Soc~al ncluslon and the Senlor Offlclals Group The 
senlor groups have prov~ded a route for IDPC 
ensure that they can fully participate in the work of 
NAPS and that anti-poverty work receives a hlgh 
priority within their departments. It is worth notlng 
here that in the postal questionnaire survey a number 
of respondents expressed the view that NAPS often 
takes a back seat t o  other issues. To address this issue 
some respondents advocated the appointment of 
people who are explicitly charged with working on 
NAPS and can ensure that it remalns to  the forefront 
of the Government's agenda. 
As noted In section 2.3, NAPS IDPC has taken on 
comprehensive terms of reference. While it has 
undertaken most of these tasks, its involvement in some 
areas has been limited. To be more effective and to 
carve out its own particular nlche in implementing NAPS, 
the following suggestions are made with a view to  
enhancing its effectiveness: 
raising the status of the Committee, e.g. by the 
Minister for Social, Comrnun~ty and Family Affa~rs 
attending some meetings of the Commlttee and 
ensuring attendance by senior officials from all 
relevant departments; 
the development of a clear annual work plan, time- 
tabled with areas of responsibility clearly outlined; 
meeting more than four t~mes a year; 
initiating strategic work areas for NAPS; 
engaglng in consultative work, eg. vis~ting local 
projects, regularly meetlng community and voluntary 
sector representatives and other soc~al partners; 
contributing to  the development of strategies at 
local level; 
continuing to  engage In cross-departmental work~ng 
on key ldent~fled poverty initiatives Clearer 
reporting relat~onships between cross-departmental 
groups and NAPS IDPC could usefully be established; 
developing and resourclng a public educat~on and 
med~a relations funct~on and publ~shlng documents 
on a regular basis; 
ensurlng that NAPS IDPC members and l~alson 
officers are adequately resourced and supported to 
proposals t o  be considered by the Government and ful f~l  thelr roles; 
they have facilitated cross-departmental work~ng In the . conslderlng extend~ng the membership of the 
sp~r l t  of SMI However, there IS now less clarlty about Committee to include the soclal partners 
dec~slon makrng In relat~on to  NAPS The IDPC has a 
more manager~al role In relatlon to  the lmplementatlon 3.4 Ef+ectiveness OF YAPS Unit 
of  NAPS In relat~on to the establ~shment of the NAPS Unlt there 
was lnlt~ally some debate about whether ~t should be 
The postal questlonna~re survey ev~dence recognlses located ~n the Department of Social, Commun~ty dnd 
that NAPS IS under-resourced For the future Fam~ly Affa~rs or the Departrnrnt of l h ~  Tdo~s~ach 
~mplementat~on of NAPS ~t will be ~mportant hat Whlle the varlous ratondles for ~ t s  opt~mal oration dri. 
NAPS IDPC members are adequately resourced to documented elsewhere , many of thr r~~po r i den t<  to the 
8. See for Instance, Stutt C In associat~on with Murtagh, B (1996) Natio!~aIAiitr-Poverty StratrYgy Rriiorl or? l r i i t r t i~ l r i i~~~ i l  hl i r i~.~r i~: .r~l ;  I ? L I I ~ I I I  
Department of Social. Commun~ty and Fam~ly Affa~rs, Harvey, B (1  996) A Co!nm!tm~nl to Chanr~e? Irnplcmentrng lhr Natiorial Aritr-Por'~'r(, 
Strategy5 Galway: Community Workers Co-operative, Inter-Departmental Pol~cy Commttee (19951 Consulldirori Paper or] Irlrf~rut~orlal 
postal questionnalre felt that, regardless of its location, 
the key features of such a unit should be that i t  is 
adequately resourced and supported and has the 
authority t o  fulfil its strategic and cross-departmental 
functions. 
Key achievements of the NAPS Unit t o  date include the 
development and introduction of poverty proofing, 
which was undertaken in association wi th the Combat 
Poverty Agency and social partners. The Unit has also 
been instrumental in facilitating the development of 
departmental baseline documents, the annual work 
plans, the training of liaison officers, production o f  the 
first Annual Report and Ireland's National Report on 
the Implementation o f  the Outcome of  the UN World 
Summit for Social Development. The Unit also services 
NAPS IDPC. 
However, the work of the Unit has been thwarted by 
limited staff resources, a limited budget and frequent 
staff changes. These limitations were commented 
upon by many of the respondents to  the questionnaire 
survey. For comparative purposes, an assessment is 
made between NAPS Unlt and the Family Affairs Unit, 
which was established in the Department of Social, 
Community and Family Affairs, upon publication o f  the 
Report of the Commission on the Family In 1998. 
The Family Affairs Unit IS headed by a Principal Officer 
and has nlne dedicated staff members ( two at 
Assistant Principal level, one at Administrative Officer 
level, t w o  Higher Executive Offlcers, three Executive 
Offlcers, and one Cler~cal Officer). In comparison, the 
NAPS Unit is headed by a Princlpal Offlcer and now 
has five dedicated staff members (one at Assistant 
Prlnclpal Offlcer level, two  at Administrative Offlcer 
level, one at Executive Officer level and one at Clerical 
Officer level). The Famlly Affalrs Unit also has a 
dedicated research budget and has inittated a 
programme of research Into family issues. While 
acknowledging the importance of the work there is an 
Imbalance in the resourcing of the two  Units. NAPS is 
a major government inlt~atlve reporting t o  a Cabinet 
Sub-committee. The NAPS Unit was set up as an SMI 
team wlth a proposed strong cross-departmental 
component, llaslng wlth all the maln Government 
departments on poverty Issues. Given its current 
staffing levels, the breadth of its remit and the 
importance of its work, i t  is clearly under-resourced 
In the original NAPS Strategy Statement reference was 
made t o  the ability of the NAPS Unit (SMI team) t o  
draw on representatives from other Government 
departments and augment it as necessary with 
external expertise. This has not happened, but would 
clearly strengthen the resources and expertise available 
t o  the Unit. 
A high staff turnover has also been a problem for the 
Unit. Since its establishment, there have been two  
Princlpal Officers, three Assistant Principal Officers, 
three Administrative Officers, one Executive Officer 
and t w o  Clerical Officers, all in a two-year period. It is 
acknowledged that i t  is a feature of the Civil Service 
that staff do not stay in the one area for a lengthy 
period of time. The reasons for staff movement in the 
NAPS Unit include promotion and transfer, and t o  
some extent this is unavoidable. However, the 
implications of such a high staff turnover rate are a 
loss of expertise and knowledge, gaps between 
appointments and the time taken for new members of 
staff to  become familiar with the work. High staff 
turnover can also impact negatively on the perception 
of the work of the Unit and on staff morale. 
In summary, the NAPS Unit has a key role t o  play in 
the implementation of NAPS. However, to  date it has 
been under-resourced t o  fulfil this role adequately. 
Opportunities to  reinforce its staffing resources should 
be sought, for example, by seconding staff from other 
Departments and seconding external expertise, as 
necessary. An enhanced budget allocation for research 
and consultancy purposesgwould add t o  the resources 
available t o  NAPS Unit. This would enable it to  
provide materials and support t o  departments on the 
implementation of NAPS. 
3.5 Effectiveness of Liaison Officers 
The role of the liaison officer is t o  co-ordinate anti- 
poverty issues within departments and they act as a 
first point of contact in relation t o  NAPS issues within 
departments. The NAPS Unit, in conjunction with the 
Mechanlrms to Soppon the Nahonal Anti-Poverty Stratwy Dublin Department of An Tao~seach, Inter-Departmental Policy Comm~ttee 
(1995) Summary of Submlsslons on the NAPS to the Inter-Departmental Policy Committee Dublln Department of An Taolseach, EAPN Ireland 
(1999) Irish Natlonal Strateqy to Comh.?t Poverty and Social Exclusion - An NGO Perspective on the Natlonal ~ntl-poverty Strategy (NAPS) 
(Unp~~bllshed) 
9 It 18 arknowledqcd that the Combat Poverty Aqency whlch 1s funded by the Departmental of Social, Community and Family Affairs has a 
budqet allocatton for poverty research Fund~nq 15 also provided by the Department of Soc~al. Community and Family Affairs to the E S R ~  for 
a si~bstantlal poverty research programme The NAPS Unit Possesses a consultancy budget to asslst In carving out particular of work 
as they arlse Nevertheless add~tlonal resources would provide the Unlt wlth the opportunity to complement this work In a proactive way, 
as the need arlses 
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Combat Poverty Agency, provided an initial trainlng 
programme for liaison officers in mid 1998. This 
training programme was aimed at increasing liaison 
officers' understanding of NAPS and, within the 
context of the Strategic Management Initiative (SMI), 
enhancing their abilrty to  co-ordinate implementation 
of NAPS both in and between Departments. The 
training programme ran over three days with inputs 
from people working in the field of anti-poverty work 
and SMI. 
NAPS liaison officers made an input into the postal 
questionnaire survey. This was enlightening in itself. 
Some of them were unclear about thelr role and many 
felt that they were not well enough informed about 
NAPS t o  complete the questionnaire. There has been 
a high turnover rate of NAPS liaison officers within 
departments, see Appendlx 4. Many of the current 
NAPS liaison officers missed the initial training, and 
feedback t o  the NAPS Unit suggests that many of 
them feel isolated within their departments and 
unclear of their role. Some departments seem t o  give 
the liaison officers very little support and they take on 
this role over and above their other duties. 
Evidence from other research suggests that liaison 
officers need t o  have dedicated time and resources to  
fulfil liaison duties, a clear remit in relation to  what is 
expected of them and be at a senior enough level t o  
be able to  influence the work of their departments, in 
this case in relation t o  anti-poverty policy (Stutt, C. et 
al, 1996 and Harvey, B., 1996). The NAPS IDPC, 
whose remit includes support for NAPS liaison officers, 
needs t o  take on this issue. 
3.6 The National Economic and 
Social Forum (NESF) and NAPS 
The NESF has been given a role In monitoring NAPS. 
The responses from the postal questionnalre survey 
indicated that there was a need t o  conduct periodic 
reviews of NAPS. In addition, there was a strong 
indication from the survey that there was a need to  
put in place structures to  ensure that the communlty 
and voluntary sector had an input In the 
implementation and ongoing monitoring of NAPS. 
The NESF was formally re-constituted in 1998 and is 
currently considering its role in relation to  NAPS 
Glven its representative structure and focus on policy 
analysis and monitoring it would seem to  have a key 
role in assessing major social policy init~atlves such as 
NAPS. 
3.7 Effectiveness of t h e  Combat 
Poverty Agency 
The Combat Poverty Agency has been glven a role t o  
oversee an evaluation of the NAPS process, which 
would consider the views and experiences of the 
communlty and voluntary sector. The Agency was also 
to provide information and education material and 
support government departments and local 
government in developing anti-poverty strategies. 
Details on what the Agency has done in this regard are 
documented in section 2.7. 
Some responses t o  the questionnaire survey indicated 
that there was a lack of ongoing evaluation, and that 
there has been a failure to  engage with the 
community and voluntary sector in the implementation 
and evaluation of NAPS. It was also suggested by 
some of the survey respondents that there was a need 
for "a fully independent authority/body" to  review the 
targets, ensure that they are systematically evaluated 
and t o  comment on progress made withln NAPS. 
However, i t  is acknowledged that the Agency has 
provided much background research materlal on the 
extent and nature of poverty in Ireland, wlth a 
particular focus on NAPS. It has endeavoured to  
influence government policy in favour of those livlng 
in poverty through pollcy submissions. It has poverty- 
audited the annual budgets since the lntroductlon of 
NAPS, and has provided much of the Information 
which is publlcly available on NAPS. It IS currently 
developing a programme of work wi th local authorities 
wlth a view to  implementing antl-poverty strategies at 
a local level. 
The Agency has worked closely wlth the NAPS Unlt to  
Implement a programme of work to  promote and 
im~ lemen t  NAPS. 
3.8 Effectiveness of Structures for 
llnvollvement of the Communitw and 
Voluntary Sector 
The lnvolvement of the communlty and voluntary 
sector and people llvlng In poverty was a key element 
In the development of NAPS However, slnce the 
launch of the Strategy there has been relatively llttle 
lnvolvement of the communlty and voluntary sector or 
people llvlng In poverty In the dellvery of the strategy 
A key flndlng from the quest~onnalre survey, 
articulated by respondents across all sectors, was the 
lack of lnvolvement of the cornmunlty and voluntary 
sector and people llvlng ~n poverty In the 
lrnplernentatlon of NAPS It was seen as a very 
centrallsed "top-down strateqy The ldck of 
lnvolvement of the soclal partners was also noted 
A key challenge In the future lrnplernentat~on of NAPS 
is to ensure greater involvement In the process. There 
are a number of ways this might be achieved, some of 
which have been suggested in the questionnaire 
survey: 
through NESF. NESF has a representative structure 
including representatives from the community and 
voluntary sector. The NESF Assembly," in 
particular, could play an important role in the 
ongoing implementation of NAPS. NESF, as a 
whole, has a particular role to play in evaluating 
the effectiveness of policies which are being 
implemented within the framework of social 
partnership agreements and of the National Anti- 
Poverty Strategy. To date it has played an 
important role by commenting regularly on social 
policy issues. It could usefully arrange meetings 
with NAPS IDPC; 
greater use of theme working groups involving the 
community and voluntary sector and state officials;' 
representation on an Evaluation Advisory Group, to  
be established by the Combat Poverty Agency; 
the White Paper on the relationship between the 
community and voluntary sector and the state 
should provide opportunities for the establishment 
of structures or processes by which the 
communlty and voluntary sector may become more 
lnvolved in the implementation of NAPS; 
regular contact with NAPS Unit; 
more involvement of the social partners in 
particular initiatives, as was the case in the 
development of poverty-proofing; 
through placing greater emphasis on user 
partlclpation needs; 
through devolution of anti-poverty strategles to 
local level and ensurlng that local people are 
lnvolved In the deslgn and dellvery of anti-poverty 
programmes at local level." Thls could take place 
through the County Development Boards; 
through the state llaslng dlrectly with the National 
Antl-Poverty Networks, the Community Pillar, the 
Community Platform and the broader community 
and voluntary sector on antl-poverty Issues; 
In addltlon to llalslng wlth the cornmunlty and 
voluntary sector, the state sector should also talk 
to and llsten to people who are experlenclng 
poverty dlrectly 
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Wti~le pldni are In proaress for the development of 
antl-poverty strateqles at local level, as discussed In 
lil T ~ P  <uns!l!iir?cy n h t c t i  r lecti t h e  ttirrz NESF d~cadva!itaqed rppresr 
1 1  T!ir [i,Ir)r in!?or<~t~yi tcrvict.i tnlt~dt~vr may prnvtde a model for th~s 
section 2.9, it is too early to assess the effectiveness of 
these. Nevertheless, it is useful to note that 
respondents to the questionnaire survey identified the 
need to decentralise the Strategy to local level, and 
that local government structures needed to ensure 
that people living in poverty were integrated into the 
process of developing local antl-poverty strategies. It 
is useful to  note, however, that the importance of 
anti-poverty strategles has been recognised in the 
guidelines for preparing county development plans. 
4. Conc~usions on 
~rnstitnrrtiauna~ ~echaniisswrs 
This chapter has assessed the effectiveness of the 
institutional structures in the implementation of NAPS, 
with reference to the initial proposals as set out in 
NAPS Strategy Statement. The importance of 
appropriate structures for its delivery has been 
recognised as a key component of NAPS. Over the 
initial two years much progress has been made in this 
area, as NAPS becomes embedded into the political 
and administrative systems. The effectiveness of the 
structures in delivering on the objectives of the 
Strategy, particularly through cross-departmental 
working is assessed in Chapter 7 of this report. 
Nevertheless: 
the institutional structures envisaged in NAPS 
Strategy Statement have been put in place; 
a Cabinet Sub-committee has taken on a key role 
in promoting social inclusion policies; 
references to NAPS have increased in the Dail; 
NAPS IDPC has continued to progress NAPS, but 
now needs to take on an enhanced role; 
the NAPS Unit has progressed a substantial body 
of work, but needs to be strengthened; 
the Combat Poverty Agency has progressed the 
Strategy through their work; 
poverty proofing has been introduced (see Chapter 
5). 
This assessment has shown that there IS a need for a 
concerted effort by all lnvolved to ensure that the 
mechanisms put In place to Implement NAPS can 
dellver on NAPS commitments In a consistent way 
There IS a need for contlnued, expllclt recognltlon of 
anti-poverty pollcy as a key pollcy area w~thln the 
polltlcal and admlnlstratlve systems The actlons whlch 
arc undertak~n by these systems should provlde 
evldence that thls IS the case 
In addttlon, there are a number of other actions which 
would help to strengthen the lnstltutional mechanisms 
to implement NAPS. These include: 
an enhanced role for NAPS IDPC; 
additional resources and supports for NAPS Unit 
and liaison officers; 
the establishment of appropriate consultative and 
participatory structures for the involvement of the 
community and voluntary sector, people living in 
poverty and the social partners in the planning, 
implementation and evaluation of NAPS; 
acceleration of the National Anti-Poverty Strategy 
to local government and state agencies. 
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Chapter 4: NAPS Targets and Principles 
Chapter 4 prov~des an assessment of progress to  date on 
NAPS targets and principles. In section 1 the original NAPS 
targets are set out for reference. Section 2 describes 
progress towards achieving the targets and discusses some 
of the issues arising. Section 3 uses the questionnaire 
survey and other written commentaries to assess the 
extent of NAPS achieving its targets. Section 4 presents 
conclusions and proposes areas for further action. 
A. The OrielnaaR NAPS Tar'ge*~ 
and Priacc%!es 
One of the most Important and novel features of the 
social welfare payments will be Increased to  the 
minimum of the lower range recommended by the 
Commission on Social Welfare. 
1.5 Disadvantaged Urban Areas 
To reduce the numbers suffering the greatest deprlvatlon 
in disadvantaged urban areas by Increasing their 
standard of living and providing opportunities for 
participation, thus reducing the measured indicators of 
disadvantage in the area, especially the rate of 
unemployment and particularly long-term 
unemployment by 2007. 
National Anti-Poverty Strategy is that it sets specific 1.6 Rural Poverty 
targets for poverty reduction. Indeed Ireland is the first To ensure that strategies are developed for the provision 
European Union member state to adopt such a global 
of services in rural areas, especially those concerned with 
poverty target. NAPS contains six targets - a global 
educational disadvantaae, unemplovment and income 
I target and a target for each of the five themes , < adequacy, so that the overall targets of NAPS are 
achieved in rural areas 1 The original NAPS targets are as follows: 
1.7 NAPS Princinles 
1.1 Global Target In developing NAPS a number of prlnclples were 
Over the period 1997-2007, the National Antl-Povert~ 
adoDted which underaln the overall strateav These >, 
Strategy will aim at considerably reducing the numbers principles are: 
of those who are "consistently poor" from 9% -1 5% t o  
less than 5%-lo%, as measured by the ESRI. ensuring equal access and encouraging participation 
for all; 
1.2 Unemployment auaranteeina the rlahts of minorities. es~eciallv 
. , 
To reduce the rate of unemployment, as measured on an through anti-discr~minat~on measures; 
internationally standardised basis (ILO) by the Labour the reductlon of inequal~ties and in particular, 
Force Survey, from 11.9% in April, 1996 t o  6% by 2007; 
addressina the aender dtmensions of oovertv. 
2 2 , . 
and to  reduce the rate of long-term unemployment from the development of the partnership approach 
7%-3.5%, with a particular focus on reducing the buildins on national and local oartnershio 
number of very long-term unemployed who are 
especially at risk of being consistently poor. 
1.3 Educational Disadvantage 
To elim~nate the problem of early school leaving before 
the junior certificate, t o  and reduce early school leaving 
such that the percentage of those completing the senior 
cycle will increase to at least 90% by the year 2000 and 
98% by the year 2007. Furthermore, hav~ng regard to  
the assessment of their intrinsic abilities, that there are 
no students with serious literacy and numeracy problems 
in early primary education within the next five years. 
1.4 lncome Adeauacv 
Policy actions in relation to  income adequacy will be 
targeted at contributing to the overall reductlon In the 
percentage of the population whom the ERSl has 
identified as belng consistently poor from 9-15 % to 
less than 5-10% over the period 1997 to  2007. All 
J 
approaches; 
actively involving the community and voluntary 
sector; 
encouraging self rellance through respecting 
lndivldual dlgnity and promotlng empowerment; 
engaging in appropriate consultative processes, 
especially with users of services. 
The NAPS Strategy Statement stated that these prlnclples 
would be applled, In a Strategic Management lnltlatlve 
(SMI) context, by departments and agencles In 
lmplementlng the measures set out In NAPS 
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The 1998199 Annual Report of the Inter-Departmental 
Pol~cy Committee on NAPS and lrelands National Report 
on the lmplementatlon of the Outcome of the UN World 
--An.1lnitialAssessmenttoffthe National Ant i -~overtv~S+rate" ,~~pa~t  2 
Summit for Social Development sets out progress on the 
achievement of the targets t o  date and issues arising. 
This progress is summarised in this section, with further 
details available in the reports referred to. 
2.1 Progress on Meeting the Global 
Target 
From 1994 t o  1997 consistent poverty fell from 9-1 5% 
to  7-10%. With the global target set for a reduction in 
consistent poverty t o  5-10% by 2007, this means that 
this target has been virtually achieved. It should be 
borne in mind, however, that the most recent 
information indicates that 10% of the population are 
still living in consistent poverty. It should also be noted 
that the most recent information relates t o  1997, the 
year in which the Strategy was launched. 
In June 1999 the Government decided, in the light of 
the updated ESRl data, to  set a new global target. The 
new target IS that: 
Consistent poverty is to be reduced to 
below 5% by 2004. 
Thus the global target has become more ambitious, 
reflecting reductions in the level of consistent poverty 
since the initial launch of NAPS. The percentage of the 
population experiencing consistent poverty in 1997 was 
10% -this is to  be reduced by half, to  5%, within 7 
years (1 997 to  2004). 
The ESRl has suggested that to remain relevant, a poverty 
target needs to be re-based regularly, about every flve 
I years Based on evldence to  date thls seems senslble 
More fundamentally, the ESRl suggests broadening the 
scope of the poverty target to  encompass the dlstlnct 
elements underplnnlng ~ t ,  namely real Income levels, non- 
1 monetary deprlvatlon lndlcators and relatlve Incomes 
However, they do recognlse that flndlng the appropriate 
balance between these elements may be d~ff~cul t  
I Nevertheless, glven the need to ensure that pollcy 
I lnltlatlves are dlrected to tackle the causes of poverty thls 
would seem to be an Important factor In the future 
monltorlng of the global target It will be Important that 
antl-poverty measures reach those most In need, but also 
that they do not result In a wldenlng gap between the rlch 
and the poor or accentuate exlstlng lnequalltles Thus, 
these addltlonal measures could usefully be lncorporated 
to better understand the processes underplnnlng changes 
In the global poverty target 
2.2 Progress on the Unem~lovment 
Target 
Progress In Ireland on reduclng unemployment has been 
exceptional In recent years NAPS targets on 
unemployment have already been met and exceeded - 
the current unemployment rate (Quarterly National 
Household Survey, Fourth Quarter 1999) is 5.1 % (NAPS 
target was to reach 6% by 2007) and long-term 
unemployment is 2.1 %, exceeding the 2007 NAPS 
target of 3.5%. 
The unemployment target was re-set by the Government 
in mid 1999: 
Unemployment is to be reduced to below 
5% by 2002 and long-term unemployment 
is to be reduced to 2.5% by 2002. 
The Government subsequently announced new 
unemployment targets as part of the Employment Action 
Plan: to  reduce unemployment below 5% by end-year 
2000; and long-term unemployment below 2% by end- 
year 2000. 
A 5% unemployment rate is currently asserted t o  be 
"full employment" by many economic commentators. 
However, this understanding has changed over time. For 
example, in 1967 the then National Economic Council 
defined 2% unemployment as full employment, and by 
1975 they gave a figure of 4%. A full-employment 
society can be understood to be one in which every 
adult who wishes to  can find employment with 
acceptable conditions within a reasonable time. 
While it may be the case that there will always be some 
level of frictional unemployment consistent with full 
employment, the existence of long-term unemployment 
can only be viewed as a structural problem. The NAPS 
target set by Government in June 1999 to  reduce long- 
term unemployment to  2.5% by 2002 had already been 
met by September 1999. The Employment Action Plan 
has a more ambitious target for long-term 
unemployment reduction - to  reduce long-term 
unemployment t o  below 2% by end-year 2000. The 
new national agreement Programme for Prosperity and 
Fairness contains the objective of effectively eliminating 
long-term unemployment and seeks that mass 
unemployment will not recur (2000: 116). 
People who are long-term unemployed have a high risk 
of poverty. For the 36,000 people who are officially 
long-term unemployed (Quarterly National Household 
Survey, Fourth Quarter 1999), in that they are actively 
seeking work, it may be particularly demoralising to be 
unemployed In a buoyant economy. In addition, these 
flgures do not Include people who may be "discouraged 
workers" and others who may be "marginally attached" 
to  the labour force. To get as complete a picture as 
posslble it is important to  examine a number of sources 
of statistics on unemployment, such as the Quarterly 
Household Survey and the Live Register. Given that 
there are also unemployment blackspots, unemployment 
should be tracked at local level, where possible, as well 
as at national level. 
The nature of policies to  address the unemployment 
problem may have to  change in a low unemployment 
economy, with a focus on quality rather than quantity of 
job opportunities. Programmes tailored t o  individuals' 
particular needs may be required. In t h ~ s  case, the 
development of appropriate performance indicators 
would be helpful in monitoring progress in a qualitative 
way, e.g. quality of training, nature of the job, rate of 
pay, terms and conditions, community context, as well as 
quantitatively, towards reaching the targets. 
2.3 Progress on the Educational 
Disadvantage Target 
Problems have arlsen In attempting to  achleve the 
education target as presented. Essentially, the main 
component of the target relates to  completion of the 
Junior Certificate and the Leaving Certificate. While the 
number leaving without any qualification continues t o  
fall (3% in 199516, cited in NAPS's Annual Report, 
1999:52) the number completing the Leaving Certificate 
has levelled out in recent years (81 % in 199516). As 
documented in NAPS's Annual Report, one of the 
problems is that the figure is confined specifically to  the 
completion of senior cycle. It does not take into account 
students who leave the second-level system and pursue 
education and training programmes leading to  
certification through apprenticeships, Youthreach courses 
and through Senior Traveller Training Centres. Retention 
rates have been shown to  improve when account is 
taken of participants in these programmes. 
Another factor making it difficult to  achieve higher 
retention rates is that some school-goers choose to  leave 
school early to take up jobs in the current labour market. 
In this context it would be useful to  reconsider the 
education target. In terms of poverty reduction, ideally 
every young person should leave the education system 
with an adequate standard of education and some 
qualificat~on or certified skill/achievement. It is clear that 
this will not always be met through academic qualification 
alone, although a certain level of academic achievement 
will be required. As stated in NAPS's Annual Report, while 
it may unrealistic to expect that the education system will 
be suitable for as many as 98% of students it may be 
appropriate to restructure ~t to glve due regard to other, 
less formal, education and trainlng opportunities and to 
Interventions outside the mainstream setting. 
Thus, a number of considerations have to  be taken Into 
account in reviewing the educational disadvantage 
target and the following questions have to  be answered: 
What is an adequate level of academic achievement 
for everyone? 
What additional achievements and skills can be 
rewarded? 
Are the routes and mechanisms in place by which 
these can be achieved? 
Are the data available by which to  measure progress 
towards a target framed in this way? 
What mechanisms are in place t o  ensure that those 
young people who leave school early can be 
encouraged and supported to  avail of education and 
training through the workplace? 
The second element of the education target is to  ensure 
that there are no children in early primary education 
with serious literacy and numeracy problems. This 
element of,the target has recelved less attention than 
the retention rates component. However, it is just as 
important. A recent government survey has found that 
one in ten children still leave primary school with literacy 
problems (Irish Times, 22/01/00). On the back of this 
the Minister for Education and Science announced 
details of a f2.5m national reading campaign aimed at 
improving literacy standards. It will be Important that 
the impact of this is systematically assessed, and along 
with numeracy testing, contributes to  monitoring 
progress towards meeting NAPS target. 
A new target has not been set for tackling educatlonal 
disadvantage. However, the Government has indicated 
that a new target should be set on education and adult 
literacy (NAPS Annual Report, 1999). 
Adult literacy is a particular problem in Ireland. A recent 
OECD study (1997) showed that nearly one quarter of all 
Irish adults had only basic llteracy levels (See footnote In 
Chapter 2, sectlon 2). As the llnk between educatlonal 
attainment and Income levels is well established this is an 
area of obvlous concern (NAPS Annual Report, 1999). 
While efforts are belng made to address thls, a target for 
improvement In adult llteracy could usefully be lncorporated 
into NAPS target on tackllng educatlonal disadvantage. 
The Programme for Prosperity and Fairness contalns a 
comprehensive list of objectives on Ilfe-long learnlng It 
will be important that the actlons outllned there are 
acted upon and adequately resourced. 
2.a progress on ?he Income Adeauacv 
Target 
The Income adequacy target essentially re-states the global 
target and also sets out to achleve the mlnlmum soclal 
. Planninefor-a-More inclusive Society- 
welfare rates recommended by the Commission on Social 
Welfare (1986). These were achieved in the 1999 Budget, 
based on uprating the Commission's rates by inflation. 
A key issue in relation t o  social welfare rates is that while 
they are increasing in real terms above inflation they are 
falling behind increases in average income. This is 
leading to  widening income inequalities and people 
dependent on social welfare are benefiting much less 
from the growing economy than those in employment. 
A number of commentators, including the ESRl and the 
Combat Poverty Agency, have highlighted this issue in 
recent years and have called for social welfare rates t o  
be increased in line with earnings and for the 
establishment of a mechanism through which the 
uprating of social welfare rates can be considered 
annually. 
NAPS's Annual Report (1999) indicates that the 
Department of Social, Community and Family Affairs will 
be considering the issue of the future of social welfare 
rates. Under the new national programme, there is a 
commltment t o  establish a Working Group, with an 
independent Chairperson, to  examine the issues in 
developlng a benchmark for adequacy of adult and child 
social welfare payments, Including the implications of 
adopting a specific approach to the ongoing up-rating or 
indexation of payments. 
An issue of increasing concern is that of low pay. The 
report Monitoring Poverty Trends (1 999) showed that the 
risk of poverty increased for employees from 3 %  in 1994 
to 7% in 1997 and that the proportion of low-paid 
employees among the poor grew from 6% of the total t o  
13% over this tlme period. While the risk and incidence 
of poverty for employees remains relatively low, it has 
substantially Increased between 1994 and 1997. Added 
to thls, the fact that these flgures are for "heads of 
household" ~t does not show low-paid employees who 
may be w~th ln  households. It is known for example, that 
women, young people, and part-time workers, who are 
less likely to be heads of households, have the lowest 
rates of pay (Nolan, 1999: 139). Whlle the introduction of 
the Natlonal Mln~mum Wage should have a posltive 
Impact on low rates of pay, its implementation and impact 
will need to be closely monltored. 
2.5 rJrsPlrass on t h e  Urban 
Qisarlvantaqe Target 
The target on urban disadvantage IS unspeclflc and 
therefore ~t IS dlfftcult to  measure progress The 
numbers sufferinq the greatest deprtvatlon In 
disadvantaged urban areas have never b e ~ n  spec~f~cally 
enumerated Research (Nolan, Whelan and W~ll~ams. 
1998) has found that poverty and exclusion are spatially 
pervasive and not concentrated In a small number of 
1 For fuither ~nforrnat~on on the ISP see Section 7 2 4 of th~s Report 
areas. This makes it more difficult to  measure. 
However, it is noteworthy that in 1994 (the latest date 
for which this information is available) seven out of ten 
households renting local authority houslng in Dublin 
were on low incomes and experiencing basic 
deprivation. To date, there are no plans to update these 
figures, but this is something which could be 
undertaken. 
No monitoring mechanism has been put in place t o  
measure increased standards of living or participation 
rates in disadvantaged urban areas, although some 
information may be available through the monitoring 
and evaluation reports of the Local Urban and Rural 
Development Programme. The urban disadvantage 
target could be presented in more specific terms and 
indicators put in place t o  monitor it, at local level, 
through the local partnership structures and/or local and 
regional government structures. The Combat Poverty 
Agency IS working with a small number of local 
authorities in developlng a model for drawing up "local 
poverty profiles" at local authority level. This work could 
help to inform the construction of a more specific urban 
disadvantage target. 
While specific measures are not available, a number of 
initiatives have taken place to  reduce disadvantage in 
urban areas since the launch of NAPS. A particular 
initiative to  tackle disadvantage in urban areas is the 
Integrated Services Process (ISPI', which aims to  develop 
new procedures t o  ensure a more focused and better co- 
ordlnated response by statutory authorities to the needs 
of urban communities with the greatest level of 
disadvantage in four pilot areas. This project is overseen 
by the Inter-departmental Policy Committee on Local 
Development rather than NAPS IDPC. It IS notable that 
this inter-departmental committee is chaired by a 
Minister of State compared to  NAPS IDPC whlch is 
chaired by senior civil servants. The ISP, however, does 
adapt NAPS approach of looklng for solutions under a 
number of Identified themes albeit at the local level. 
Through this process early school leaving has emerged as 
an important issue and illustrates the strong link 
between educational disadvantage and other forms of 
poverty and exclus~on. 
Other Initiatives targeted at reducing disadvantage in 
urban areas are the Community Development 
Programme, the National Drugs Strategy, the Operational 
Programme for Local Urban and Rural Development and 
the URBAN Initiative. 
A more speclflc target, wlth associated performance 
measures attributable to  NAPS, would be useful in 
assessing the reduction in urban disadvantage. 
2.6 Pr~flress on fhe mm.~ra! D ~ V B I + V  
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The target on rural poverty IS also unspec~flc and thus ~t 
IS dlfflcult to  measure progress on meetlng thls target 
In general, NAPS speclfles that the targets to be met In 
the other areas also apply to  the rural, wlth a speclflc 
focus on the provlslon of servlces Even though the rlsk 
of poverty for farmers has fallen substantially, from 20% 
to  12% between 1994 and 1997 at the 50% relatlve 
Income poverty Ilne, (Mon~tonng Poverty Trends, 1999). 
spatlal analysls (by Nolan, Whelan and Wllllams, 1998) 
shows that just over one flfth of all poor households llve 
In open countrys~de No monltorlng has been put In 
place to  measure the extent to whlch NAPS targets have 
been met In rural Ireland 
A number of initiatives are currently underway which 
highlight the need to address poverty in rural areas. One 
is the White Paper on Rural Development and the other is 
the National Development Plan. The White Paper 
highlights the need to  address poverty and social exclusion 
in rural areas, but does not propose specific measures by 
which this might be achieved. It refers to  NAPS for ideas 
in thls area. A specific recommendation contained in the 
White Paper is that of rural proofing. However, 
consideration needs to  be given as to how rural proofing 
can be combined with poverty proofing, to assess the 
potential impact of policies in poor rural areas. 
The National Development Plan d~v~des the country Into 
regions and proposes a substantial development 
programme for the border, mldlands and west regions, 
which are primarily rural in nature. However, while the 
Natlonal Development Plan has a strong soclal inclusion 
component, the extent to  whlch its proposed measures 
will meet NAPS's rural poverty target are not spelt out. 
Programmes like the Operational Programme for Local 
Urban and Rural Development - LEADER -farm schemes 
like the Disadvantaged Areas Scheme and headage 
payments, Farm Assist and the Programme for Peace and 
Reconciliation have the potential to reduce poverty In 
rural areas. However, NAPS needs to  specify a more 
specific target to reduce poverty in these areas and put 
in place actlons and monitoring systems to ensure that ~t 
is achieved. 
2.7 Emerein? Issues For *arge* 
~ons~C4cfr~~io~ 
The Government has asked NAPS IDPC to draw up new 
targets to reflect the changed environment, for example 
In relatlon to  education and adult Ilteracy, and to 
conslder actlon targets In relatlon to partlcular groups 
such as chtldren In poverty The 1998199 NAPS Annual 
Report notes that the Input of the soclal partners in the 
area of target setting would be part~cularly valuable. 
The new national partnership agreement, Programme for 
Prosperity and Fairness, is committed to  reviewing and, 
where appropriate, revlslng the existing NAPS targets 
and to  considering possible new targets under the 
themes of child poverty, women's poverty, health, older 
people and housing/accommodation. This process is to  
take place by mid 2001, in consultatlon with the soclal 
partners. 
As noted in Chapter 2, sectlon 1.1 the nature of poverty 
is changing. It is important that NAPS, and the targets 
in partlcular, reflect changes in the nature of poverty. 
Thus, the review and revision of the targets proposed in 
the Programme for Prosperity and Fairness, is welcomed. 
As well as being inclusive, by involving the social 
partners, target-setting should be Informed by sound 
information on the extent and nature of poverty and 
poverty trends. Not only is data Important in target 
setting, but also in monitoring progress towards the 
achievement of targets. Data from the Living In Ireland 
Survey and analysis by the ESRl have proved invaluable In 
the initial setting of the global target. This central 
poverty dataset and analysis should be enhanced and 
complemented by other lnforrnatlon collection and 
analysls exercises to  ensure that targets can be set on an 
informed and accurate basls. For example, as suggested 
by the ESRl (see Monitoring Poverty Trends, 1999:66), ~t 
will be Important to  capture Incremental changes over 
tlme as to  what constitutes necessltles, so that the 
deprlvatlon indicators' component of the consistent 
poverty measure can accurately reflect these changes. 
2.W Progress on Imaf~men*inq +*re 
Princio!@s 
The prlnclples are an Important component of NAPS 
They were seen as partlcularly Important by the 
communlty and voluntary sector In the development of 
NAPS, and were suggested In varlous subm~ss~ons 
recelved and In the consultatlon process 
The UN has suggested that NAPS should Incorporate a 
stronger rlghts dlmenslon and enhancement of the 
principles IS one way In whlch thls could occur 
There have been a numbrr of developments whlch 
consolidate NAPS prlnclples Thesc Include the 
tmplementatton of the Employrnf~nt Equallty Act and 
publishing of the Equal Status Bill In add~tlon, t h ~  
Department of Justlce, Eq~~altty and Ldw Rcforni ha5 
been developlnq the concept of eqi~dllty-proof~rlq, wtlicll 
has been Informed by a research project on the i s i ~ ~ c  
(Department of Justlce, Equallty and Law Reform. 1999) 
- An-Initial Assessment of the  Na+;r>nal A~+~-Pavr3r?v Sfaa+egv part 2 
One way in which this work is being followed up is 
through a joint research project between the Equallty 
Authority and the Combat Poverty Agency on examining 
inequalities which lead to  poverty. 
Implementation of key anti-poverty elements of the 
report of the Commission on the Status of People with 
Disabilities, the report of the Task Force of the Traveller 
Community and the report of the Second Commission 
on the Status of Women also contribute to  meeting 
NAPS principles. While many of the recommendations in 
these reports are now being implemented, much 
remains t o  be done. The research report by the Combat 
Poverty Agency on Women and Poverty, highlighted 
some of the key Issues to  be addressed in reducing 
poverty among women. 
NAPS formed an integral part of the last national 
agreement Partnership 2000 for Inclusion, 
Employment and Competitiveness. The new 
agreement contains a full framework section on social 
inclusion and equality. In this section there are a range 
of objectives and actions in relation t o  promoting NAPS 
and social inclusion measures. It is noteworthy that the 
framework for addressing poverty and social ~ncluslon 
will have regard to  the NESC strategy report in relation 
to  citizenship rights. Specifically it states that: 
I "Citizenshia rights encomoass not on!v 
I 
+he core civir and political rights and 
obli<a+ions but also social, economic and 
cu!+ural rights and obli<ations which are 
embedded in our rnofitical culture and 
which u a d e r p i ~  e a u a ! i t ~  of oraaaorltunity 
aad oaricies on access +o education, 
ema!avment, heaqh, housine and social 
services. Citizenshio obligations refer t o  
such ohriqationz as  the pavment of taxes 
and 4ur*;fnent a4 ohgigations implied bv 
access .to services and benefits. ... There 
is a sCron< cast. for givine increased 
nrtoritv t o  +ocia! i~c lus ion  within p u h k  
s;nending." 
(Quoted from NESC report in Programme for 
Prosperity and Fairness, 2000: 78) 
Whlle there has been some progress on recognising 
NAPS prlnc~ples and trylng to  progress aspects of these 
In an effort to  reduce poverty and ~nequalities, much 
remalns to  be done. There has been little progress made 
In ensurlng equal access and partlcipatlon for all. Even 
though some ant[-d~scrim~nat~on legislat~on has been 
introduced, discrlm~natlon against mlnorltles In Ireland 
has grown as the numbers of refugees, asylum seekers 
and economic migrants into Ireland have increased. As 
documented In Chapter 3, failure to  engage in 
appropriate consultative processes and actively involve 
the community and voluntary sector have been identified 
as particular weaknesses in the implementation of NAPS. 
There is thus a need t o  reinforce all the principles of 
NAPS across the civil service and t o  put in place 
mechanisms to  ensure that they underpin all anti- 
poverty policies and measures. 
Respondents to  the postal questionnaire survey stated 
that target setting was one of the main achievements of 
NAPS. In response to  the question "What, in your view, 
are the main three achievements in relation to  the 
content of NAPS?" the most frequently stated response 
was various combinations of "setting, achievement and 
revision of targets". This view is reflected in the 
following statements made by respondents: 
"The most imoortant asaect of MAPS was 
the identiiving/setting OF tareets to be 
met. To achieve this reauired a 
comaaehensive analvsis o* *he full range 
OF issues a+fec+ine the level o* poverty in 
Ireland. Thus, the  issue for the  first t ime 
is being addressed in an holistic manner." 
and 
"Focussing on a small number of priority 
themes makes NAPS a far more tangible 
conce~t . "  
However, some weaknesses were also identified in the 
targets. These responses included statements like "the 
targets are outdated and unambitious", "the targets had 
effectively been reached by the time they were being 
set" and there is "no institutional target". 
A separate and related point was that certain themes 
had not been given enough attention in NAPS or had 
not been included at all. Issues suggested for inclusion 
In NAPS were: 
a housing and homelessness (most frequently 
mentioned); 
health; 
public transport; 
drugs; 
* pre-school education 
Particular groups who should be included were: 
children; 
women; 
lone parents; 
people with disabilities; 
older people; 
Travellers; 
low paid; 
refugees and asylum seekers; 
* immigrantslemigrants; 
prisoners and their families. 
While it was not necessarily suggested that all of these 
areas should have a poverty reduction target, a number 
of new targets were specifically suggested. These 
included: 
set targets for building affordable social housing over 
the next 5-10 years; 
adopt speciflc targets and policy actions in relation 
to  children, older people and people with disabilities; 
* health issues should be included along with the 
original five themes and targets. 
On revising the targets it was suggested that more 
ambitious targets should be adopted, more resources 
should be allocated for the specific purpose of achieving 
the targets and progress towards reaching the targets 
should be closely monitored. 
There was no direct mention of the principles in the 
questionnaire responses. However, indirect reference was 
made to the application of the principles. For example, 
respondents suggested there had been a lack of 
involvement of the community and voluntary sector in the 
implementation of NAPS and a failure to engage in 
appropriate consultative processes; there should be a 
greater emphasis on the link between poverty and 
inequality; and that a rights-based approach should be 
more strongly introduced into NAPS. 
A number of individual commentators have wrltten about 
NAPS targets. Comments on the targets after the Strategy 
was published included acknowledgements that for the 
first time clear measurable antl-poverty targets had been 
set and that mechanisms had been put in place to monltor, 
evaluate and report on progress. At the same t~me some 
commentators recognised that the targets were somewhat 
modest and in some areas unspecific. 
E.,?- Comm~n+a*i~+ ga +be O I ~ h a l  
T a a p l ~ *  
The global target was seen as central to  NAPS (Nolan, 
1997) Nolan has argued that ESRI research has shown 
that households' llvlng standards are Influenced by 
resources over a long perlod as well as by current 
Income Th~s IS what the global target, whlch IS a 
measure of conslstent poverty, attempts to  measure In 
1997 Nolan suggested that, 
''if the <loha! target is To he a**aFned i? 
is likely that: other measures, such a+ 
*he numhor in rela+ive income aover+w 
wi!l also hawe t o  corns down 
suhstant ia! !~ ."  
However, in a period of exceptional economic growth, 
this has been found not to be the case. Researchers at 
the ESRI, including Nolan argue that, 
""hp ( I ~ U S U ~ !  si+uaLinn which *%PI p a v  noL 
~ Q W  is when averade incnnnec, are @rnw;n< 
F ? x c ~ I ) . + ~ o ~ P I I w  ranWv, when *hn.;e nn I ~ u t  
incnmes shnre in7 +ha+ o'mw+h and +ep +?air 
renn Itvin? s*aan$nr& rise c i @ ~ ; ~ c ? n + 9 ~ ,  hrrd 
when +%ev b$ ssqwwhat hahind merw. 
V courqe *his is ~r~~ise'w whr* hpc  h m n n  
hpnpslninq in lrlpfand .., denr:ypA;oq I m v n r g  
can *hmn he 6a";nq while VQ!R+~VD i-cerne 
i.e. expectations lag behind rapid Income growth - 
(Monitoring Poverty Trends, 1999:66). 
To overcome this the ESRl suggest that the poverty 
target should be re-based regularly, about every flve 
years and should contain a number of dlstlnct elements 
real income levels, non-monetary deprivation indicators 
and relative incomes. Whlle they argue that a target 
containing distlnct elements would more 
comprehensively descrlbe poverty trends they caution 
that finding the approprlate balance between the 
various elements may be diff~cult. 
The global target has now been re-set. It IS more 
amb~tious, but is stdl flrmly based on conslstent poverty It 
was set by the Government. Monitoring progress towards 
the ach~evement of thls target ralses several ~ssues 
the target needs to be developed to ~nclude the 
three d~mensions discussed above, I e real Income 
levels, non-monetary deprlvat~on ind~cators and 
relat~ve Incomes. 
* the deprivation indicators need t o  be updated on a 
regular basis; 
the target needs to  be re-based regularly, e.g. every 
five years; 
the global target needs to  be complemented by 
additional complementary analysis t o  understand the 
changing nature of poverty as well as monitoring 
levels of poverty; 
the poverty risk of those people who do not live in 
prlvate households e.g. people who are homeless, 
some members of the Travelling community and 
people who live in institutions also needs to  be 
monitored on a regular basis. 
4.2 Commen+aries on *)re Educational 
r)isadvan+age T a r e d  
The educatlonal dlsadvantage target focuses on the 
reductlon of early school leavlng wlth a vlew t o  ~ t s  
practical ellmlnatlon Nolan (1997) has noted that 
whlle a good deal of progress has been made In 
cuttlng the numbers leavlng school early, the 
remalnlng core leavlng before the Junlor Certlflcate 1s 
l~kely t o  prove more dlfflcult to  tackle McCormack 
and Archer (1997) argue that simply retalnlng young 
people from dlsadvantaged backgrounds will not, In 
Itself, remove lnequallty In educatlonal outcome, and 
suggest that the target should be set In terms of 
altering the relationship between educatlonal outcome 
and soclal background Both Nolan and McCormack 
and Archer agree that monitoring progress towards 
meeting the elements of the target IS Important and 
should be part of natlonal or cross-natlonal surveys of 
school performance McCormack and Archer also 
note that it IS regrettable that there IS no  speclflc 
target for "l~fe-long learning, second-chance educatlon 
and commun~ty-based educatlon and tralnlng" 
Ev~dence from the lntegrated Servlces Process (ISP) 
suggests that an educatlonal target advocating a 95% 
retention rate for the Leavlng Certificate will not 
necessarily prov~de the solutlon for tackllng 
educatlonal dlsadvantage. The ISP recognises that 
address~ng educatlonal dlsadvantage 1s a very complex 
problem and requlres listening to young people at rlsk 
at an early stage. It requlres a major cultural shlft 
away from the notlon that only academlc qua l~ f~cat~ons 
are of merlt. Further ev~dence on the vlews of 
dlsadvantaged young people themselves can be found 
In the forthcoming report evaluating the Combat 
Poverty Agency's Dernonstratlon Programme on 
E d i ~ ~ d t l ~ n a l  Disadvantage Ev~dence from these 
sources strongly supports an Integrated approach to  
tackling educatlonal d~sadvantage and the need to  
develop and promote alternative tralnlng such as 
apprent~ceshlps. Thus, these Issues need to  be 
reflected in the target t o  tackle educational 
disadvantage. 
The NAPS Annual Report (1999) recognises the need for 
this target to  be re-set. It is clearly an important issue to 
be addressed in the next stage of NAPS. 
4.3 Comrnenrtaries on *he 
Umemnlsvnen* 
At the tlme the unemployment target was set there was 
cons~derable dlscusslon on what measure of 
unemployment should be used - t he  Labour Force 
Survey, uslng the ILO defln~tlon or the PES deflnltlon, or 
the Llve Reglster There has been conslderable debate 
on these Issues generally In Ireland, particularly slnce 
there was an lncreaslng varlatlon between the different 
measures This has now been addressed to  some extent 
by uslng data collected from the Quarterly Natlonal 
Household Survey (CSO) and more expltcltly statlng that 
the Live Reglster Includes people who may be worklng 
part-tlme Importantly though, the Llve Reglster Includes 
"discouraged workers" and people who may be only 
marginally attached t o  the labour force These people 
are essentially unemployed even though they may not 
appear In the offlclal unemployment statlstlcs where the 
criterion for class~f~cat~on IS unemployed and actlvely 
seeklng work 
At the time the target was set commentators felt that the 
unemployment target was very modest given forecasts for 
economic growth. This has proved to  be the case. The 
target set In 1997 for a ten year perlod has already been 
exceeded in just over two years for both unemployment 
and long-term unemployment. The new target set in 
1999 to reduce long-term unemployment to 2.5% by 
ZOO2 has already been met in the autumn of 1999 arid 
the target to reduce unemployment t o  below 5% looks 
lhkely to be reached sooner than 2002 (at 5.1 % at the end 
of 1999). It is worth recording that the national targets to 
reduce unemployment have been driven by European 
pollcy, through the Natlonal Action Plan on Employment 
(lronlcally also referred to  as NAPS), rather than by the 
Natlonal Anti-Poverty Strategy. The substantial reductlon 
in unemployment is very welcome, whatever ~ t s  driving 
force. 
Given the l~nk  between long-term unemployment and 
poverty, this is where the Natlonal Anti-Poverty Strategy 
should now focus its attention. The questions posed by 
Mary Murphy (1997) at the launch of NAPS are still 
relevant, even though the numbers may have changed: 
*'1tfho w;!! he +%a remainin< 3'6 long-term 
r~nmmn~avod 'II 20073 \Alilf +he!, he those 
w%o are afreadv Five years unemaloved 
far"av9 For how long will +he 9% he Ion$ 
term trnemalovsd - one year or fwcn+w 
years" will + ~ P V  he concis3en+h poor3". 
NAPS should seek to  focus its efforts on eliminating 
long-term unemployment. 
A.4 Commentaries an Ancsme 
Adeamacy, Urban nisadvsn+age and 
PuraP Poverty Tars(cl*s 
As noted by Nolan at the time of the launch of NAPS 
these three targets are much less concrete and 
contribute little to the strategy. The income adequacy 
target is essentially a restatement of the global target 
with a short-term commitment on social welfare rates. 
"The crucial issue of what happens to  rates over the 
next decade is left open" (Nolan, 1997). This has 
become an increasingly important debate as income 
inequalities have been widening in a time of accelerated 
economic growth. In order to ensure that income 
inequalities and relative income poverty does not 
increase, the National Anti-Poverty Strategy needs to 
address the issue of wldening income inequalities 
through ensuring that those on low incomes do not 
have a relative worsening in their standard of Ilving. Thls 
would suggest the need for a stand alone relative 
income poverty target In addition to  the global target. 
As stated earlier, the urban disadvantage and rural 
poverty targets are "so unspecific and anodyne as to 
scarcely merit the name" (Nolan, 1997). The difficulty In 
setting more specific targets for urban disadvantage and 
rural poverty at the tlme related to the dearth of speciflc 
information in these areas and the analysis of it in a 
form suitable for specific target setting. For example, for 
better monitoring of rural poverty up to  date 
information on the numbers who are consistently poor is 
needed for rural (farm and non-farm) households. This 
remains a challenge for these NAPS targets. However, 
this challenge should be taken as these are important 
areas for poverty reduction. 
Fairness states that possible new targets will be 
considered under the themes of chlld poverty, 
women's poverty, health, older people and 
housinglaccommodation. In setting new targets for 
NAPS it will be important to  find a balance between 
setting targets for key poverty areas which are 
relevant in the current economic and social 
environment, and at the same time, avoiding a 
myriad of targets for a wide range of poverty areas, 
so that the overall strategy becomes unfocussed. 
The process by which the targets are set IS crrtlcal. 
There was some criticism in relation to the setting of 
the original targets. While there had been a lot of 
discussion and consultation about the content of 
NAPS, there had been very llttle debate about what 
would be approprlate targets. However, the Minlster 
for Social, Community and Fam~ly Affairs has noted 
in the 1998199 NAPS Annual Report that "the Input 
of the soclal partners In the area of target settlng 
would be particularly valuable". Thls commitment IS 
re-emphasised in the Programme for Prosperity and 
Fairness, where it IS stated that "the exlstlng targets 
will be reviewed and revised where approprlate, and 
possible new targets will be considered In 
consultation with the soclal partners" (2000: 79) 
Government departments need to  be centrally 
engaged in the target-settlng process. Government 
pollcles will, in the main, ultimately dellver measures 
by whlch to  achleve the targets. Thus, a key 
questlon is how the targets can be translated Into 
operational goals in departments. In particular, 
thought needs to  be given as to whlch pollcles 
require to be put in place to  work towards the 
achievement of targets and what barrlers need to be 
overcome. Cross-departmental worklng would seem 
to  be important In thls regard. The lntegrated 
Serv~ces Process may provlde some useful guldellnes 
here. Thls Issue of the role of government 
departments In the NAPS process IS discussed further 
in Chapter 7. 
4.5 Points Made in Relation to Tar<c?+ 
Settine * There IS a need to conslder the tlmeframe w ~ t t i ~ n  
A number of general polnts are relevant here In relatlon whlch the targets are set NAPS IS set In a ten-year 
to  the settlng of NAPS targets In the current economlc tlmeframe and the or~ginal targets were set to reflect 
context. thls Even though ~t may be real~st~c to frame the 
reduct~on and eventual eltmlnatlon of a structural 
1 In addtlon to re-setting and reflnlng the orignal problem llke poverty w ~ t h ~ n  a ten-year t lmefram~ ~t 1s 
NAPS targets there have been varlous calls for dlfflcult to pred~ct economlc and soc~al proqrpss over 
i addltlonal targets to be set The maln areas such a perlod, as has been rhown to be the rasp 
I 
suggested have been hous~ng/accommodat~on a d The new targets are set In thrcc- arid seven-v~ar 
homelessness, and health, and In relatlon to varlous tlmeframes Th~s 1s more r ~ a l ~ s t ~ c  In the currcnt 
I groups such as children, older people and people economlc context and prov~des an opporturl~ty to rc- 
wlth dlsabllltles The Programme for Prosperity and base targets on a more regular bas15 A short-term 
and long-term view are be particularly useful 
There is a need to  monitor progress in meeting targets 
on a regular basis. For this purpose it would be useful 
to consider putting in place a system of indicators by 
which such progress could be assessed. To some 
extent thls has happened in the case of the global 
poverty target, through analysis of the annual Living in 
Ireland survey. However, all of the targets should have 
appropriate performance indicators in place. 
This monitoring will require good quality data 
collection and analysis on an ongoing basis. Existing 
data sources should be further exploited and 
complementary sources established and analysed, 
where necessary. Models which could be explored 
Include the reports produced by the New Policy 
Institute in Britain on monitoring poverty and social 
exclusion, and work done by the UN and the EU. 
However, a strength of the lrlsh NAPS is the focus on 
the global target, with subsidiary targets, rather than 
having a myriad of unconnected poverty indicators. 
Atkinson (1997), in calling for the introduct~on of an 
official poverty target in the UK, advocates an annual 
poverty report presenting a range of Information as 
well as an informed commentary. 
There IS a need to  ensure that the achievement of 
targets will lead to  poverty reduction. This argues 
for subsidiary targets t o  be linked to  the global 
target In some way. 
There needs to  be a more systematic review of the 
application of the principles; the extent to  which 
they are st111 relevant, eg. should there be additions 
or deletions; and how they can better Inform the 
lmplementatlon of anti-poverty programmes and 
practice. 
'i. Conc1usions 
Thls chapter has assessed the orlglnal and the new NAPS 
targets and has discussed Issues arlslng It IS clear that 
the targets are seen as one of the most Important 
elements of NAPS, even though at settlng, they were 
seen by some to  be unarnb~tlous, whlch has slnce 
proved, wlth the benef~t of hlndslght, to  be the case 
Some commentators have noted, however, that the 
settlnq of an offlclal poverty reduction target was an 
cinib~t~ous move In itself Nevertheless, some of the 
tarqets were ilnspeclf~c dnd ~t has therefore been d~fflcult 
to measure progress In rneetlnq them 
A number of polnts have been made In relatlon to 
review and revision of NAPS targets. These can be 
summarlsed as 
* the need t o  re-set some of the original NAPS targets; 
* the need t o  set additional targets, e.g. in the areas 
of housing/accommodation and homelessness, 
health, and to  address poverty among children, older 
people and people with disabilities 
the need to  engage in a consultative process for 
arriving at targets; 
the need t o  consider how targets can be 
operationalised within government departments; 
the need to  consider the time-frame for which 
particular targets should be 
set, in both the short-term and the long-term; 
the need to  put in place performance indicators to  
measure progress towards meeting the targets. This 
will require additional data collection and analysis. 
There is also a need for a more systematic review of the 
application of the principles. 
In relation to  the current NAPS targets there is a need 
to: 
re-base the global target regularly, say every five 
years and to  explicitly assess a number of 
components underlying it - real income, non- 
monetary indicators, relative income; 
re-consider and re-set the education target, based on 
a broader view of education, measuring literacy and 
numeracy levels at primary school and including an 
adult llteracy component; 
re-set the new unemployment target - to  eliminate 
long-term unemployment; 
re-set the income adequacy target on the basis of 
relative income levels; 
re-set the urban disadvantage and rural poverty 
targets based on disaggregated national data, and 
additional local information data, to  be 
collected, if necessary, perhaps through local 
development or local government sources. 
Chapter 5: Poverty-Proofing 
Chapter 5 describes the development of poverty- 
proofing. The first section identifies how NAPS 
proposed to  include the process of poverty-proofing and 
Section 2 discusses issues which arose in its 
development. Sections 3 and 4 look at the 
implementation of the process, and some examples of 
applications of poverty-proofing are provided in section 
5. Section 6 presents an initial assessment of poverty- 
proofing based on the questionnaire survey responses 
and Section 7 identifies key issues for the future. 
whlch should take place as a matter of course. 
Thus a key decislon at the outset was whether the process 
should be ongoing, assessing policy at design and 
implementation stage - i.e. proofing - or whether it should 
be a "snapshot", assessing in retrospect the impact a policy 
has had on society - i.e. auditing. While both are clearly 
important it was agreed by the social partners that the focus 
of this initiative should be on proofing policies. An impact 
assessment or audit could be carried out Independently as 
part of the evaluation. This IS also important. 
I The NAPS strategy statement states that: of policy on poverty. Partnership 2000 contains a 
wit! also he a ~ P W  considcr;r+ina when "... in +%P ~ ~ n + e x +  04 he rU2*innp"~*i. 
decisions are hein< madm a%nrc* c;newfinc? P~ver+v  4+rp+orrv ! ~ l R D q ) ,  +hi, [kpv 
~ricnr;*i~s E Q  * b ~  cnn+~x+ n* +he qxa+inqal rlevelonm~n+s in 4 % ~  ~ n t q a ~ : ~ ~  ayeal vr i" be 
h~dde*a*v ~ V Q C P P G  pnd "40 ;rClocp+ign 0.F 
~omn~emf?n+~r'  hv +he s+ren@*hpninT 
ErJ s?r~sc+~ral "mnfls." a@nirlis*r;l+;ve b n a a r ~ ~ d q r r ~ s  C n r  ~ n m l ~ l i * ~  
(National Anti-Poverty Strategy Statement, 1997: 20). proas6in.s. hawto< reqarrrl +rr *he 
re~~mmenfl,a+inns C +5e h'rqy'' 
At thelr flrst meetlng after the launch of NAPS, the Inter- 
Departmental Pol~cy Committee (IDPC) responslble for ~ t s  for Inclusionl Employment and 
lmplementatlon agreed that a system of prooflng pollcles Competitiveness, 1996: 29). 
for thelr Impact on poverty be developed 
NESF had recommended that poverty-proof~ng be 
2. " q p y a c ;  Aw:r,:md :sr Aa*m expanded to Include equal~ty-proof~ng The appllcatlon 
of formal prooflng mechanisms In relatlon to  the full 
~ l p w * ~ P ~ l n r n m m ~  ef mn\rmv.*.qr, 
range of equallty Issues (gender, d~sabrllty, age, ethnlc 
n v ~ + ~ " <  orlgln, geographic location, marltal status, famlly status, 
A number of issues arose in the development of poverty- 
proofing. These are briefly summarlsed as follows: 
2.1 pr~n+in< or Ar~r';*=n?79 
From the outset the concern was expressed as to 
whether pollcles should be proofed or whether thelr 
Impact should be audlted Whlle deflnltlons vary, a 
pol~cy audit can be described as a technical examlnatlon, 
at a moment In tlme, of a range of pollc~es In thelr 
operat~onal~sat~on, management, dellvery and 
consumpt~on ' It IS a term derlved from accountancy 
Policy-proof~ng can be deflned as a formal mechanism 
by whlch pollcles are assessed at deslgn and revlew 
stage for thelr llkely Impact on a partlcular area of 
concern In so far as the Impact of a glven pollcy on a 
partlcular objective or target group IS an ~nteqral part of 
the whole pol~cy maklng process, prooflng 1s sorneth~ng 
sexual orlentatlon, member of the Travelling community, 
rellglon, etc ) even ~f desirable, was felt to extend 
beyond the remlt of NAPS and would have slgnif~cant 
resource lmpl~catlons Thus ~t was recommended, In so 
far as NAPS IS concerned, that the focus should b r  on 
poverty-proof~ng wrth lnequallt~es belng addressed, only 
In so far as they were llkely to lead to poverty 
3.3 \P%n C h ~ l r l r '  T J o \ r ~ . ~ , - ~ r n o ~ "  
Conslderat~on was glven as to who should ,~rtually do 
the poverty-prooflnq le should thrre be a central unit 
whose dutles ~nclucled the monltorlnq of govrrnmrnt 
pollcy or should thr process b r  tarrlc~d O I J ~  wlttiln 
Departrnrnts' It was aqrclcd th<~t t h ~  i r i d ~ v i d ~ ~ ~ ~ l  wt-ic] I\  
developinq the pol~cy p r o p ~ s ~ ~ l  $1io111fI bf t t i f '  / I P ~ ~ O I I  
responslble for povrrty-proof~ncl I t  ~ ~ $ 5  ~ ~ r k ~ i r ~ \ v l ~ i l ~ ] ( ~ ( l  
that guldancc notes and al,proprlci!tl ,~rialytlc~il h ~ c k - i ~ r )  
1 See Conrov. P 119961 Equai~tv Proofrnn lssupr Dubl~n Economic and Soci;ll Forirm i ~ n p  i h l ~ 5 + ~ !  rq)')'l
2 Work has been undertaken by the Department of Just~ce Equality and Law R ~ f ~ r m  on the d ~ \ f ~ l o r ) r n ~ t > t  of c r 1 i l ~ i l 1 1 ~  I ~ - ~ I O ~ I V ( I  
Piannine ~ O Y  a More lncfrrsive Sacie'y._ -. 
would be required. It was suggested that officials 
should consult with relevant bodies as appropriate, 
2.4 How Should Povertv-nrooqing he 
IntroduceP 
Original discussions considered whether poverty-proofing 
should initially be introduced as a pilot process or 
whether it should be introduced as a full initiative across 
government departments, state agencies and local 
authorities straight away. Following discussion i t  was 
decided that the poverty-proofing process should be 
introduced for a one-year trial period in civil service 
departments only. After one year it would be fully 
reviewed and revised, if necessary. In the longer term it 
was acknowledged that poverty-proofing would be 
extended t o  state agencles and local authorities and 
consideration could then be given t o  placing the 
mechanism on a legislative basis. 
2.5 Need for Cross-Denartmental 
Linkages 
The need for cross-departmental llnkages was 
recognlsed as v~tal, as the success of poverty-proof~ng 
depends, t o  a large extent, on Departments consulting 
and lnteractlng w ~ t h  each other In the des~gn and 
development of pollcles 
2.6 IdentiFication and Colrection ori 
Pelevant Data 
It was thought that ~dent~fy lng and collecting relevant 
data relatlng to  poverty was a pre-requlslte for effect~ve 
proof~ng Var~ous sources of data were noted such as the 
Llvlng In Ireland survey data comp~led by the ESRI, the 
research flndlngs of the CPA, admlnlstratlve statlstlcs and 
lnformat~on and statlstlcs from other agencles such as 
the Census Off~ce and ADM Ltd The need for 
lnformat~on to  be supplemented to  address gaps and for 
regular updatlng was recognlsed 
2.7 bleed *or Gonsul*atiorl 
The need to  consult wlth relevant external bodles such 
as the soclal partners, servlce dellvery organ~satlons, 
organlsatlons represent~ng people llvlng In poverty and 
people experlenclng poverty was noted What was less 
clear was how t h ~ s  hould be done 
2.55. 9 ~ z r  1oqorrna+isn Wrocesses and 
-F rainin< For QFFiciiafs 
Provldlnq ~nformat~on the poverty-proof~nq process 
and tralnlnq for off~clals In lmplementlng the quldeltnes 
was sren to be Important Wti~le there was a clear 
acknowledgrment of the Importance of these elements. 
they remaln an under-developed part of the process 
Nevertheless, the tralnlng of offlclals rernalns a hlgh 
prlorlty In a poverty-prooflng context and ~t IS llkely that 
further trainlng developments will take place following 
the poverty-proofing review. 
2.9 Worked Fxamnles 
The inclusion of worked examples of policy-proofing was 
seen as important to  assist officials through the process. 
An initial example on revisions to  the Family Income 
Supplement (Department of Social, Community and 
Family Affairs) was included in a Framework document 
(PolicyProofi in the Context o f  the National Anti- 
Poverty Strategy, 1998). Other departments were asked to  
provide worked examples for inclusion in the poverty- 
proofing guidelines (NAPS Unit Guidelines for the 
Implementation o f  Poverty-proofing Procedures, 1 999). 
Four examples were received - t w o  from the Department 
of Education and Science, one from the Department of 
Environment and Local Government and one from the 
Department of Tourism, Sport and Recreation. Nine of the 
13 departments on the NAPS IDPC faded to  provide an 
example. Those examples that were provided focused on 
policies that inherently have an anti-poverty focus. 
3.1 The involvement o i  Social 
Partners 
A poverty-proofing framework document was drafted by 
the Combat Poverty Agency (CPA) and the NAPS Unit. 
This document was discussed by the NAPS IDPC and 
then presented to  the social partners for consideration. 
The document was revised and agreed on the basis of 
discussions with the social partners (Policy Proof~ng in 
the Context of the National Anti-Poverty Strategy, 1998). 
3.2 The Experience Abroad 
In the process of developing the poverty-proofing 
guidelines similar initiatives in other countries were 
examined. Although some scrutinising of the impact of 
government social policies takes place in most countries, 
the proofing of policies is not commonplace. South 
Australia has a social audit process in place and this was 
exam~ned in some detail. Initiatives In France, Italy and 
the UK were also studied. However, the most useful 
experience was drawn from Northern Ireland where 
Pol~cy Appraisal and Fair Treatment (PAFT) Guidelines 
have been operating since 1994. 
Poverty-proof~ng IS deflned as: 
a<oncie+ ;ass-+$ pnfici-s irnd pro@*amrnss 
a* desicn and revipw s+a@es "r rda+ian *o 
*he  likely imnact +ha* they will have or 
have had on pover?v and ineaus';+ies 
which are l ikefv t~ lead ?Q laovertv, wi*h a 
view to poverty reduction" 
(Policy Proofing in the Context of the National 
Anti-Poverty Strategy, 1998). 
Poverty-proofing is currently being implemented on a 
pilot basis In civil service departments only. A framework 
and guidelines have been drawn up through 
consultation with the social partners in the context of 
Partnership 2000. Following a Government decision in 
July 1998, poverty-proofing has been included as a 
requirement in the Cabinet Handbook which states that 
Memoranda for Government should, inter alia, "indicate 
clearly, as appropriate, the impact of the proposal 
for ...p ersons in poverty or at risk of falling into poverty, 
in the case of significant policy proposals." 
What this means in practice is that major economic or 
social policy proposals be assessed for their effects on 
poverty. The assessment includes the following: 
a. Does it help t o  prevent people falling into poverty? 
b. Does it contribute to  the achievement of the NAPS 
targets? 
c. If the proposal has no effect on the level of poverty, 
what options might be identified to  produce a 
positive effect? 
Such poverty-proofing should be undertaken in the 
following circumstances: 
' In the preparatlon of SMI Statements of Strategy and 1 Annual Business Plans, 
1 In des~gn~ng pollcles and preparing Memoranda to  
Government on slgnlf~cant pollcy proposals, 
In the preparatlon of the Estimates and Annual 
I Budget proposal - thls also Includes expendrture 
revlews and programme evaluat~ons. 
In the preparatlon of the Natlonal Development Plan 
I and other relevant EU Plans and Programmes, 
In the preparatlon of leglslatlon 
Poverty-proof~ng is undertaken by offlclals In 
government departments. The process was due to be 
revlewed at the end of the p~lot  year - autumn 1999, at 
whlch polnt its expanston to  other areas of the publ~c 
servlce IS to be cons~dered. At the tlme of th~s 
assessment (end 1999learly 2000) proposals for an 
independent study to  review poverty-prooflng were 
being pursued. The find~ngs of the poverty-proofing 
review should have important implications for the future 
operation of poverty-proofing. Further details on 
poverty-proofing are contained in the NAPS Annual 
Report, 1999. 
.F. Some ,Avv~i~i3*:4~c)c; F" 
n a w e v * v - n v n f i r : n <  
There are st111 relatively few examples of poverty-prooflng 
"In act~on" A number of examples are br~efly referred 
to  here 
5.3. Poverty-snrrrobinq *be Annrraf 
Rude& 
Some government departments poverty-proofed the~r 
budget proposals In advance of the Government's 
Annual Budget 1999, the flrst budget after the 
lntroductlon of poverty-prooflng Wh~le  t h~s  lnltlat~ve IS 
welcome, the soc~al partners d ~ d  express concern about 
how assessments were made between d~fferent 
expendlture optlons and at the level at wh~ch they were 
made However, what IS of greater concern IS the 
apparent absence of poverty-proof~ng for the fol low~ng 
Annual Budget 2000 
5.2 Policy oenoa4=, 
One example of poverty-prooflng a major pollcy report IS 
The Worklng Group Exam~nlng the Treatment of 
Marrled, Cohabltlng and One-Parent Famllles Under the 
Tax and Soc~al Welfare Codes (1999) where all the 
proposals In the report were poverty-proofed and 
Included as an appendlx to  the report The assessment 
Included analysls by Income group and household type 
Whlle thls IS a useful model, ~f any of the proposals were 
to be cons~dered further for ~rnplernentat~on, a more 
deta~led examlnatlon should be undertaken to  more fully 
understand the Impact on people l~vlng In poverty 
5.' N'p+=r)naf n m v e ' ~ n r n ~ n +  n'pn 
The Cablnet Handbook states that poverty-proof~ng 
should be undertaken In the preparatlon of the Nat~onal 
Development Plan (NDP) and other EU Plans and 
Programmes The Nat~onal Development Plan 
2000-2006 contalns a substantial soclal lncluslon 
component and the prornot~on of soc~al ncluslon 15 one 
of four nat~onal objectlvrs underplnn~nq the NDP 
strategy Soclal ~ncluslon measures are rxpl~cltly part of a 
number of pp~ra t~ona l  proqrarnmcr and suh- 
proqrammes and there is a rhaplcr 111 thc Plan o r 1  
promotlnq soclal ~nclus~on 
In relatlon to poverty-proof~nq, each chapt~r  of t t ~  Plari
contalns an assessment of 11s potential ~rnpact on 
"l~nnin< for a Fflore I nck~s ive  Socie+v 
-- -- - -  
A n  !oitial Asseswnen' a( +he hra+:anaf fin+i-P~ver+v S+*a+eCv part 2 
equality, the environment and on rural areas. This impact 
assessment is based on data and information gathered, 
and on consultations undertaken in the development of 
the Plan. The emphasis on social inclusion in the NDP. 
and the applicatlon of a poverty-proofing framework, is 
a welcome one. However, the implementation of social 
inclusion measures and the emphasis given to  them will 
be crltical. In this context, the Horizontal Co-ordinating 
Committee on equal opportunities and social inclusion 
will be important. 
Appendix 4 of the NDP contains a pilot eco-audit, 
however, i t  would have raised the profile of the poverty- 
prooflng element of the NDP if i t  had included an 
1 overall poverty proof as an Appendix, following the 1 poverty-proofing guidelines. 
5.4 Wacism and Poverew 
The National Consultative Committee on Racism and 
Interculturalism (Developing an Anti-Racism Dimension 
to the National Anti-Poverty Strategy Povertyproofing 
Guidelines: Case Studies to Inform Implementation, 
1999) has developed an anti-racism dimension to  the 
NAPS poverty-proofing guidelines through the use of 
case studies. The Department of the Environment and 
Local Government's policy on housing management and 
the new curriculum for soclal, personal and health 
education developed by the National Council for 
Curriculum and Assessment have both been analysed 
uslng the poverty-proofing process, from an anti-racism 
perspective. These are helpful examples of the 
application of the poverty-proofing guidellnes and issues 
arising, with respect to  minority ethnlc groups. 
3.q mover?w Arl@i*in< 
A number of poverty audlts have also been undertaken 
For example, the Agency undertook an analysls o f  the 
1998 annual budget (the flrst post-NAPS budget) to  
assess the extent to whlch measures Introduced were 
consistent wlth targets set out In NAPS The analysls 
concluded that the net effect of the budget was the 
wldenlng of the gap between rlch and poor, notlng that 
the most dlsappolntlng aspect of the Budget was ~ t s  lack 
of strategic dlrect~on In progressing measures wlth a 
clear antl-poverty focus 
The 1999 budget was the flrst budget after the 
lntroductlon of poverty-proofing. In its analysis of this 
budget the Combat Poverty Agency concluded that in 
comparing Budgets '98 and '99 ~t was clear that the latter 
would make a greater Impact on poverty. However, a 
number of weaknesses were ~dentlfled, the most notable 
of wh~ch was the lack of a clear ant!-poverty strategy for 
chlldren and the lack of attention to the most marglnallsed 
In soclety In a perlod of sustained economlc growth. 
In January 1999 the Partnership 2000 Expert Worklng 
Group on Childcare published its final report on a 
proposed Natlonal Childcare Strategy. The report 
recognised that the needs of those experiencing poverty 
should be prioritised and that resources should be targeted 
towards them. The Group set out a range of 
recommendations including supports for the development 
of a diverse range of childcare services and an integrated 
package to  help parents at various income levels with the 
costs of childcare. The Combat Poverty Agency undertook 
a poverty audit of the Group's recommendations and 
concluded that many of them would not benefit those 
experiencing poverty and that some of them may even 
have a negative impact. The Agency argued that the 
needs and rights of children should be central to the 
strategy, with the needs of children experiencing 
disadvantage being prioritised. 
The postal survey highlighted the importance of poverty- 
proofing. In fact, one of the most commonly Identified 
achievements of NAPS was the introduction of poverty- 
proofing procedures, particularly in relation to the 
development of major policy proposals. One respondent 
noted that: 
"she im~~ementatiion OF the poverty 
proofing rarocess and its inclusion in the 
Government Gauidelilres for drawing memas 
etc. has increased *be visibilitw of NAPS 
and is a poweaFu! means o+ bia*ering +he 
aims of WAPS down +hron<'n 
organisa+ioqs." 
In addition to  placing poverty at the heart of the policy- 
making process, poverty-proofing was seen as a 
powerful means of improving cross-departmental links in 
relation to  anti-poverty work. As one respondent put it: 
''The ma'q achievement is the *orma! 
estab~ishment of an inter-a~ency/forma~ 
departsnen*al annroac'n wi+% &+berent 
governm~n* r'~nartrnen++ now heine ask& 
to 'yrover+v-nroa*' policy devslo~ment." 
However, much concern was expressed that the process 
had been Inadequately developed and employed. In 
terms of the lrnplementatlon of the NAPS infrastructure, 
a prlnclpal weakness was seen to  be the limited 
applicatlon of the poverty-prooflng guidellnes. As one 
respondent said: 
" * h ~  rrv~r+v-arnnf;nc? nro~egs, baa C a i b d  The lack of resources glven to  NAPS was considered to 
+o  ma%^ ;+6 oresence **rR* in anv +an&"lr~ be one of the maln weaknesses of the strategy In 
way. ~nfl;c;n+ions +9 $a+e are 'ha* +he general and of poverty-proof~ng In particular 
Respondents were crltical of the failure to make 
adequate tralnlng and educatlon provlslons for the 
that are in thams~gves c"esiPne@ to hawe 
effectlve lrnplementat~on of ~overtv-wrooflna Thls led a 
, . 
I an iannact On H~'upVer~ 'he b ~ i a 3  number of respondents to conclude that th&e was a 
o* *he process was to [ ~ ~ v e r t v l  wan* lack of real commitment on the part of government to 
pon;cies *ha+ misf%+ an+ have an ohvinus assessing the Impact of poltcles on poverty 
Inanact on psver*~. ICrnarum~n~a+io v... from 
Deaartmen*~ s*a*ing +hp+ '*he imnac+ on In terms of the maln areas on whlch the evaluation of 
NAPS should focus, one of the key Issues ldentlfled was 
*hose in nover+v wouId he hosF4ive' is no+ 
the poverty-proof~ng process Respondents from across 1 a 'lea' pavertw-nmo"Q*: " the sectors raised t h s  Issue and wolnted to  the need to 
I 1 reauired by Yhe Cabinn? Yan~hook."~ develop evaluative systems to ensure that relevant 
Nevertheless, there was a vlew that: 
departrnentslagencies complled wlth the poverty- 
proofing guidelines. This reflected the view that the 
beneflts of poverty-proof~ng were not belng reallsed In 
"Anti-anvertv considerafios ir; pow an order to  address thls Issue, a small number of 
accea+ed part a* D O ~ ~ Y  d~velorrm~nt/  respondents suggested maklng the guldellnes a legal or 
analvsis. even ic +%s fcrsma3 novnr+v- statutory obllgatlon For the most part, however, the 
I following strategies were ldentlfled by the respondents I proacing process is no, dwava exon;i~a+ry as belng central to  the Improvement and advancement 
folilowefl." 
of poverty-prooflng 
In general, respondents felt that the poverty-proofing increase resources allocated to  poverty-proofing; 
process should be extended beyond central Government . conduct seminars with key personnel In each 
and that it should be applied to  a broad range of departmenuagency on how to  poverty proof pollcles 
policies. One respondent noted that: 
and programmes; 
* Improve staff tralnlng and educatlon on the 
"The FI/!PS poverf.v-brabfin~ nrocess ha4 appllcatlon of the poverty-proof~ng guldellnes, 
no? haen extended to locafl or rn@i(anar " establish formal poverty-proof~ng revlew 
authorities. Given? +he ranid move +owara4s, mechan~sms 
devernmin< *he role 0' losafl a r ~ + h ~ a i + i n s ,  ar, 
-e 
, . p F \ o ~ r  qqc,~~F4 A8-m P~+. .~f i  
ou*fineal is the la44 F o * c ~  R e b ~ r $  on +he 
The followlng Issues should be taken Into conslderatlon In+egra*ioni oC Locall Grrv~rnmen+ an+" !,*cat 
In further developing and lrnplernentlng the process of 
Develonrnsn+ Systems, +he Rack agC a poverty-proof~nq 
Currently, the offlclals responsible for devlslng pollcy In a 
Poor and Inadequate resourclng of the NAPS was department also undertake poverty-proof~ng However, ~t 
identified as a major obstacle in this regard. As one 1s approprlate to consider whether poverty-proof~ng 
respondent commented: should also operate at other levels wlthln and across 
departments, e g at when rnaklng departmental 
"Iq my exnerionce manv @rsvsrnm~-+ declslons on whlch pollcles to support, and - for the 
a'enpr?r*lerr+s have no+ hppn afle~11a4~av Department of Flnance - maklng declslons on 
Government spendlng between departments Also 
resorrrc~d *o irnn'l~msn* +'re PrridnK:n~c,. 
relevant In th~s context IS the need to ldent~fy the [+hp sfuid-linps] were + E ~ P O  SCIV~~I~FIV,  +*?en 
difference between applylnq poverty-prooflnq to day 
C * Y U C ~ U ~ P ~  w o ~ l d  need +CI **P d e ~ ~ l o n m d  in to-day ' pollcy decls~ons as opposed to apply~nq the 
eat% d~-irar*men+ o cnnc~n+lgaVi';e process to major one-off Issues, such as the Estimates 
P':PC+ 06 +heir nnr;cier; in +~7,, * F ~ ~ - *  the Budget, and the Natlonal Development Plan 
~ f ~ e c *  or! FQV~++V." 
I 3 It 1s noted that the poverty-proof~ng documentat~on states that ~t 1s necessary to poverty-proof all s~gn~f~cant pol~cy proposals 67 
7.2 Screemine 
Consideration could be given to introducing a screening 
mechanism where certain criteria would be applied as to 
whether a policy or programme should be proofed or 
not. A concern is that in the absence of screening a 
large number of policies might be assessed unnecessarily, 
with the risk that policies that have significant adverse 
impacts would not be adequately considered. 
7.3 Data "eauirernents 
The availability of data is essential to undertake 
comprehensive poverty-proofing. Data which are 
available need to be analysed and made available to 
departments and others involved in the process. Groups 
most at risk of poverty need to be identified and the 
impact of policies on them assessed. Gaps in poverty 
rnformatlon need to be Identified and addressed. 
?.A Can,t~f+,+;on 
It is important that the views of those who are living in 
poverty and those who represent them rnform the 
poverty-proofing process in line with NAPS principles. 
Developing mechanisms for doing this is a key 
consideration. The White Paper on relationships 
between the community and voluntary sector and the 
state may have a contrrbution to make in this regard. 
Consultation In relatron to poverty-proofing should be 
considered wrthin the wider parameters of consultation 
and particrpation In relation to the implementatron of 
NAPS. There is a need for improvement in this area, as 
experience to date has shown thls aspect of NAPS and 
poverty-proofrng to have been rnadequate. 
-.T; noqnll*tyc, 
Effectrve poverty-prooflng requrres human and flnanclal 
resources The fallure to allocate adequate resources has 
lhmlted ~ts  effectiveness to date 
-.'? Qn%*l 4n * ~ m f l m r * p ~ , e  nn\,ev*v- 
r>-por=n@ 
Further attentron needs to be pald as to how poverty- 
prooflnq should be undertaken Thls should be Integrated 
Into trarnrng and development work The Poverty-proof~ng 
revlew stlould expllcltly address this aspect of poverty- 
prooflnq Further worked examples should be provlded on 
a11 onqolnq b,is~s The publlcatlon of examples of poverty- 
proof~nq would also asstst 
'.' Tranq-+-+rencv 
Tllc r,xt~on,llr for povcrty-proofinq 1s to rrducr povrrtv 
dntl to rnsurr fhdt pollclrs and proqranirnrs do not 
I r i t  rrdw aovcrtv Hoivcvfr, trnirltrnded outcomes <?re 
al~v~ivs possible T t i i ~ ~  tt IS very lrnportant that the 
application of the procesr 1s transparent hlaklno 
cwpl~cat~ons of povertv-prooflno publtcly available will 
demonstrate the seriousness of the initiative and assist in 
building good practice. 
7.R Q;~aver+y /~ot#a l i+y  hlexa~s 
It has been proposed by those currently developing 
equality-proofing guidelines that a single integrated 
proofing procedure be developed, incorporating 
existing gender-proofing and poverty-proofing 
procedures. Implementation of this proposal will pose a 
significant challenge. A joint research project by the 
Combat Poverty Agency and the Equality Authority 
intends to  examine the poverty/equality nexus in the 
application of proofing. There are also proposals to 
introduce rural-proofing and this element will also need 
to be integrated into the overall proofing process, as 
will "eco-proofing". 
7.Q cx*ensisn +a O+sTes Agencies 
Although poverty-proof~ng was rnltlally rntroduced only 
Into the crvrl servrce ~t has always been envrsaged that rt 
would be subsequently extended to the wlder publlc 
service and local government Conslderatlon should be 
grven as to how thls m~ght be done, In the context of 
the Poverty-proofrng revlew 
To ensure that poverty-proofing is implemented 
effectively there should be ongoing monitorrng of its 
implementation and regular reviews of its impact and 
effectiveness. The proposed poverty-proofing review 
could be seen as the first stage in this. The review 
should identify how poverty-proofing might be 
monitored and assessed on a regular basis. 
a.?.?. F_~F' is '~ ' iva b a ~ a  
Varlous commentators have suggested that poverty- 
prooflng should be put on a leglslatlve base Thls IS 
something that should be consrdered, wlth the "pros 
and cons" of a move to leglslatron berng set out clearly 
Consultation on the rmplementatron of the PAFT process 
In Northern Ireland strongly recommended settlng rt up 
on a legal basrs and thrs has now been done However, 
drawbacks to thrs approach have also been noted (see 
Appendlx to Pollcy Prooflng In the Context of the 
Natronal Antl-Poverty Strategy, July 1998") 
0. q o n ~ ' v * q ~ n m  
Pov~rty-proofrnq 1s one of the most slqnrflcant 
drvelopm~nts of NAPS and one whlch has the potentral 
to make a considerable contrlbutron to poverty 
reductton However, the process needs to be further 
embedded lnto the admrnlstratrve system and current 
shortcomings addressed to enable rt to become a 
powerful mainstream tool to assist in poverty reduction 
and the promotion of social inclusion. 
It will be important that the poverty-proofing review 
currently proposed identifies how the poverty-proofing 
procedures have worked, the extent to which they have 
made an impact on resource distribution in addressing 
poverty, and recommendations for their development 
and extension. The review should also identify how 
poverty-proofing might be monitored and assessed on a 
regular basis. 
1 Chapter 6: The Impact of NAPS 
Chapter 6 examlnes lnformatlon on changlng levels of 2. n s ~ r r l r e ~ ~  on Assass;nC 
poverty In lreland and looks at the Impact of NAPS to  
date In thls reqard Sectlon 1 sets out how NAPS 4he ~annhact 06 MADS ?O ?n*e 
proposed to  assess its impact on poverty. Section 2 A key issue in assessing the impact of NAPS 1s the 
examines progress in assessing NAPS, looking in importance of measuring and understanding poverty 
particular at data sources, ~rovidina  brief overview of trends and the impact of anti-poverty polic~es. Thus, the 
. , a 
the nature and extent of poverty in Ireland, highlighting main focus In assessing the impact of NAPS has been on 
the outcomes achieved, i.e. changes in the level and nature poverty trends, notinq some data enhancements that are I 
1 required and giving the postal survey respondents' views of poverty and the impact on people who are poor 
of the impact of NAPS. Section 3 draws some 
conclusions. 
9". Pow MADS ~romsssd *s 
Assess F4s Pmnlrac": on 
"auer?~ 
A commitment to  assessing the Impact of NAPS IS 
lmpllclt In the Strategy The NAPS Strategy Statement 
states that the challenge of NAPS IS to  
(i) Analyse and understand the scale of the poverty 
problem; 
(ii) Identify the key areas in whlch action is needed if 
poverty is to  be reduced; 
(ili) Establish key objectives, targets and a series of 
concrete actions for tackling poverty; and 
(iv) Ensure appropriate mechanisms are in place to 
monitor and review the objectives and targets. 
(National Anti-Poverty Strategy Statement, 1997:4). , 
The Importance of having up-to-date, reliable data to 
inform the development of the strategy is identified as 
an essentlal component of NAPS. In particular the 
strategy highlights the need for government 
departments and agencies to strengthen the process of 
collection, analysis and discussion of core data on 
poverty and to identify gaps in the process. 
In terms of monitoring and evaluating the performance 
of the strategy, the National Economic and Social Forum 
(NESF) and the Combat Poverty Agency (CPA) are 
charged with specific responsibilities. In the context of 
national soclal partnership agreements, the NESF IS 
required to  report on the progress of lmplementlng 
NAPS. The CPA, on the other hand, is requ~red to 
undertake an evaluation of NAPS whlch takes Into 
account the vlews and experience of the voluntary and 
commun~ty sector. 
Most of the Impact assessment work In thls area to date 
has been on assessing poverty levels and that IS the maln 
focus of this chapter. However, the process by wh~ch 
such outcomes are achleved IS also important, and 
therefore, it, too, should be assessed to  ensure that ~t IS 
effective and efficient. The Strategy should be perceived 
to  be tackling poverty In order to gain support for thls 
approach. 
2.1 Data Sources and Key Pole o? 
Pesearch 
The development of NAPS was Informed by a number of 
data sources, In particular the 1994 L~vlng In lreland 
survey Good research data 18 essentlal to provlde a 
knowledge base on the levels of poverty, ~ t s  nature and 
causes and trends over tlme and the Llv~ng In lreland 
survey has been the basls on whlch current knowledge 
of poverty trends In lreland In the 1990s has been bullt 
Along w ~ t h  other documentary research, the survey was 
used to prepare an Overvlew Statement for the Inter- 
Departmental Pollcy Comm~ttee entltled Poverty Soc~al 
Excluaon and Inequalfty In lreland The Overvlew 
Statement made use of the Llv~ng In lreland survey to 
provlde an overvlew of the extent, nature, causes, 
experiences and consequences of poverty In lreland 
The Llvlng In lreland survey forms part of the European 
Community Household Panel Survey (ECHP) and thus 
comparisons can be made across Europe It 1s also a 
long~tud~nal survey whlch means that the same 
households are Interwewed each year, and there IS the 
potentlal to track changes over tlme The Living In 
lreland survey has now been runnlng every year slnce 
1994 so that ~t will be posslble to track ctianqet In 
household circumstances slnce thls tlme In Ireland, over 
4,000 households were lnltlally surveyed and wlth~n 
these households almost 10,000 propip wrrp 
~ntervlewed 
The survpy covers moit  of 1 t - i ~  pol,~~l,?t~on oil ,r c,>inpli- 
bails, and has bccn ~nvali~ahle In rnahlinq trcncli In 
poverty for the populat~on and proqrcii v ~ i  < i - v ~ i  the 
NAPS global target to be rnon~tored Th~s rldta-wt l ia i  
also provlded a base for undertaklnq research Into t l i r  
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causes and consequences of poverty and in framing 
policy to  address these. 
Data sources, other than the Living in lreland survey, 
which have been used to  inform NAPS include: the 
Household Budget survey (undertaken by the CSO about 
every seven years), the National Quarterly Household 
survey (undertaken by the CSO), the Census, 
administrative statistics and issue-based and locally based 
surveys and case studies. Preparations for the next 
Census include piloting a question on income and 
collecting information on ethnic background. If these 
1 questions are retained for the next Census, this 
1 Information could potenttally add to  our knowledge on 
poverty and social exclusion and enable more detailed 
spatial analysls of poverty. 
2.2 The Nature and Extent o i  P ~ v e r t y  
in Irelanfi 
The publlcatlon of the report Monttonng Poverty Trends 
(1999) provldes the most up-to-date, comprehenslve 
account available of the extent and nature of poverty In 
lreland between 1994 and 1997 Further work has been 
comm~ss~oned from the ESRI, by the Department of 
Soclal, Community and Famlly Affalrs and the Combat 
Poverty Agency t o  update thls plcture, lnltlally for 1998 
1 The main changes in the level of poverty between 1994 
I 
I and 1997 have been: 
The percentage of the populatlon experlenclng both 
conslstent poverty (falllng below the 50 to  60% poverty 
llne and experlenclng bas~c deprlvatloni) has fallen from 
9%-15% of the populatlon t o  7%-10% Thls fall, 
wh~ch 1s malnly due to fewer households experlenclng 
bas~c deprlvatlon,' IS to  be welcomed 
The percentage of the population falling below the relatlve 
Income poverty llnes set at 50% and 60% of average 
household Income Increased slightly from 21-34% of the 
populatlon to  22-35%. This reflects lncreaslng Income 
lnequalltles where average Incomes have Increased at a 
greater rate than soclal welfare ~ncomes'. Thls has also 
resulted In a greater depth of poverty i.e people falling 
further below the lncome I~nes. 
In relation t o  labour force status, the risk of poverty for 
households headed by an unemployed person remained 
high, even though the overall numbers fell, as 
unemployment fell sharply. The risk of poverty increased 
for households headed by someone who was ill or 
disabled and households headed by someone worklng in 
the home (mainly women). The proportion of poor 
households headed by an employee or a retired person 
increased, while the proportion of poor households 
headed by farmers fell. 
In terms of household composition, the risk of poverty 
increased for single-adult households, for couples with 
three or more children and for households comprising 
two or three+ adults without ~ h i l d r e n . ~  It fell, however, 
for 'others with children' (comprising either one adult, or 
more commonly three or more adults, living with 
children) and was fairly stable for two  adults with one or 
two children. Thus by 1997, couples with four or more 
children and single-adult households were the groups at 
highest risk of poverty. 
The poverty risk for single-parent households about 
halved between 1994 and 1997, from 57% to  32% at 
the 50% income poverty line and from 70% to  34% at 
the 60% line5. While this fall in poverty risk is 
welcomed the risk is still relatively high at just over 30%. 
compared to  an average risk for all households of 22% 
at the 50% income poverty Ilne. 
The age profile in poverty risk changed between 1994 
and 1997. The risk of poverty rose for older households 
where the household head was aged 65 and over. At 
the 50% line the poverty rlsk for households headed by 
an older person increased from 10% to  29% between 
1994 and 1997 and at the 60% Income poverty line 
from 41 % to  59% over the same period. This high and 
increasing risk of poverty for older people reflects the 
impact of the rapld increase in average households 
Incomes since 1994 on the relative position of those 
living on state pensions. Although soclal welfare 
pensions have increased by 10-1 2% since 1994, market 
Incomes have increased by much more. 
The poverty risk for children fell between 1994 and 
1 For det,?115 on tioiv these poverty nierliures are der~ved see the Monrtoring Poverty Trends report 
.' RJ\IC drpr~v~~t~on 15 bclirrl or1 i '~qti t  1ndlccltor\ of tleprivat~on It means an enforced lack of at least one of the following soclally p~rcelved 
r i i ~ ~ , ~ \ \ i t ~ i ~ \  ic~rifor<rd I,iti nieans not Iii31nq ahli, to .ifford thcrri) '1 nir,il w~th meat, chlcken, f~sh or 115 equivalent every second day, a warm 
~v, i t t . r~i i (~~f <ivk'r( oiit, t\vo li,i~rs of \troriq (t i~rs. rolist joint or 11s eq~i~v,ilent once a week, new, not jecond hand clothes; going without a 
,\~t~\t~irit~,il n i~~, i l  for .I il,iy III t l ir, l,i\t two wcclr. ilolnq w~tho~it hr.lt~riq, or golnq Into clrht for ordinary liv~ng expenses 
3 \ i i c ~ , i l  i ~ f ~ I / , ) r t ~  , i t ~ \  IWLP ~t i~ re , i ' ~ed  $11 r?,ll t ~ r t ~ i s  ahove ~nf lat~on S l r l r r  IQQ.1 lnflat~on Iias increased by 646, social welfare rates have 
~~i,ri~,i\cd t ) ~  1L1-12°~, i%,liilt- Iioti~i'liold Iniorncr on ,iv?raoP ro'Ie hy 22'0 
J It \hc.rlld t ~ r ,  r i o te~ i  f t ~ ~ t  lill hose o v ~ r  1 J are counted as adults In th~s analysls Th~s means that households w~th a marr~ed couple and older 
t ren~ iqe  offiprino isoiild be 3 or more adults'. with or iv~thout chtldren 
5 Tlie linitationl of sma l l  i,imple (ire should be noted here Lone parents make up only about 2% of the Ltvlng In lreland survey sample 
i1.000 horiieholdi In 199.3 arid 3.000 households In 1997) 
1997. In 1994 households with children accounted for 
55% of all those below the 50% relative income poverty 
line whereas by 1997 this had fallen to  35%. Child 
poverty fell between 1994 and 1997 at the 50% and 
60% relative income poverty lines: from 29% to  24% at 
the 50% line and from 40% to  38% at the 60% line. 
Nevertheless, the risk of poverty for children still 
remained relatively high at 24-38%. 
While a detailed gender analysis has not been 
undertaken on the 1997 survey data the results would 
indicate that the risk of poverty for women has 
increased. The 1994 survey found that there was a 
good deal of overlap between single-adult households, 
households headed by someone who is retired, or 
working in the home and households headed by 
women. Given that the risk of poverty had increased for 
these households in 1997, it would be expected that the 
risk of poverty has increased for women. 
The main factors which seem to  be driving these 
changes are falling unemployment (reducing the risk of 
poverty for some groups) and the fact that increases in 
social welfare rates have been less in relative terms than 
increases in average household income (lncreaslng the 
risk of poverty for some groups, particularly those 
dependent on social welfare). While this broadly relates 
to  a division between those in employment and those 
not, i t  is worth noting the increased poverty risk for 
employees and the need to  guard against low paid 
employment as a growing cause of poverty. 
A priority for the future is further analysis of thls 
information to examine in more detail changing poverty 
trends and their underlying causes. The Combat Poverty 
Agency has commissioned studies on child poverty and the 
distribution of income based on analysis of the Livlng In 
lreland survey. These reports will be published in 2000. 
2.3 P~vt . r+v  *renr@c; 
It IS Important to  set these poverty trends In the 
economlc and soc~al context In whlch NAPS has been 
operating so far NAPS has been Introduced In a perlod 
of unprecedented growth and falling unemployment 
Thls has affected how the Strategy has actually operated 
low incomes. This is welcome in the short term. 
However, relative income poverty has slightly Increased, 
mainly because social welfare rates, whlle lncreaslng 
above inflation, have increased at a lower rate than 
average incomes. As noted in Monitoring Poverty Trends 
(1999: 67), as living standards stabilise over the longer 
term, societal expectations may catch up and adjust fully 
to  higher average Incomes. 
In this context, higher real Incomes and lower 
deprivation levels, while welcome, would not necessarily 
mean that everyone was able to participate fully in 
society. Thus, over the shorter term in which the global 
poverty target is operating, the fact that real and relative 
income levels are diverging so markedly cannot be 
ignored. As proposed In Chapter 4 of this assessment, 
the above information suggests the need to  broaden the 
scope of the global poverty target to  encompass distlnct 
elements, such as real income levels, non-monetary 
deprivation indicators and relatlve Incomes. 
Alternatively, a relative income poverty target could be 
set as well as a consistent poverty target. 
Additional work is also required In analyslng the nature 
of poverty, in order to be better able to understand the 
processes at work In creating and sustalnlng poverty, so 
that these can be adequately addressed. 
2.A Q;r+a 5nhanc~s+a~n+a  Ponr r ; rd  
Further analysls of the Llvlng ~n lreland survey would 
enhance our understanding of poverty trends and 
processes Thls could Include 
undertaking a longltudlnal analysls to monltor 
changes over tlme, particularly to  ldentlfy groups 
who move In and out of poverty and the "triggers" 
whlch cause them to do so6, 
analys~ng particular groups at h ~ g h  rlsk of poverty In 
greater depth to  examtne the causes of thelr hlgh 
poverty rlsk and to develop appropriate solutions, 
* conducting comparative research, comparlnq thc 
nature and extent of poverty In lreland to other 
countries, and comparing methodoloy~cal 
approaches to poverty measurement, at European 
and lnternatlonal level 
and how ~t has been perceived The lmpllcat~ons of 
rapld economlc growth have brought about changes In It 1s clear that whlle the L~vlnq In I r~ land  survey 1s an 
cons~stent and relatlve poverty, whlch need to be extremely important source of ~nforrnatlon on poverty 
addressed In both the short and long term and ~n monltorlnq poverty  trend^ 11 needs to t ~ r x  
complernentrd by ad(11t1onal data sokrrcrs  rid r~ri,ilvic,; t t ~  
Cons~stent poverty has fallen, reflecting an Improvement provide ,i tornplete plrturc of poverty trrnrl5 5orrii, of 
~n people's llvlng standards generally, ~ncludtnq those on thr data enhancernrrits recl~~lrcri ,i e rh:r1ii5cti 11oIofi 
6 It I5 relevant to note that a lonalfudlnal rurvpv on rhilrlr~nr ~ w r l ! - I ~ i ~ r i r ]  i; c ~ i r r ~ n f l v  {)ro~xi',r~l 
7 Some novel work on poverty measrirement has been cinrlertakrn ~n F~cw Zr,~l,incl, whv t  mav t>r vio,tt, r 9 . i "  : r l r l i i  l r i  r7r( , , ! t  i ! r~: , i -  
M~llennium survev on povertv and soc~al exclcis~nn has b ~ e n  tonditcterl Thr cl.lta s cirrrently l)r%nii an,i!vr~d m i l  :I 6 .  r*;,lt,. i.. I t b  
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Firstly, as a household survey, the Livlng in lreland 
survey interviews only people living in private 
households. This means that marginalised groups not 
living in private households, such as people who are 
homeless, many Traveller families, people living in 
institutions and refugees and asylum seekers are 
excluded from the survey. While the numbers of people 
not living In households are relatively small as a 
percentage of the total population, their absence from 
the survey is unlikely to  affect the overall level of poverty 
in any substantla1 way. 
The key point is that people who do not live in private 
households include those who are the most vulnerable 
and disadvantaged in our society. It is therefore 
pertinent that anti-poverty policies should seek to  
address thelr needs and the lrnpact of public policy in so 
dolng should be monitored. Social inclusion policies can 
only be said to  be effective when the situation of the 
poorest in our soclety has been improved. 
The Programme for Prosperity and Fairness 
recognlses this as an issue to  be addressed and includes 
among its social lncluslon objectives the need: 
I "To provide relevant data and data 
collection systems for the monitoring and 
evaluation of poverty, including systems 
of measuring poverty among groups not 
currently included (e.g. people living in 
institutions, Traveflers and the homeless." 
(2000: 78). 
The collection of data on people not livlng In prlvate 
households IS dlfflcult, particularly In relation to  
monltorlng thelr levels of poverty over tlme. However, 
there IS exlstlng data and research which could be 
enhanced and utlllsed. As suggested by the Programme 
for Prosperity and Fairness additional data collection 
systems should be developed and the co-operation of 
those ~nvolved should be sought. Adequate resources 
will be requlred to ensure the collect~on of rellable and 
~lseful quallty data. 
Secondly, household surveys, such as the Lung  In 
lreland survey tell us llttle about the allocation of 
resources w ~ t t i ~ n  households Thls IS part~cularly relevant 
In the analys~s of the f ~ m ~ n l s a t ~ o n  of poverty Some 
work has attempted to explore ttils Issue In Ireland, for 
ruarnple. Rottrnan (1993). I n c o m ~  D~s t r~bu t~on  w~th ln  
Irish Hot~s~ho lds  Aliocat~ng Resources Wlthln Insh 
FC2rn~l~es Cant~llon 11 997) Women and Poverty 
Dlffermces ~n Llv~ng Standards Wlth~n Households, 
Cantillon and Nolan (1998) Are Married Women More 
Deprived than their Husbands?; and Nolan and Watson 
(1 999) Women and Poverty in lreland. The Combat 
Poverty Agency has comm~ssioned work from the ESRI to  
further examine the allocation of resources within 
households and the needs of individual family members 
within the household. A report on this work will be 
available at the end of 2000. The Programme for 
Prosperity and Fairness also contains a commitment to  
address the gender dimension of poverty. 
A third issue in using large-scale quantitative data sets 
for monitoring poverty trends is the turnaround time 
between the collection of the data and the publication 
of results. At the moment, on the Living in lreland 
survey, i t  takes about one and a half years from the 
completion of data collection to  the production of survey 
results. This information includes an analysis of the risk 
and composition of poverty groups and the identification 
of current Issues as well as overall poverty levels. While 
this tlme lag could be reduced to  some extent through 
the allocation of additional resources, time is required for 
data preparation, construct~on and analysis. 
Fourthly, local data collection is required to  complement 
national household data. National data has limitations in 
relation to  its disaggregation to local level and for 
particular sub-groups of the population, eg. lone parents. 
Fifthly, to  date the Living in lreland survey data has 
been held In the ESRI and has mainly been available only 
to  the lnsitute for analysis. However, a data archive is 
belng established jointly by the Institute for the Study of 
Social Change, University College Dublin and the ESRI. 
The objective of the data archive is to  acquire, process 
and make available datasets of all kinds to  Irish social 
sclentlsts. This opens up the possibility of enhancing the 
poverty research infrastructure and facilitating more 
researchers to  undertake poverty research, thereby 
adding t o  our knowledge in this area. 
For future monitoring of poverty trends, causes and 
potential solutions it will be important that the data 
enhancements suggested take place. A resource 
commitment will be required to  enable this to  happen. 
Thls IS essential to  ensure the effective application of 
anti-poverty and soclal inclusion policies. 
Respondents In the postal questlonnalre survey vlewed 
the content of NAPS as posltlve In terms of the support 
8 Tt i? Conlbat Po.t,rtv Aqericv tias ~ornrnl<s~onrd a researcli prolect on the potentla1 of secondary data sources as a 
rm(xlrcP 10' 'riforriat~nn on povrrtv 4 draft report 15 c~irrently be~nq flnal~srd 
it provided to  people living in poverty. In general, 
respondents supported the offlcial acknowledgement of 
poverty, the adoption of specific poverty reduction 
targets, the introduction of poverty proofing and the use 
of a relative definition of poverty. On a theoretical level, 
these issues were seen to  be highly significant 
developments in the area of poverty alleviation. On a 
practical level, however, the abillty of NAPS to sufficiently 
impact on people experiencing poverty was questioned. 
In general, respondents felt that the Strategy did not 
succeed in bringlng the range of needs of the most 
rnarginalised groups to  the centre of the policy-making 
process. For this reason the Strategy was viewed by a 
number of respondents as having falled to  impact in a 
significant and meaningful way on people llving in 
poverty. This was seen to  be exacerbated by the 
absence of a formal review mechanism t o  evaluate the 
success, or otherwise, of the Strategy on people living in 
poverty. As one respondent said: 
"The strategy ... seems to miss out a 
section on "how" it will be irnolemented, 
how policies will1 be proofed, how it will be 
monitored ... Ry this ambiguity ... it is not 
relevant to people at local level." 
The responses from the postal questionnaire survey 
highlight the lack of a systematic process for monitoring 
the lrnpact of NAPS as a particular weakness. It was felt 
that little IS known about the lrnpact NAPS has had on 
poverty and about how much the Strategy itself has 
contributed to, for example, reduced unemployment 
rates. Respondents considered that a systematic 
assessment of the impact NAPS has had on poverty 
would provlde an Insight Into both the achievements 
and failings of NAPS, as well as an opportunity to 
develop speclfic performance ~ndlcators for the Strategy. 
It was suggested that regular revlews of NAPS be 
conducted and that progress reports document~ng the 
successes and failures of the Strategy be produced. 
A. d=olacflusiolrn 
Thls chapter has assessed the Impact of NAPS through 
examlnlng changes In the level and nature of poverty, by 
drawlng on analysls of the ava~lable data, ma~nly from 
the Llvlng In lreland survey The process by whlch 
poverty IS tackled, for example, through ~mplementat~on 
of the Natlonal Antl-Poverty Strateqy 1s also asspss~d In 
thls chapter, by draw~nq on responses to th r  postal 
questlonna~re survey 
Good research data IS essent~al to provtde a knowledge 
base on the levels of poverty, ~ t s  nature and causes and 
trends over tlme To date, the assessment of poverty 
trends in lreland has relied malnly on the Llv~ng In lreland 
survey. This has shown that consistent poverty has fallen 
whlle relative income poverty has Increased slhghtly. 
These trends need to  be set in the current economlc and 
social context, of rapid economic growth. People's liv~ng 
standards have increased generally across the 
population, but relative income poverty has increased, 
malnly because social welfare rates, while increas~ng 
above inflation, have Increased at a lower rate than 
average incomes. Over the longer term this may result 
In an increase in consistent poverty as living standards 
stabilise and societal expectations catch up and adjust to  
higher average incomes. Thus, In the shorter-term over 
wh~ch  NAPS is operating, the fact that real and relatlve 
income poverty levels are dlverglng, needs to be 
addressed. This could be done through broadening the 
scope of the global target to  encompass distinct 
elements, such as real income levels, non-monetary 
deprivation Indicators and relatlve Incomes. 
Alternatively, a relative income poverty target could be 
set as well as a consistent poverty target. 
Additional work is also required in analys~ng the nature 
of poverty, In order to be better able to understand the 
processes at work In creating and sustaln~ng poverty. 
Further analys~s of the L~ving In lreland survey should 
include: 
undertaking longitudinal analysls to monltor changes 
over t~me; 
analysing particular groups at h ~ g h  rlsk of poverty In 
more depth; 
a conducting comparative research settlng poverty 
levels in lreland In an European and lnternatlonal 
context. 
Whlle the Llvlng In lreland survey IS an extremely 
Important source of ~nformatlon on poverty and In 
mon~torlng poverty trends, ct needs to be complemented 
by addltlonal data sources and analyses to p r o v ~ d ~  a 
complete plcture of poverty trends Thesr are out l~nrd 
as follows 
Data 1s needpd on peoplp who do not IIVP In pr~vafp 
households, such as people who are hornel~ss, many 
Traveller fam~l~es, p ~ o p l ~  liv nq In ~ n s t ~ t ~ ~ t ~ o n s  ?incI 
refugees and asylum se~kers People not l ~ v ~ n q  I r i  
prlvatp hous~tiolds ~ n c l u c l ~  thotr who ar? i t i r  mojt 
v~~lnerablr and d ~ s a c l v ~ n t ~ ~ q ~ d  In 0111  :or~rty T l i ~  
rollrrtcon ,~ncl onqolnq ~ i r i ~ l l y i i j  of d ~ t a  on ~ ~ c ~ o l ~ l o  
who are not I~v~ricl Iri [)riv,ito I io~r i i~t io l i l~,  I: 01ff1i11lt 
part~rkll,?rIy In rrI,it~on to nionltorlr~q f l i c~~r  I(,'~r.l, o' 
pov~ r t y  ovrr flmc Acl i l i t in~i~~l  rI<?t,? i r ) l l ~ ~ i t ~ o ~ i  
systprns s l ~ ~ k ~ l d  bc rvrlopcti Iri ( r ~ r ~ i c r l l ~ ? f ~ r ~ n  ntti 
t t i ~  qroups a f f ~ c t ~ d  TIII~ WIII recjlJlrc a r ~ ~ s o ~ ~ r c r  
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commitment to  ensure the collection of reliable and 
useful quality data. 
The need to  examine further the allocation of 
resources within households in order t o  understand 
better the needs of individual members within the 
household. 
The need t o  reduce, as far as is possible given 
I resource and technical restraints, the turnaround 
1 time between data collection and production of 
results. However, i t  is necessary to  retain data 
quallty and confidence in the results. 
Local data collection is required t o  complement 
national household data. 
; The establishment of a national data archive should 
ensure that data-sets are available t o  Irish social 
scientists. This should facilitate more researchers to  
I 
undertake poverty research. 
1 For future monitoring of poverty trends, causes and 
potential solutions it will be important that the data 
enhancements suggested take place. A resource 
commitment will be requlred to  enable this to  happen 
Th~s is essential to  ensure the effective application of 
anti-poverty and social inclusion policies. 
In assessing the Impact of NAPS, survey respondents felt 
that while NAPS was posltive In terms of the support it 
provldes to  people in poverty, the Strategy failed to  bring 
the range of needs of the most marginalised groups to  
the centre of the policy-making process. For this reason 
the Strategy was viewed by a number of respondents as 
having failed to  Impact In a slgnlficant and meaningful 
way on people l~vlng In poverty. This was seen to be 
exacerbated by the absence of a formal review 
mechanism to  evaluate the success, or otherwise, of the 
Strategy on people livlng In poverty. 
Suggestions made for Improvement Included: 
* the ~ncluslon In NAPS of a section on "how" the 
Strategy will be Implemented and monitored; 
@ the development of performance lndlcators to 
mon~tor the Impact of the Strategy on poverty levels, 
regrllar revlews of NAPS be conducted and progress 
reports produced that w o ~ l l d  document the 
successes and f,allures of the Strateqy 
In summary, t h ~ s  ection has assessed the outcomes o f  
NAPS, In terms of trends In the level and changtng 
nature of poverty in Ireland. This has shown that 
consistent poverty has been falling, which is to  be 
welcomed. However, i t  has also shown that income 
gaps are widening whlch is an issue which needs 
attention, if poverty rates are not t o  increase in the 
longer term. 
Enhancements to  data collection and analysis were 
suggested which would improve our knowledge in 
monitoring the changing levels and nature of poverty. 
Additional resources will be required t o  undertake this 
work. 
Further work is required on assessing how NAPS is 
operating to  work towards poverty reduction in Ireland. 
This is also an important issue and is further addressed in 
the next chapter. 
Chapter 7: Departmental Actions 
i I / The formulation and implementation of the National operation between government departments In key 
Anti-Poverty Strategy In 1997 coincided with a period of priority areas, such as crime, unemployment and poverty 
public service reform. This has impacted on the role of In thls context, the government specifically referred to 
departments in relation to  NAPS. The first section of thls the use of SMI to  reflect its cornmltment to  NAPS and 
chapter places NAPS in the context of this reform and to ensure that tackling poverty IS glven a posltton of 
outlines departments' responsibilities in terms of the priority across all departments and programmes. 
Strategy. Section 2 describes the progress of 
departments In fulfilling their obligations to  NAPS while The Second Report of the co-ord~nating Group of 
the third section provides an initial assessment of the Secretaries, entitled Delivering Better Government, 
developments that have taken place in this area to  date, identified poverty as a strateglc result area and 
making some suggestions for ways in which NAPS might acknowledged that poverty-related Issues can be most 
become more integrated into departmental systems. effectively addressed by using a cross-departmental 
I I The final section draws some conclusions. approach. Thus, when preparing thelr strategy statements, 
each department was requlred to ldentlfy the pollcy areas 1 ?. W ' r ~ $  p'ADS "v? n@? w ~ t h ~ n  thelr sect~ons wh~ch mpact on poverty as well as 
NAPS challenges government departments and agencies the specific cross-departmental relationships that are 
to  develop more open and inclusive ways of addressing necessary to address them. In accordance with the 
poverty. The successful outcome of the strategy requirements of the SMI, the approach taken to these 
depends upon a strategic approach which involves all issues should be consistent with the NAPS 
departments and agencies in addressing all aspects of recommendat~ons and hlghl~ghted In the departmental SMI 
poverty and social exclusion. Thus NAPS requires each strategy statements. Thls requirement IS reiterated In the 
department and agency to  Identify the individual and NAPS Strategy Statement whlch states that 
joint contributions they make to  addressing poverty and 
to  achieving the overall objectives of the strategy. This is 
set within the context of a Strategic Management 
Initiative (SMI) approach to  tackling poverty and social 
exclusion. 
The SMI, which was launched in 1994, represents a 
I 
1 comprehensive programme of change for the lrlsh publ~c 
I service. It provides government departments wlth a 
i framework to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of 
I thelr operations with a view to delivering quallty servlces 
, to customers, maximising contribution to  nat~onal 
I development and making effective use of resources. 
i A co-ordlnatlng Group of Secretar~es, whlch was n V P r  *%e m r p v i ~ ) ~ c l  y e p *  i q  y n ! = * i ~ q  +g +s-i" 
1 appointed to oversee the lmplernentat~on of the SMI and ~* r ; .+e* \ r . "  
1 t o  suggest management changes and methods of co- (Sharing in Progress, 1997: 20). 
ordlnatlng departmental strategies, recommended that 
~ndlvldual departments and agencles take ownership of Under the SMI, departments are also reqolr~d to translate 
the process of strategic management by drawlng up the goals and objectives outlined 11- the~r stratpgy 
strategy statements These statements should represent statements lnto bus~ness plans for use at lndl~ldl~al  and 
a three-year work plan of departments' object~ves, the team level to lnform thelr day to-day work In addition to 
way ~n whlch it IS proposed to meet these object~ves ldent~fylng the busmess object~ves of the various b ~ ~ r ~ n t , i i  
over t~me, and how the resources will be used units and matrtiinq c~nlt oblectivcs wltli t~lqh lcvcl cjo<lli 
I and str,~teqici, tlic b~ i v r~cs i  pl,ins stro~~lt i  atjtirc,,,i t lr~, tro<,: 
The co-ordlnatlng Group of Secretaries also rIcpdrtm~r11~~1 lssclf>i ~ c l c , r ~ t i f ~ ( ~ [ l  1 1 1  1/11> itrdtoc~v \ t , > t ~ ~ r  o t i t c ~  A 
recommended that strateglc result areas. I c k ~ y  prlorlty provlslon 1s also rn,~tJc~ for ttrr, prod111 t~ori of , r r l i i l ~ ~ r l  rclport, 
areas of government actlv~ty, be developed for t h ~  lr~sh on proqrrss niarlc ~n rcq,>rd t o  ~rr~plc~r~l i~r i t~r i t ]  itif' ,I,r~frsr~v 
publ~c service The Importance of ~dent~fying strateg~c statemprlt5 Wt ie r~  dpprc~r~r~dt(,, f v ~ t l i  of t t?c , i c>  rlo(111111>1if, 
result areas rests ~n the cross-departmental element of should indlcdtp the ways In wh l t l ~  NAPS I: c~nibc~ricic.rl I, 
the SMI wh~ch  includes a commltment to greater co- the SMI process 
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Departments were also asked to  undertake a number of 
key tasks in relation to  the NAPS. As is indicated above. 
the NAPS strategy statement commits departments t o  
report on an annual basis t o  the NAPS IDPC. In order t o  
facilitate this, a reporting mechanism was put in place 
specifically for the NAPS whereby departments report t o  
the IDPC through the NAPS Unit on work undertaken 
and achieved in relation to  the Strategy. 
Each department was asked t o  prepare a baseline 
document in relation t o  poverty and social exclusion 
within its own area of responsibility and present it t o  the 
IDPC. When constructing these documents, departments 
were encouraged to  look in a strategic way at their plans 
In relation t o  poverty and social inclusion, taking account 
of their commitments to  the NAPS, the social inclusion 
elements of the SMI and the national partnership 
agreement at that time, Partnership 2000. 
A number of parameters were laid down for the 
preparation of baseline documents. These were to  set 
out: 
the key issues relat~ng to  poverty and disadvantage 
in each area of responsibility; 
the object~ves and effectiveness of the policies and 
the programmes 
relevant to  poverty and disadvantage; 
the constraints on achieving the objectives; 
the cross-cutting inrtiatives which might usefully 
address problems of 
poverty and disadvantage; 
the key action points arising from the review. 
I Uslng these gu~delines, it was expected that baseline 
documents would detall departments' commltments in 
relat~on to  poverty and soclal lnclus~on and act as the 
baseline agalnst wh~ch  anti-poverty targets would be set 
and revlewed perlodlcally. 
Departments were also requrred to  prepare work plans 
to  del~ver on the commltments la~d own in thew 
baselrne documents and to  set specif~c pr~orlties, targets 
and deadlines agalnst wh~ch  progress could be measured 
on an annual bas~s Thus. lust as SMI strategy statements 
were to be accompan~ed by bus~ness plans, baselme 
documents were to be accompanied by work plans. 
Accord~ng to the NAPS Un~t ,  the s~mllarrty of these tasks 
would mlmm\se the amount of add~t~onal  work requ~red 
to prepare each document 
The deadline of end December 1997 was set for the 
development of NAPS work plans Th~s colnclded with 
the conclus~on of NAPS basel~ne documents and the 
revlew of SMI strategy statements w~ th ln  departments 
2.1 De~aartrnental S+ra+efp 
Sfa?em~o+ls and Rusinczss "lams 
In m ~ d  1998, the f~rs t  strategy statements to  be prepared 
under the SMI were publ~shed Strategy statements 
coverlng the years 1998-200'1 now exlst for each 
department and are publ~cly available 
The process of developing business plans involved 
detailed discussions and the development of objectives 
for each section and subsection of departments. A 
number of departments prepared sectional business 
plans wh~ch  are only available in, and applicable to, 
particular departmental divisions. Thus, business plans 
are publicly available in only a small number of cases. 
In accordance with the SMI, annual reports have also 
been prepared by all departments and when compared 
with the appropriate strategy statements, it is possible to  
assess progress made in relation to  the key objectives 
and goals identified. Cons~derable progress in terms of 
the development of programmes and initiatives which 
promote socral ~nclusion was noted for 1998. 
2.2 NAnS Raseline Oocaements, Work 
Plans and Annua! Renorts 
NAPS baselme documents were subm~tted In the early 
part of 1998 These documents provrde a broad strategic 
statement on soc~al ~nclus~on pol~cy relevant to  each 
department The Department of Soclal, Communlty and 
Fam~ly Affa~rs publ~shed ~ t s  basel~ne document, ent~tled 
Soc~al Incluaon Strategy o f  the Department o f  Soaal, 
Cornmunlty and Famlly Affa~rs, In August 1998 All other 
baselme documents remaln unpubl~shed but can be 
accessed from the NAPS U n ~ t  
Departments also submitted work plans for 1998 
deta~ling their immediate and future plans in relation to 
programme development as well as new initiatives 
progressed In the area of poverty and social exclusion. 
Departments were asked for Annual Reports for 1998 
and these formed the basis for the NAPS Inter- 
Departmental Policy Committee Annual Report for 
1998199. This Annual Report set out the main 
achlevements and progress for 1998 in the field of social 
rnclusion These Issues are presented under the flve 
NAPS themat~c areas and prov~de a detailed list of work 
related t o  soc~al rnclusion wh~ch  has been undertaken or 
IS ongolng In government departments. 
A comparison has been made between the objectlves 
ldent~fled In the NAPS Strategy Statement and the 
ach~evements hlghllghted In the NAPS Annual Report, 
documented in Appendix 5. This comparison shows unemployed people as being most at rlsk of literacy 
that, by and large, the institutional structures have been difficulties, with participation in adult education and 
put in place at a political and adm~nlstrative level training being least likely for those w ~ t h  the poorest skills. 
through which to  deliver the Strategy, including the 
introduction of poverty-proofing. It illustrates that The Group has now reported to  the Cabinet Sub- 
substantial progress has been made towards achieving Comm~ttee on Soc~al Inclus~on. One of the key issues 
some of the NAPS targets and rdentifies some initiatives identrfled by the Group was the need for targets. The 
which have taken place under NAPS. While the list of Group was of the view that targets should centre on: 
actlv~t~es IS comprehens~ve, ~t IS not always clear how 
departmental objectives and act~ons link to  the NAPS number of clrents to be reached, 
objectives and t o  meetrng the NAPS targets Thls Issue target level of rnvestment, 
w ~ l l  be further d~scussed ~n sect~on 3 more effectlve referral and lntegrat~on of bas~c skllls 
Into educat~on and traln~ng programmes for those In 
2.3 Government Spending on Social need, 
inclusion and Anti-movertv Measures greater orlentat~on of educat~on and tralnlng for the 
Partnersh~p 2000 comm~tted the Government to add~t~onal unemployed towards more bas~c levels of sklll, 
spending of £525 million in full-year terms on social prior~tisation of those with the lowest literacy levels 
inclusion measures during the period of the programme 
(1997-1999). As a result of various soc~al inclusion The Group made a number of recommendations ~n 
measures announced in the three annual budgets over this relation to  provision and addressing flnanc~al barr~ers and 
period, additional spending of some £950 million In full ~ncentives. In part~cular, the Group recommended that 
year terms will have taken place over th~s period. It IS pr~ority access to literacy provision be glven to those w ~ t h  
estimated that gross expenditure on socral servlces the lowest l~teracy levels. Th~s w ~ l l  Include the long-term 
generally in 1999, at £1 1.2 billion, will be one quarter unemployed and those at r~sk of unemployment or w ~ t h  
higher than in 1996 (NAPS Annual Report, 1999). acute difficulty in maintaining employment. 
2.4 Cross-denartmentaI and (b) Homelessness 
Im?ealra$ed A~nraacbees A Cross-Departmental Team on Homelessness was 
Cross-departmental and rntegrated approaches to  establrshed In June 1998 under the aegls of the 
tacklrng poverty and socral exclusron have also developed Department of the Env~ronment and Local Government, 
slnce 1998 The follow~ng IS a br~ef descr~pt~on of some under the ausplces of the Cabrnet Sub-Comm~ttee on 
of the ~nltlatrves currently ~n progress Soc~al nclus~on The Departments of F~nance, Health 
and Ch~ldren, Social, Commun~ty and Fam~ly Affa~rs, 
(a) L~teracy for the Unemployed Just~ce, Equal~ty and Law Reform, Education and Sc~ence, 
A cross-departmental group focuslng on l~teracy for the Tourlsm, Sport and Recreat~on and FAS are also 
unemployed was set up by the Cab~net Sub-Committee represented on the team 
on Soclal lncluslon Its flrst meet~ng was held In 
December 1998 and was cha~red by the Department of The terms of reference for the Team are 
Educatlon and Sc~ence The Group Includes 
representat~ves from the Departments of Educat~on and "To f l ~ v e l o n  ;rn in+eP*;r+pd CP~,I)OIICP +a + h ~  
Sc~ence, Soclal, Communlty and Fam~ly Affa~rs, wanv isques \rraic% a+&s=c+ bomo'~r,q 
Enterpr~se, Trade and Employment. FAS, VECs, the 
ne~n!o iqc tk l f l inq  rmor.'~ncv. 'r;.n.;i'ipnp! 
Natlonal Adult L~teracy Agency and the Local 
anfl Jc'l9-4e~m ~ P S O ~ ~ S P ' S  a<, W P ! ~  3% z.;c,vrer, Employment Serv~ce 
rpap+;n~ to b e a f 4 5 .  F - ~ I I C P + ; O Q .  P ~ I P ~ O V ~ O ~ +  
The Group was establ~shed to develop an Integrated a n r f  hemp-wa?(?n<." 
response to address~ng the l~teracy needs of the 
unemployed, "to jo~ntly develop measures In consultation The Team met a number of t1me5 It rccf,~vctl wr~ttcn 
w ~ t h  the appropriate statutory agencles and expert groups, and oral subm~ss~ons from offlc~dl ~3qrnclr.i ,rritI volr~r i t~rv 
and report back to the Cab~net Comm~ttee ~nclud~ng bod~rs  prov~d~nq s ~ r v ~ t r i  f o r  Ihorrirlcci l ) ~ o ~ ~ l t ~  Ttlc Tcar~i 
est~mated costs and ava~lable fund~nq" 15 currrntly f~na l~s~nq 11s rcsl)ort It I<, ( ~ x ~ ~ ~ v t ( ~ r l  t t id t  11 \ \ I I I  
bc prcli?ntc,rl In l l ~ f ,  rlPar f r i l ~ l r f )  w ~ t l i  f 1 r 1 ~ 1  
The lnternat~onal Adult L~teracy Survey con(jucte(j ~n 1995, re romm~r lda t~on~   tiow thc ~ ~ > i i ~ c  of Iionlrlr~,:ric~',, ( , i r i  
and publ~shed In 1997, Influenced the work of the Group be addressed The reoort w ~ l l  t ~ e  ~ ~ i t ~ ~ ~ i ~ t t i ~ l  ICI t l i r  
The survey showed early school leavers, older adults and Cahlnet Sub-Comni~ttef~ on Socdl I n c l ~ ~ i ~ o n  
(c) Local Office Family Services Pilot Project 
This project is being developed by the Department of 
Social, Community and Family Affairs to  focus on the 
integrated delivery of public services in conjunction with 
local communities. It complements the lntegrated 
Services Project, initiated by the Cabinet Sub-committee 
through the Local Development Inter-departmental Policy 
Committee and managed by ADM Ltd., see section (d) 
below. It is not a cross-departmental initiative but seeks 
t o  integrate services at a local level. 
The Local Office Family Services Pilot Project is being 
piloted in Cork, Waterford and Finglas, Dublin. Each 
project will seek t o  provide a h ~ g h  quality information 
service regarding supports available to  the family, both 
statutory and voluntary, with particular emphasis on 
supports available locally, (NAPS Annual Report, 1999). 
The implementation of the project commenced in 1999. 
(d) lntegrated Services Process (ISP) 
The purpose of the lntegrated Services Process (ISP) is t o  
develop a new way of doing business that will lead t o  a 
more focussed and better co-ordinated response by the 
statutory author~t~es in urban blackspots, as a basis for a 
model of best practlce. The ISP has been developed 
under the auspices of the Inter-Departmental Committee 
on Local Development and IS targeting four areas of 
Intense urban d~sadvantage: Dublin's North-East Inner 
City; Dublin 8 Four Flats Complexes; Jobstown, Tallaght; 
and Togher, Cork. 
Following a declsion by the Cabinet Sub-committee on 
Social Inclusion, on foot of needs analyses carried out In 
the four target areas, the lmplementat~on phase was 
launched by the Taoseach in December 1998 at a 
spec~al meet~ng of the Secretaries General of relevant 
departments and CEOs of relevant statutory agencies. 
Each of the relevant departments and statutory agencies 
des~gnated an o f f~c~a l  t nat~onal and local level, who IS 
respons~ble for drlvlng the ISP w~ th in  that department or 
agency. The local nomlnees have agreed pr~ority themes 
for actlon In each area, as part of an implementation 
team. They are belng ass~sted In thls process by a 
national co-ord~nator based In ADM Ltd., who IS looking 
after operat~onal aspects of the project, and by four 
development and monltorlng officers, one based on 
each of the target areas. 
The Cab~net Sub-Comm~ttee on Soclal lnclus~on 
endorsed fully the m a n  recommendations conta~ned In 
the Flrst lnter~m Progress Report on the ISP In July 1999 
The Report contalns lnformatlon on the prlorlty themes 
and issues In each of the four areas, wh~ch  are now 
belng implemented These Include Issues such as early 
school leav~ng and local~sat~on f servlces The Report 
1 The ~x te rna l  evaluators are Prtce Waterhouse Coopers 
also highlights the fundamental need for departments 
and agencies to  heighten their engagement with the ISP 
at the national level, particularly in the areas of budget 
planning, resource deployment and new programme 
design. 
To reinforce the Government's commitment to the ISP, 
the Taoiseach convened a meeting of departmental 
Secretaries General and agency CEOs in November 1999 
to  review progress being made in implementing the ISP 
in the relevant organisations. Feed- back from the 
meeting was positive and progress reports submitted by 
the departments and agencies indicate a high degree of 
commitment and enthusiasm in implementing the ISP. 
There are some concerns, however, that the ISP is not 
understood or actively supported at central level in some 
organisations. 
External evaluators' are working on their first ISP 
Progress Report, which will be completed in early 2000. 
The evaluators, in consultation with ADM Ltd., have 
decided to  focus on two  specific issues: early school 
leaving and integration, from which models of best 
practice can be developed. A number of thematlc 
workshops have been held on these issues, both locally 
and w ~ t h  the central nominees. It is intended to  use the 
evaluators' findings in the second progress report which 
will be submitted to  the Cabinet Sub-committee on 
Social Inclusion in May 2000. This report will provide 
evidence of tang~ble achievements which have been 
made. 
The ISP National Steering Committee has decided not to 
roll-out the ISP to  other pilot areas. From the outset, the 
ISP has been focused on improv~ng the co-ordination 
and delivery of state services in a small number of 
selected pilot areas. The purpose of the process is to  
develop a 'model of best practice' that could be 
Implemented in all other urban blackspots. Thus, the 
focus should be on identifying such models and not on 
extend~ng the pilots. It has, therefore, been decided to  
concentrate on progressing the themes identified with a 
vlew to  being in a position to replicate at least some of 
the models of best practlce on a wider scale. 
This ~n~t ia l  assessment is primarily based on an evaluation 
of the content of SMI strategy statements and NAPS 
baseline documents It was conducted w ~ t h  a view to  
assessing the extent to  wh~ch departments have identifled 
a role In relatlon to poverty and soc~al exclusion and the 
degree to whtch relevant programmes and activities are 
Informed by NAPS. It also draws on the responses to the 
postal questlonna~re survey and a revlew of New Zealand's 
publlc sector management system. 
3.1 S*ra+egv S*s*em~n++ and 
P U S ~ ~ F ? S S  m'ans 
The approach taken to  dev~s~ng and present~ng strategy 
statements d~ffered from department to  department In 
some Instances, the objectlves and goals In relat~on to  
the key SMI themes were outl~ned for each sect~on wh~ le  
In other Instances they were outl~ned for the department 
as a whole lrrespectlve of the approach taken, however, 
strategy statements gave due attentlon t o  methods of 
enhanctng accountabll~ty, lmprovlng the management of 
human resources and publ~c f~nances, lncreaslng 
accountab~l~ty and managlng cross-departmental Issues 
Where they were I~m~ted, however, was the extent to  
wh~ch the quest~on of poverty was addressed under the 
SMI Th~s was as much the case for some departments 
who have a central role In relat~on to  NAPS as ~t was for 
departments who have a more per~pheral role 
Actions that are intrinsically associated with poverty 
alleviation were linked with NAPS in only a small number 
of strategy statements. This extended to  the cross- 
departmental component of the SMI. Across the range 
of strategy statements produced by departments, 
references to  cross-departmental co-ordination Included 
a commitment to initiate a more open and collaborative 
approach to attaining objectlves but lacked a spec~fic 
description of the areas in wh~ch t h ~ s  m ~ g h t  be achieved. 
In its strategy statement, for example, the Department of 
Finance placed considerable emphasis on the importance 
of cross-departmental initiatives and mentioned that its 
objectives in this regard included: 
one of the key areas of the NAPS before saying that the 
principles underpinning the strategy are reflected in the 
goals, objectives and activities In the department's 
strategy statement. Despite acknowledg~ng the NAPS, 
the specific links that ex~st between ~ t s  work and the 
strategy were not outl~ned in ~ t s  report. W ~ t h  the 
exception of the Department of Social, Commun~ty and 
Family Affairs, this was a weakness across all of the 
strategy statements. 
In summary, this preliminary assessment revealed that 
despite the requirements of the SMI, very few 
departments explicitly addressed the quest~on of poverty 
in their strategy statements and busmess plans. In fact 
the SMI object~ves wh~ch  have d~rect relevance to  NAPS 
could only be Inferred from the majorlty of these 
documents. As a consequence, the degree to which anti- 
poverty initiatives inform the day-to-day work of 
government could not adequately be established. 
3.2 NAPS E P a s ~ l i n ~  Doc~men*q aod 
\ A r n * r (  ~ ~ R O S  
An assessment of the NAPS baseltne documents and 
work plans revealed that the requirement to construct 
these documents In a part~cular way helped to focus 
departments' attentlon more spec~f~cally on the 
contr~but~on they make to tackl~ng poverty and soc~al 
exclus~on An assessment of the content of these 
documents revealed, however, that there was 
cons~derable room for Improvement 
Firstly, very few departments adhered to the spec~f~c 
parameters which were l a~d  own for constructlng 
/ ~ a r + i c ~ t a r r y  +%QFP ~ r p q c ; ; m <  nenpv+mpn*pq baselme documents and work plans As a result, some 
Important lnformatlon was absent from a number of the houraflaries, ? ~ 5 i @  r-n(ni*p ;a cn\evcrn+ and 
reports Wh~le most of the departments ~ d e n t ~ f ~ e d  the 
~ollpc*ive r e s n ~ b n s ~  'hv *he nenar+rnen+." poverty-related oblect~ves for wh~ch  they are respons~ble, 
(Department of Finance, 1998: 27). 
The specific departments w ~ t h  which it intends to co- 
operate were not identified. Moreover, despite the 
1 identification of poverty as a strateg~c result area under 
1 the SMI, and desplte the centrality of its role In relat~on 
1 t o  poverty allev~ation, the Department of Finance d ~ d  not 
1 Identify cross-cutting issues in relation to poverty and 
! social exclusion. This is character~stic of the major~ty of 
/ strategy statements produced by departments. 
In terms of h~gh l~gh t~ng  the key changes wh~ch have 
been made to pollcles because of the NAPS, the 
Department of Soc~al, Commun~ty and Fam~ly Affa~rs IS 
unlque In both ~ t s  trategy statement and busmess plan, 
~t prov~ded clear and spec~flc lnslghts Into ~ t s  work In 
relatlon to NAPS Thls contrasted greatly w ~ t h ,  for 
example, the Department of Educat~on and Sc~ence 
wh~ch slmply acknowledged educat~onal dlsadvantage as 
only a small proport~on of them ~den t~ f~ed  the key 
constraints on ach~ev~ng these object~ves and the cross- 
cutting Issues wh~ch m~ght  usefully benef~t hem 
Secondly, much of the ~nformat~on conta~ned In the 
basel~ne documents was descr~pt~ve and In some rases. 
unrelated to antl-poverty tnltlatlves For th~s reason, the 
l~nks that ex~st between poverty and the object~vrs 
~ d e n t ~ f ~ e d  w re not always apparent 
Thirdly, some of the basel~ne doct~ments contained 
~nformat~on that was d ~ r ~ v e d  r xc l~~c~v r l y  frorm t t l ~  
correspond~nq SMI ctrateqy itatrnic.nts A 5rn,ilI n~~ r r i b r r  
of these docurnrntc w r r r  drvotd of r o f r r t ~ r i c f ~ c  to NAPS 
wh~le  thr  mAjorlty of them rorlt~31nctJ Icnrithy h i t i  of t t ~ c  
broad rangr of Inltlatives In wliirh the d~p~lrtrncvits ,ire, 
lnvolved 
For one or more of these reasons, a number of 
government departments did not explicitly identify the 
role they play in relation t o  NAPS. Although this was 
primarily the case for departments who have a 
peripheral role in relation t o  Strategy, it was also the 
case for a number of departments who have been 
identified as having a central role in relation to  ~ t .  
Much of the informatlon contained in many of the 
baseline documents merely h~nted at policies and 
programmes to  address poverty and social exclusion. In 
its baseline document, for example, the Department of 
Arts, Heritage, Gaeltacht and the Islands highlighted ~ t s  
work to  improve arts and cultural institutions, 
waterways, work to  off-shore islands and gaeltacht 
areas. It d ~ d  not, however, highlight the specific ways in 
which this work inputs into NAPS. As a consequence, 
the contribution this department makes t o  addressing 
poverty and social exclusion can only be inferred from its 
baseline document. This was also the case with regard t o  
some of the information contained In the baseline 
documents produced by the Departments of Public 
Enterprise, Agriculture and Food and Marine and Natural 
Resources. 
The baselme document produced by the Department of 
Soc)al, Commun~ty and Fam~ly Affalrs represents a good 
model The document follows the speclflc parameters 
, laid down for baselme documents and ~t IS constructed 
I In a manner that facllltates an lnslght Into exactly how 
the varlous programmes and actlvltles of the department 
address Issues of central mportance t o  poverty and 
1 socal exclus~on Another good example was produced 
by the Department of Environment and Local 
Government In accordance wlth the guldellnes for 
constructing baselme documents, thls department clearly 
outllned ~ t s  contrlbutlon to  NAPS In the areas of houslng 
pol~cy, local development and urban renewal 
Because the NAPS work plans were derived from the 
strategy statements, they are subject t o  the same 
weaknesses ldentlf~ed above. In summary, therefore, 
there IS clearly a great need for both the baselme 
documents and the work plans to  be revisited wlth a 
view to  developing stronger and more direct llnks with 
the NAPS In the absence of these Ilnks, ~t IS d~fflcult o  
ascertain the degree to  whlch anti-poverty actlons have 
been re-pr~orltlsed wlthln departments. 
3.3 nesaonses From the Questionnaire 
citrrwev 
Departmental basel~ne documents, work plans and cross- 
departmental worklng were not speclflcally ldentlfled by 
postal questlonnalre respondents, although thls 1s hardly 
surprising glven that most of thts work has been Internal 
Plannine for a Mare~lncllusive Sacietv---.- 
to  the civil service. It is notable, however, that these 
issues were not specifically raised by statutory-sector 
res~ondents. 
Positive responses which alluded t o  departmental plans 
and cross-departmental working included: 
an Inter-agencyllnter-departmental approach to  
poverty; 
improved coherence of policy-making; 
making poverty an important component of policy- 
making. 
Some shortcomings were noted, however, encapsulated 
in the following quotes: 
"[NAPS is] not sufficientiy embedded in 
the cutture of individual departments." 
"In my experience, many government 
departments have not been ade~uately 
resourced to implement the [poverty 
proofing] guidelines. If they were taken 
seriously, then structures would need to 
be developed in each department (for 
example, inter-sectional working groups) 
to conceptualise the effects of their 
policies in terms of their effect on poverty 
and then to develop appropriate strategies 
for addressing the negative effects, and 
enhancing the positive." 
Elements of this idea are further developed in the next 
section. 
3.4 Lessons from a Review of New 
Zealand's Bvhfic Sector Management 
System 
One of the key Issues emerglng from the analysls so far 
IS how dlfflcult ~t has been to operatlonallse the NAPS 
objectlves Into tanglble actlons at departmental level, 
whlch will lead to  achievement of the NAPS targets The 
theory IS flne, but the practlce has been proven to  be 
dlfflcult Slmllar Issues have come up In other publlc 
sector management programmes One whlch IS not 
dlsslmllar to the lrlsh lnltlatlve, and whlch has been fa~rly 
extensively revlewed, IS the New Zealand Publ~c Sector 
Management System (State Servlces Cornm~ss~on, 1998) 
Key findings emerglng from the reviews of the New 
Zealand system are: 
the system IS more geared to  the short-term 
production of outputs rather than to  plannlng for 
the long-term, and to  accounting for what IS 
produced rather than to  evaluating progress in 
achieving major policy objectives; 
the Identification of problems in relatlon to how 
governments set strategic priorities and in how the 
public service helps them meet those goals; 
clearer specification and better achievement of 
outputs is effective only if there is certainty that the 
production of outputs leads to  the achievement of 
outcomes, and only if outcomes can be broken 
down into measurable parts and distributed among 
the varlous departments as outputs. 
To address some of these weaknesses the creation of 
Strategic Result Area networks has been proposed to  
better focus on outcomes, (for further informat~on on 
strategic result area networks see Appendix 6). 
This approach would seem to address some of the 
weaknesses identifled In the analysis of the NAPS withln 
the Irish civil service. It may be useful to  pilot some of 
the concepts identified in the review of the New Zealand 
public management system, and in other systems, in the 
lrlsh civil service with a view to trying to  operationalise 
1 the NAPS objectives in a tangible way. 
4, Clbnc~usia~ 
It IS evident that In the years since the introduction of 
NAPS much progress has taken place in terms of the 
establishment of institutional structures to  underpin the 
strategy and the identification and development of 
programmes and initiatives which promote soclal 
inclusion. In this context, it is worth noting that the 
whole environment for social inclusion has changed In 
recent years. Departments, which had hitherto not seen 
it within their respective remits to deal wlth social Issues, 
are now conslderlng the impact of thelr policies on 
people who are poor and soclally excluded. There has 
been a tremendous cultural shift In Departmental 
thinking during the lifetlme of the NAPS. Soclal 
inclusion has come much more to the fore In publ~c 
policy and debate. 
I 
/ However, as thls chapter has shown, more remalns to de 
I done to ensure that poverty reduction becomes a 
strategic object~ve In each government department As ' demonstrated by this assessment of SMI strategy 
statements and NAPS basellne documents, a number of 
departments have not yet adequat~ly assessed the 
Impact of the~r pollcles and programmes In relatlon to 
poverty Moreover, many of them have yet to recognlse 
the cross-cuttlng nature of poverty and to  ldent~fy the 
arrangements that would facilitate co-ordination of 
actions across de~artments. 
Nevertheless, an Important start has been made and 
there are some good models to  draw on. In thls context 
i t  may be worthwhile to  consider a pilot in one or two 
departments where approaches which have been found 
to  be successful in other slmllar public servlce 
administrations might be modeled here, wlth a view to 
trying to  operationalise the NAPS objectlves In a more 
tangible way. 
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to Irish speakers, especially the 
Gaeltacht Communities." 
(Sharing in Progress, 1997: 22). 
Thus, NAPS was committed to  informing both the 
general public and the public servlce about the extent 
and nature of poverty in lreland and about NAPS. 
Government departments and the Combat Poverty 
Agency were identifled as the key promoters of this 
information. The informatlon was t o  be made available 
in lrish as well as English. 
The next section examines the information produced on 
poverty in lreland and on NAPS in particular. 
a m r ~ < v e s s  i;n Du'lliciisin< 6,. 
V'AnS -0 cr"e?e 
I In a publlc attitudes survey carrled out for the Combat 
I Poverty Agency by Research and Evaluation Servlces In 1 Sprlng 1998, almost one year after the launch of the 
1 Strategy, only 8% of those surveyed had heard of the 
I Natlonal Antl-Poverty Strategy Yet an overwhelming I 
majorlty (81 O/O) felt that Government should be lnvolved 
In such a Strategy, suggesting the need to  publlclse 
I NAPS 
Famlly Affairs has produced some material on NAPS. The 
State has been fully or partly responsible for publication of 
NAPS Report and summary of same, the IDPC Annual 
Report, the ESRI analysis of the Living in lreland survey 
data, the NAPS Unit promotional leaflet, as well as regular 
articles for the Combat Poverty Agency's Poverty Today 
magazine. These documents are accessible and assist in 
raising the profile of the Government's social inclusion 
initiatives. A Communications strategy for NAPS is also 
being considered by the State. 
It is disappointing that other bodies, such as other 
government departments and social policy institutions 
e.g. university journals etc., have not sought to  discuss 
andlor raise the profile of NAPS. 
In October 1997 the Combat Poverty Agency prepared a 
discussion paper, An Information and Public Education 
Strategy for the National Anti-Poverty Strategy, for NAPS 
IDPC, at the Committee's request. Thls discussion paper 
proposed an overall aim, objectives and principles for an 
information and public-education strategy and set out the 
two complementary strands that such a strategy might 
have. The first focused on creating an ongoing profile for 
NAPS. It was envlsaged that increasing awareness of 
NAPS would in its turn create an awareness of the 
government leading efforts to  tackle poverty. The second 
A ~ ~ e n d l x  7 summarlses material produced specifically on strand focused on increasing poverty awareness through a 
NAPS, by whom it was published. Its dissemination and more Informed analysis and understanding of the causes, 
whether ~t isfwas available In Irish. The table focuses on extent and experience of poverty, which it was felt is 
NAPS-speclfic mater~al. fundamental to  support for the need for economic and 
social change in favour of the poor 
It is relevant to  note that the Combat Poverty Agency 
produces a range of materlal on the nature and extent 
of poverty In lreland and on anti-poverty measures and 
policies. This includes: a quarterly magazine, Poverty 
Today, an Annual Report, factsheets on poverty, Poverty 
Brlefings, pollcy subm~ss~ons, research reports, resource 
materials, pollcy papers and informatlon leaflets. 
Government departments, particularly the Department 
of Soclal Community and Famlly Affalrs also produce 
regular reports whlch may tnclude lnformatlon on 
poverty and press releases and statements wlth a poverty 
focus. Bodles lhke the ESRI, NESF and NESC often 
publlsh on poverty-related Issues. The community and 
voluntary sector produce reports, leaflets, guldes and 
newsletters wlth a focus on NAPS. 
Most of the ~nforniatton on NAPS has been dlsscmlnated 
bv tile Comb,it Poverty Aqencv, throuqh ~ t s  cluarterly 
rndqazine. Povrrt) Todac wh~ch  c~irrlec a reqular f ~ a t ~ ~ r e  
on tile strateqv The prornotlon of qreater publ~c 
aLvareness o f  NAPS IS ~i key qoal In the Agencvs 
Strateglc Plan 1999-2001 
The paper was considered at an IDPC meeting in 
November 1997. Members were favourably disposed 
towards the proposed strategy and undertook t o  lialse 
with their pressfinformatlon sections. The information 
and public education strategy was approved by the IDPC 
In April 1998. 
One lnltlattve followed up In relatlon to  the strategy was 
the proposed establlshment of a "NAPS Proflllng 
Group", on whlch would s ~ t  departmental press offlcers. 
members of NAPS IDPC, the NAPS Unlt, Combat Poverty 
Agency and the Nattonal Antl-Poverty Networks The 
NAPS Unlt and Combat Poverty Agency arranged to  
meet wlth departmental press offlcers on two occaslons 
to dtscuss a NAPS communrcatlons strategy and the 
potentla1 establlshment of such a group Nlne of the 13 
Departments expressed an Interest in thls lnltlatlve The 
press offlcers were keen to promote tanglble actlons 
which had taken place under NAPS 
Thus, whlle In prtnciple, there 1s support for the Idea of 
promoting NAPS, the occaslons In whlch thls has been 
done in practice have been somewhat limlted, evidence of 
which is indicated in the analysis of press coverage in the 
next section of this report. In general, the government has 
been concerned at the relatively low awareness of NAPS 
activity, both within the civil service and publicly, and the 
need for a greater degree of co-ordination and co- 
operation between departments generally, and in relation 
to announcements more specifically. 
Training, of liaison officers in particular, was considered 
to  be another important component of informing the 
internal civil service about NAPS. This was identified as a 
priority by NAPS IDPC. An initial two-and-a-half day 
training programme was drawn up by the NAPS Unit 
and the Combat Poverty Agency for NAPS liaison 
officers, and delivered in 1998. It was reasonably well 
attended, but because of many staff changes, it may be 
opportune to  repeat and extend this exercise, especially 
in relation t o  the implementation of poverty proofing. 
3. Am h ; l F b n  Assessmen? 
Thls tnltlal assessment of the proflle of NAPS IS based on 
two key sources of lnformatlon, the mentlon of NAPS In 
natlonal and reglonal newspapers from 1997 to  1999, 
and informatlon from the postal questlonnalre survey 
3.1 Anamvsis of MAPS Coverage in 
Nationall and Regional Mewsnaoers 
Forty-four articles from national and regional 
newspapers for the years 1997 to  1999 were sourced. 
The majority of these appeared in the national dailies, 
namely the lrish Times (1 6). the lrish lndependent (eight) 
and The Examiner (six). There was an Increase in the 
number of articles on NAPS from eight in 1997 to  
twenty-four in 1999. As indicated in Figure 8.1, this 
increase is largely attributed to  proportionally more 
reporting by the lrish lndependent in 1998 and In other 
national and local newspapers such as the lrish Catholic, 
the Sligo Champion, Kerry's Eye and the Westmeath 
lndependent in 1999. However, there was a relative 
drop in reportlng on NAPS between 1998 and 1999 In 
the two key opinion-forming newspapers wlth the 
widest national dissemination. 
Figure 8.1: % spread of articles for each year 1997- 
1999 across a number of different newspapers 
The focus of the articles revealed a number of re- 
occurring central themes as illustrated in Figure 8.2 
below. It is not surprising to  note that there was a 
marked change in the central themes of the articles from 
1997 t o  1999. The majorlty of articles (62%) published 
in 1997 highlighted the launch of NAPS. All of these 
articles were specifically concerned with NAPS and 
provided information on NAPS targets, lnfrastructural 
arrangements and the role of the Government. 
Figure 8.2: % spread of central themes across the 
three years 
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A steady Increase In the number of artlcles reportlng on 
the results of recently completed research In relatlon to 
poverty was recorded from 1997 to  1999 Much of thls 
research emanated from the Combat Poverty Agency, 
most of whlch was research on general poverty Issues 
rather than NAPS speclflc research, apart from the 
Monltorlng Poverty Trends report launched In 1999 It 
was notable that In 1999, 25% of the artlcles appearing 
In the "launch of reports" category were speclflcally 
concerned wlth the flrst Annual Report of NAPS The 
Impact of economlc prosperity on people llvlng In 
poverty was also reported In a slgnlflcant proportlon of 
the artlcles For 1998 and 1999, a hlgh proportlon of 
artlcles were classified In the 'Other category for the 
reasons that they etther covered a range of issues In 
relatlon to antl-poverty work or were too general to 
warrant speclflc class~f~cat~on 
The content of the artlcles ranged from the general to 
the speclflc In an attempt to capture the emphasls 
placed on NAPS wlthln the arttcles, they were each 
classlfled In terms of the centrality of NAPS thpme In 
1997, the year NAPS was launched. 75% of t h ~  art~cles 
focused spectflcally on NAPS However, th~s emphas~s 
changed considerably In thr followlnq years whrxn NAPS 
appear~d as a secondary tt icmt In all of thr art1tic5 
publ~sllecf in 1998 and In 7S0A, of tho5c p ~ i t ~ I l i l > c ~ l  I r i  
1999 Tti~s 1s ~ll~~s!ra!c~d In f~q~rrc. 8 3 
The NAPS UnlWDepartment of Soclal. Community and 
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Figure 8.3: Emphasis placed on NAPS in articles 
across the three years (%) 
I Cenrral theme Secondaty theme 
In the majority of articles where NAPS was a secondary 
theme, mention of NAPS was confined to  one or two  
brief sentences that highlighted the significance of anti- 
poverty strategies. Close examination of the content of 
the articles revealed that NAPS tended to  be submerged 
by other information which in turn rendered it less 
visible t o  the readers. While the importance of 
mentioning NAPS In articles, albeit as a secondary theme 
IS acknowledged, its contribution to  raising public 
awareness of NAPS appears to  be limited. 
1 To explore this further the origins of all references t o  
' NAPS were identified. Figure 8.4 shows that references 1 to  NAPS came from three main sources: the Government, the Combat Poverty Agency (CPA) and 
1 'Other' organisatlons ~ncludlng, amongst others, the 
ESRI, St Vincent de Paul, the European Anti-Poverty 
1 Network (EAPN), and the Irish National Organisation of 
1 
the Unemployed (INOU). In a small percentage (5%) of 1 cases references to NAPS could not be attributed to  any 
organ~sation in particular and as such, they were 
: classlfled as 'general'. 
Figure 8.4: Source of references to NAPS (%) 
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In vlew of the tmportance of the natlonal antl-poverty 
strateqy as a major Government ~riltlatlve ~t IS lnterestlng 
that only g06 of the artlcles contatnlng references to 
NAPS were mad? solely by the Government, whlle 1 1  % 
of references made by the Government were 
accompanied bv references from the CPA The 
percentage of references to NAPS by the Government 
totals 2 2 O 0  In contrast to 56% for the CPA In thts 
context, however, i t  is important t o  note that it is not 
possible to  dictate what appears in the newspapers. 
Also, in relation t o  promotion by the Government, this 
may have taken the form of promotion of the 
Government's social inclusion strategy, rather than NAPS 
specifically. 
Nevertheless, as demonstrated by Figure 8.4, the highest 
percentage of references to  NAPS has been made by the 
CPA which, along with organisations in the 'Other' 
category, has promoted NAPS in its press work. In many 
instances these organisations highlighted the benefits of 
having an anti-poverty strategy and pointed to  the 
importance of setting and achieving sufficiently 
ambitious poverty reduction targets. These comments 
are generally situated in articles concerned with the 
effects of economic prosperity and the results of recently 
published reports on poverty in Ireland. In a number of 
articles, the CPA was critical of annual government 
budgetary measures which it felt were not in keeping 
with the strategy. 
Analysis of press coverage on a chronological basis 
reveals that after the initial launch of NAPS there was a 
significant decrease in Government commentary from 
50% in 1997 t o  17% in 1999. It is interesting to  note 
that the Government was quoted in none of the articles 
published in 1998 while the CPA and other organisations 
were quoted in 92% and 25%, respectively. 
Closer examination of the articles indicates that the 
majority of references made to  NAPS by the Government 
have arisen in response to  two major events, namely the 
launch of the strategy in 1997 and the launch of the 
flrst Annual Report of NAPS in 1999. In all but a few 
other instances, the Government is scarcely evident. 
When the Government does receive press coverage in 
relation to  NAPS ~t is in relation to  NAPS specific work, 
whereas the Combat Poverty Agency and other 
organisations tend to  take any opportunity to  mention 
NAPS In their press releases. 
The lack of evldence of the Government's publ~c 
promotion of NAPS may be attributable In part to  three 
factors The flrst IS that materlal may have been 
prepared In press releases but may not have been carrled 
In the press or may have been severely edlted For 
example, efforts were made by Government to  publlclse 
the poverty-proof~ng lnltlatlve at ~ t s  lntroductlon In 1998, 
but tt recelved relatively llttle coverage Thls may be 
because as a technical exerctse ~t IS not particularly 
"news-fr~endly" In contrast, pollcy made as a result of 
poverty-proofing, provtdlng evldence of the Impact of 
proofing, would be more "news-frtendly", but to-date 
has rarely been put Into the publlc domaln 
Secondly, the current government has been promoting a 
social-inclusion strategy of which NAPS is part. Much of 
its press coverage relates to  initiatives withln the broader 
ambit of social inclusion, for example, the integrated 
services process, and measures to  tackle educational 
disadvantage and as such may not carry a "NAPS tag". 
Related to  this, there is little evldence of tangible discrete 
initiatives that have arisen directly as a result of NAPS 
which could be "NAPS-branded" and promoted as such 
on a regular basis. 
Thirdly, this analysis has focused on the examination of 
outcomes, such as newspaper reports. The analysls does 
not include an examination of the speeches, addresses 
made at public fora (e.g. family fora, pre- and post- 
budget fora), appearances at day to  day events, media 
briefings etc., where members of the Government make 
reference t o  NAPS and social inclusion initiatives in 
general. In most cases this information does not make 
its way into the media. 
However, notwithstanding these three factors it IS 
disappointing that NAPS, as a major government 
strategy to considerably reduce poverty in Ireland, IS not 
more evident in the public domain, particularly through 
the Government's own medla channels. Analysis of the 
press coverage shows that the frequency with which 
NAPS has been mentioned in national, regional and local 
newspapers and the manner in which it has been 
brought to  people's attention has mainly been through 
the CPA and other organisations concerned with 
reduclng poverty. 
3.2 Views of Reseondents in the 
Postal Questionnaire 
The questlonnalre survey hlghllghted the lack of a publtc 
proflle for NAPS, expressed by one respondent as follows 
"There has been very poor public 
communica+ion of NAPS. As tbm Strateev 
document points out 'public ooinian iq 
extremelv immrtant for the S V C C P ~ ~  oC+he 
N#iona! An+!-PovsrW StrMegv. The nrrhlic 
nee@s to con+inua to he inqrrrrn-d concernin< 
the extent, @e@h. trpnfls itl, and !%#on OF 
pover+v in Ireland and 06 i+s nec;.*;ve 
conqenllenceq for at1 oq wc++v.' "e+ 'here 
aw verv ~ P W  mem9erci OF the ntrhlic (or 
indeed 06 t h ~  media) W%Q know t-%=* hl4PS 
Nlnety per cent of respondents thought that the proflle 
of NAPS should be further enhanced Indeed, major 
weaknesses identified in NAPS were inadequate public 
awareness raising and education, and lack of promotion 
of NAPS. This was articulated by one respondent as: 
"One of its kev weaknesses is tha? i? has 
not a high profile. The general pubyic 
should be made aware OF its existence 
and aims, and development agencies 
should have the ogoortvnity to become 
invofved actively in it. As it is, it exists irr 
name only and means Iiltfe to grouos on 
the ground." 
Nevertheless, a strength of NAPS was seen to be that it 
increased awareness of poverty. In general, respondents 
felt that the profile of NAPS should be enhanced with 
everybody and the following were specifically 
mentioned: the general public, the community and 
voluntary sector, local government, central government 
and state agencies, the social partners, trade unions, the 
medta and people livlng in poverty. 
In terms of the long-term Importance and direction of 
NAPS a key component was seen to  be increasing publ~c 
awareness of poverty, improving the proflle of NAPS and 
improving training, education and resources. The 
following strategies were specifically mentioned: 
to  Introduce a Public Relations dtmenslon to  NAPS; 
to  create a focused media and marketing strategy; 
to  promote educatton and training; and 
to  Improve the general disseminatton of tnformatlon 
c",, ~@O~~RJS~Q@I  
In conclus~on. ~t can be satd that awareness of NAPS by 
the general publlc IS low In a publ~c attitudes survey 
only 8% of those surveyed had heard of NAPS 
Awareness IS also low among those who mtght be 
expected to be more Informed, such as the soclal 
partners, the w~der community and voluntary sector and 
publlc servants 
Whlle the ulttmate alm of NAPS should be to prevent 
and reduce poverty In Ireland the support of public 
oplnlon IS Important for 11s success As stated in NAPS 
Strategy Statement t h ~  public need to tontlnup to ~ IP 
tnformed about the extent, depth, trends In. and 
locat~on of povprty In Ireland and of 11s nrqatlvf1 
coniequrntr5 for all of soclcty 
Matcr~al hai been produrcd c~xpl,~in~ncl , l r i t i  I)rorrlr,tirlq 
the Strateqy and acttons c i ~ s o c ~ ~ ~ t ~ d  w ~ t l ~  11, hot ttic 
quantlty and dlssemtnatton of thti rnattrlal hai  ilccrl 
sporadlc rather than systematic Most of thr  rniltcrial 
mlannin< ',or a R q n r e  !II)C~VS;VF? Sncietw 
- ._-- 
-- - 
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produced and disseminated has been by the Combat 
Poverty Agency and some community and voluntary 
sector groups. Given that NAPS is a Government 
initiative, the production and dissemination of material 
on NAPS by the Government has been disappointingly 
low, particularly press coverage. 
It is acknowledged that achieving the outcome of 
poverty alleviation is ultimately more important than the 
profile of the Strategy itself. Nevertheless, awareness of 
the work the government is doing in this area is 
important for garnering public opinion and support. As 
clearly demonstrated by the analysis of material 
produced and disseminated, press cuttings and the 
questlonnalre survey there is a need to  raise awareness 
and improve information on the nature and extent of 
poverty in lreland and initiatives being undertaken to  
tackle it. As NAPS is a major government initiative the 
government should be central in promoting this 
message, through using a "NAPS brand" message, if 
necessary. 
Through the C PA's Information and Public Education 
Strategy for the National Anti-Poverty Strategy a 
framework is in place through which the profiling of 
NAPS and increased awareness of poverty can be 
developed. What is required is that actions be put in 
place to  implement the strategy. 
There is also a need t o  promote NAPS wlthin the public 
service. NAPS should be a key element of induction 
tralning and should be incorporated as a key training 
module In ~ t s  own right, for example on the 
implementatlon of poverty proofing. Other mechanisms 
should be explored for raising awareness of NAPS, 
Including better mechanisms of dissemination of 
information eg. through use of electronic systems, 
seminars, newsletters, staff secondments and so on. 
In summary, key Issues to  be addressed In ralslng the 
~ r o f i l e  of NAPS in future include: 
* to Improve civil service knowledge; 
" to extend Information to  local authorities and state 
agencies; 
to  keep the social partners Informed; 
to get lnformatlon to communities dolng anti- 
poverty work; and 
a to Inform the publlc, particularly through the med~a 
Chapter 9: Future Issues and Conclusions 
The first section of this chapter discusses responses from 
the questionnaire survey in relation to  whether possible 
alternatives to NAPS should be considered, the long- 
term importance and direction of NAPS and issues to  be 
addressed in the further evaluation of NAPS. The 
second section draws together some conclusions on this 
overall assessment. 
1.1 Altsrna+iues To Wn\R%" 
The majorlty of respondents consldered NAPS to be the 
best approach to  reducing poverty in Ireland. 
Consequently, rather than suggesting alternatives to  the 
strategy, the respondents proposed ways of improving it. 
The suggestions made related to  the main gaps and 
weaknesses in NAPS. Illustrative responses were as 
follows: 
"I he'ieve P4DS is verw imnor+an+. 
However, re5ofnrces are neefled +O 
innnll~ment *be Strategv, *he aacavs.+v 
proorinsf glnidefinns need *o bn aus;hera 
more firmhf apll +he )wee+ ?ime-Frames 
need +o he se+ over *hree-ve;sr ne~iods." 
And, 
One of the primary cr~ticisms of NAPS was seen to  be a 
lack of strong political will. For thls reason, stronger 
political and institutional will was a frequently ~dentlfled 
requirement for the future implementatlon of NAPS. In 
addltlon, respondents expressed the need for more 
ambltlous poverty reduct~on targets, Improved resources 
and Increased publlc awareness ralslng and education. 
These were ~dentlf~ed as major weaknesses In t h ~  
Strategy and were rased tlme and agaln by r~spondrnts 
from across all of the sectors 
NAPS was also seen to need more lnclus~ve strateq~~s A
number of respondents expressed the need to pol~tlcally 
empower the poor with a view to  ensuring that thelr 
voices are heard. It was expressed throughout the survey 
that NAPS was a top-down decision-making body that 
excluded the voluntary and community sector as well as 
people living in poverty. As one respondent commented- 
Respondents also referred to the need to develop a 
monitoring mechanism to oversee the implementation of 
the strategy as well as to identify, and address, ~ t s  maln 
strengths and weaknesses. 
For NAPS to become a more effective approach to  
reducing poverty and social exclus~on in lreland the 
following goals were specifically identified. 
a stronger political and institutional will to  
"champion" the Strategy must exlst; 
* there must be a greater refinement of the Strategy 
and measures to  enforce ~ t s  implementatlon; 
a additional resources must be allocated; 
" set more ambitious targets; 
its consultative processes; 
" increase public awareness and education, 
a polltically empower the poor. 
NAPS was consldered by the respondents to have a 
number of long-term beneflts These benef~ts emanated 
from the offlclal recognltlon of poverty, the adopt~on of 
speclflc poverty reduct~on targets, the use of a relatlve 
deflnltlon of poverty and the creatlon of rnst i t~~t~onal  
structures On the strength of these Issues, the 
respondents ~dentrfled a number of Issues as be~ng 
central to the long-term Importance and d~rectlon of 
NAPS These Included 
^ plac~ng poverty at the heart of the ooI~cy-m,~l.~r~q 
process. 
Intreaslnq p ~ ~ b l i r  Awarrnris of i,ovc,rty 
" workinq towards r c d ~ ~ c  1r1q ptrvvrty r ~ r ~ ( l  ,o( 
ex( lusion. 
" consoltdat~nq siipport or1 tatkl~riri povc~rly 
" acldr~ssing the r n ~ i l t ~ - d ~ m ~ n ~ ~ o r i a I  rycltllrc, of povr,vtv 
creating an institutional mechanism for monitoring 
poverty; 
decentralising NAPS to  local level; 
providing training, education and resources; 
strengthening poverty-proofing; 
improving the targets. 
i.3 The Evaluaaisn 0.F NAPS 
In response to  the question "What, in your view, are the 
three main areas on which the evaluation of NAPS 
should focus?" the most frequently stated response 
related to  the validity, achievements and methods of 
implementation of the various programmes and 
measures in alleviating poverty. In this context, 
respondents highlighted NAPS targets and institutional 
structures in particular and pointed to  the need t o  
ensure that they are adequately monitored and assessed. 
According t o  one respondent the evaluation of NAPS 
should focus on: 
"... the  institutional mechanisms and t h e  
barriers which have existed within them 
with regard t o  t h e  im~lementat ion of 
NAPS [and] ... target setting, i.e. the  
oslality of target setting, the  processes 
used and related ways o* measuring 
progress." 
The following issues in particular were identified for 
consideration In the further evaluation of NAPS. 
the process, or lack thereof, of involving 
people/organisations In NAPS; 
resources for NAPS; 
poverty-proofing; 
public perception and understanding of NAPS; 
* the disparity between the rich and the poor. 
Respondentsalso suggested that a number of specific 
areas should be central to  the evaluation of NAPS, and 
Included the following: 
* long-term unemployment, 
* educational disadvantage, and In part~cular early 
school leav~ng, 
* rural poverty, 
* urban poverty, 
' homelessness, 
* ch~ldren, 
* t h ~  elderly 
These Issues w ~ l l  be followed up through the 
establ~stiment, by the Combat Poverty Agency, of an 
Evaluat~on Advlsory Group 
2. Can~flansiomg; 
in national, European and lnternatlonal terms the lrlsh 
Nat~onal Antl-Poverty Strategy IS an Important and 
lnnovatlve approach t o  puttlng poverty and soclal 
exclusion at the centre of publlc pollcy Key features 
Include 
the development of an ambitious national anti- 
poverty strategy involving extensive consultation; 
the acceptance of an agreed definition of relative 
poverty which also encompasses social exclusion; 
a shared analysis of the main causes of poverty; 
a cross-departmental initiative which recognises the 
multi-dimensional nature of poverty; 
targets for poverty reduction; 
structures through which the strategy can be 
delivered and which place poverty at the centre of 
public policy; 
the implementation of a system of proofing policies 
for their impact on poverty. 
In recent years lreland has experienced extraordinary 
economic growth. This has brought about a very 
welcome reduction in unemployment. In 1997, 
Consistent poverty had substantially fallen t o  under 10% 
of the population. 
It is important to  acknowledge the great strides which 
have been made in poverty reduction in lreland in recent 
years. However, ~t IS Important also t o  recognise that 
these changes bring with t h ~ m  nPw issues and 
challenges. NAPS needs to be able identlfy and rise to  
these new challenges which include increasing income 
Inequalities and the emergence of groups within the 
population with a high and/or increasing risk of poverty. 
We are in the fortunate position that we now have the 
resources available to  essentially eliminate poverty in 
Ireland. To do so will require the right policies and the 
resources and will effectively t o  implement them. Good 
quality data and research is required t o  ensure that 
changes are monitored on an ongoing basis and policies 
are adjusted accordingly. 
A key questlon IS the extent to  wh~ch  NAPS has 
contributed to  the reduction In cons~stent poverty Thls 
questlon IS d~fflcult o  answer on the basls of t h ~ s  
assessment Some might argue that as the outcome of 
poverty reduct~on IS belng ach~eved, the process by 
whlch thls IS ach~eved IS less Important However, ~t IS 
essential that the process for tackllng poverty IS effectwe 
and effluent It IS also vltal that the Strategy IS perce~ved 
to  be tackl~ng poverty In terms of galnlng support for 
thls approach 
There is evidence to  suggest that NAPS has made some 
difference: 
It has strengthened a political and societal consensus 
that there is a need t o  reduce levels of poverty in 
Ireland. 
It has raised awareness, particularly within the 
administrative system, of the need t o  address 
poverty, e.g. the introduction of poverty- proofing. 
The Cabinet Sub-committee on Social Inclusion has 
the promotion of social inclusion as its key focus. 
NAPS targets create a focal point for poverty 
reduction. 
At a European and international level lreland is seen 
as a model in terms of economic growth. It is also 
seen as a model in terms of the development of a 
national anti-poverty strategy. 
In conclusion NAPS is an important mechanism through 
which poverty reduction/elimination can be achieved. 
Even those who are critical of elements of NAPS or the 
speed of its implementation see it as a very important 
development in the struggle against poverty and social 
exclusion. However, i t  also has its weaknesses. Key 
among these is the difficulty in translating objectives Into 
operational measures which can work towards the 
achievement of NAPS targets ie. how to  implement 
NAPS. The failure to  ~nvolve the community and 
voluntary sector in the implementation of NAPS has also 
been a key weakness. 
The Programme for Prosperity and Falrness sets out a 
comprehensive work programme for the revision and 
revitalisation of NAPS. If this programme of work is 
implemented with energy and Imagination, then in the 
current favourable economic circumstances, poverty in 
lreland can be eliminated. 
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The National Anti-Poverty Strategy (NAPS) was launched in April 1997, following a commitment to  develop an anti- 
poverty strategy and consultation with people living in poverty and organisations representing them. 
NAPS set a ten-year target for poverty reduction in Ireland and Identified 5 key areas as needlng particular attention in 
tackling poverty: income adequacy, unemployment, educational disadvantage, urban concentrations of disadvantage 
and rural poverty. It identified a number of institutional mechanisms to  implement NAPS. 
The Combat Poverty Agency has responsibility for overseeing an evaluation of NAPS process. As part of thls evaluation 
we are undertaking a review of progress on the implementation of NAPS to date and to  identify key evaluation 
questions for NAPS. 
It is in this context we are interested in getting your views on the following questions and any other comments you 
may wish to  make. Views will be presented collectively under thematic headlngs so that your contribution or your 
organisation will not be personally identified in the subsequent report. You may wlsh to note that the Combat Poverty 
Agency will become subject to  the Freedom of Information Act within the next 12 months. 
Please complete and return the questionnaire by Thursday 9 September 1999. Your views will be very 
important in assessing progress on NAPS to  date and the key issues on which to  focus over the next few years. The 
results will help us to  develop a longer-term In-depth evaluation. 
If you have any queries please do not hesitate to  contact Helen Johnston (Tel. 01 6026612; e-mail johnstonh@cpa.~e) or 
Veronica McNamara (Tel. 01 6026622; e-mail mcnamaraQcpa.ie). If you wish to  recelve the questionnaire by e-mall 
please contact Veronica. 
1. What, in your view, are the three main achievements in the implementation of the NAPS infrastructure? 
2. What, in your view, are the three main weaknesses in the implementation of the NAPS infrastructure? 
3. Are there any gaps in the infrastructural arrangements of NAPS? If yes, what are they and how should 
they be addressed? 
a. Gaps in infrastructural arrangements of NAPS - yeslno (Please circle answer) 
b. If yes, what are the gaps? 
c. If yes, how should these gaps be addressed? 
4. What, in your view, are the three main achievements in relation to  the content of NAPS? 
5. What, in your view, are the three main weaknesses in relation to the content of NAPS? 
6. In your experience, have any significant poverty priorities been missed? If yes, what are they and in 
what way should they be included? 95 
! a. Have poverty priorities been missed? - yedno (Please circle answer) 
b. If yes, what poverty priorit~es have been missed? 
c If yes, in what way should these poverty priorities be included? 
/ 7. Should the profile of NAPS be further enhanced? If so, with whom and how? 
I 
a. Further enhance profile of NAPS? - yedno (Please circle answer) 
b. If yes, with whom? 
c. If yes, how? 
1 8. What, in your view. are the three main areas on which the evaluation of NAPS should focus? 
9a. What is your view of the long-term importance and direction of NAPS? 
9b. How could the long-term importance and significance of NAPS be enhanced? 
10a. Do you think the current economic growth in Ireland has changed the nature and experience of 
poverty (give reasons for your answer). 
a. Is economic growth changing the nature and experience of poverty? - yedno (Please circle answer) 
b. If yes, in what way(s) IS the current economlc growth changing the nature of poverty? 
lob. In your opinion what needs to be done to address poverty in the current economic climate? 
11. In your view is NAPS the best approach to reducing poverty in Ireland or can you suggest a better 
alternative? 
a. Is NAPS the best approach to  reduclng poverty? - yedno (Please circle answer) 
b. If no, please elaborate on a better alternat~ve 
Thank you for taklng the t ~ m e  to  respond to  t h ~ s  hort questlonnalre Th~s lnterlm revlew exerclse will help us to  
develop a longer term In-depth evaluat~on However, ~f there 1s anyth~ng you wlsh to  discuss further at thls stage, 
please do not hes~tate to get In touch 
I Appendix 2 
Summary of Main Findings 
of the Postal Questionnaire 
Survey 
This appendix provides a summary of the main findings 
of the questionnaire survey. In relation to  the responses 
it is worth noting the following: 
The vlews expressed were in the main consistent 
across sectors. In particular, the statutory and the 
community and voluntary sectors tended to  identify 
similar issues e.g. the need for more consultation 
and greater involvement of the community and 
voluntary sector in NAPS, and the need to enhance 
the profile of NAPS. 
Overall, the responses of the statutory sector tended 
to  be general while the responses of the community 
and voluntary sector tended to  relate to specific 
issues. This reflects the concerns of their work. 
?. Achilevemrer+s irn ?he 
"anllllernera:a*i~n aC h"RS 
n n r ~ a ~ ? r ~ ~ 4 e ~ * e  
The three most commonly ~ d e n t ~ f ~ e d  ach~evements In the 
implementation of NAPS infrastructure were 
poverty-proofing; 
Target-setting; 
establishment of institutional structures, such as the 
Cabinet Subcommittee on Soc~al Inclus~on, NAPS 
Interdepartmental Policy Comm~ttee and NAPS Unit. 
Other achievements identifled by the respondents 
Included: 
~nter-aqencyl~nter-departmental pproach to poverty, 
Improved coherence of policy-mak~ng, 
natlonal focus on address~ng poverty. 
Increased awareness of poverty, 
Improved cohes~on, co-ord~nat~on and consultatlon 
around poverty ~ssues 
p n r - p q * v ~ a r f - ~ * r o  
A varlvfy of wr,jknr>ssci 1r1 thr ~mplr~n~c.r i tdt~nr~ of lilAPS 
~nfrasfructur~ wPrP ~ d ~ n t ~ f l r d  by t h ~  r ipnntIr,nf: c3ntl 
~ n c l u d ~ d  thr  fo l lo~v~nq 
lack of involvement of key individuals, organisat~ons 
and sectors; 
inadequate public awareness raising and educat~on; 
inadequate resourcing; 
weak political backlng; 
staff turnover, in NAPS Unit in particular; 
a the language of NAPS. 
3. cans Wnm&i";p# in *%e 
h 6 y a c * y  y cau-r vp" 
nwrqn<ernmn&lf; (CI" NV,Q.q 
Over three-quarters of the respondents lnd~cated that 
there were gaps In the lnfrastructural arrangements of 
NAPS 
The specific gaps ~den t~ f~ed  by the respondents were 
lack of involvement w ~ t h  and of people llvlng In 
poverty; 
lack of publ~c awareness ralslng and educat~on; 
a lack of adequate structures, 
lack of resources (human and f~nanc~al) and tralnlng, 
lack of consultat~on and exchange of lnformat~on 
withln and between organlsatlons; 
lack of on-golng evaluat~on 
A number of these ~nfrastructural gaps reaff~rm thc 
weaknesses outl~ned above 
Suggest~ons glven to  address these gaps were as follows 
Lack o f  ~nvolvement wlth and o f  p ~ o p l ~  I iv ng In 
poverty 
Resource local dev~loprnentlgovcrnmr.nt to pnsurc 
people Ilv~nq In povcrty art ~ntc~cjr,rtr~rl r l to  1 t 1 ~  
p r o c ~ ~ ~ ,  Placr qrvatcr crnpt>as~s or) ti\c2r r~c,cdc, 
lack of pclhhr aw,~rc~.nc:c r,~lrinr~ ;~rlri r,rliic<~tror~ 
* Intrtasc public~ty fa (j nc~~v~,icftrrs, rdrlio, tf>lrv~sior~ 
ctc. 
* Concluct Annrl,ll Plr,n~ry Confc.rc*~~co: i r l v c ~ l v ~ r l r l  <i l l  
p l~vcrs 
Lack o f  resources (human and financial) and training 
Increase resources e.g. NAPS staff and budget; 
Resource NGOs; / Improve training. 
Lack o f  consultation and exchange o f  information within 
and between organisations. I Consult community and voluntary sector;lnform and 
1 involve the public through a structured mechanism. 
1 Lack o f  on-going evaluation. 
j Conduct regular revlews and produce progress 
1 reports through independent body. 
I F.. A ~ Q ; R W G Y W ~ * S  iq menpt :~n  
1 *l*q Slgnf~n? hlAm*Fi 
1 Flve maln achlevements In relat~on to  the content of 
I NAPS were ldentlfled They were 
' The setting, achievement and revision of the targets; 
1 The official acknowledgement of poverty; 
Agreement on the definition and analysis of poverty; 
I Support t o  people living In poverty; 
I 
lnlttatives t o  poverty proof policies. 
"T9e se++in<, achievement and revision sf 
+sr<e"';" w a ~  hv *ar +he most f r e a u e ~ f ! ~  
rnen+ionsd rssrannse to this atrestion. 
5. ~ A b p ~ q n r s r ; ~ e ~  in -ctqp*Ram 
Ac &*7m qnmienn: @" finFaimr; 
A number of weaknesses In relatton to  the content of 
NAPS were ldentlfled by the respondents These 
Included the following 
a Omlssion of certaln themes; 
a Conservative targets, 
* Lack of formal revlew mechanism; 
* Lack of oromotlon of NAPS 
c- *,7<m:R:d-~ma mfivewA\! 
-;*v *':G.c; - p : ~ q m r a  
Just over 60°6 of the respondents sald that slgnlf~cant 
poverty prlor~tles had been mlssed by NAPS 
The missed poverty prlorltles fell Into the followlng two 
cateqorlps 
People and i5iues not pdrt of the dlscourse, 
* liirffectlve and ~riddrquate revlslori o f  tarqets 
Sciggestlons glven to address mlsslnq poverty prloritles 
were as follows 
98 
People and issues no t  part o f  the discourse. 
Set up working groups, including social partners; 
0 Includelenhance issues as thernesltargets e.g. 
housing and homelessness, health, drugs, specific 
groups (older people, children, and people with 
disabilities). 
Revision o f  targets. 
Adopt more ambitious targets; 
Allocate resources t o  achieve targets; 
Monitor (with sanctions) progress towards targets 
Over 75% of the respondents believed that the profile of 
NAPS should be further enhanced. They considered that 
it should be enhanced with the following groups: 
the general publideverybody; 
the wider community and voluntary sector; 
local government; 
government departments and state agencieslcivil 
servants; 
social partners; 
Trade umons; 
The media; 
People living In poverty. 
A number of suggestions were offered as to  how the 
proflle of NAPS could be enhanced. These included: 
introduce a PR dimension to  NAPS; 
create a focused medlalmarketing strategy; 
promote education and training; 
improve the general dissemination of informat~on 
9, *%e F.IIPAUP?~O~ qP filAm.5 
Respondents were asked to  lndlcate the areas on whlch 
the evaluation of NAPS should focus Responses 
Included 
the valid~ty of the varlous programmes and measures 
in allevlattng poverty; 
the achlevements of the varlous programmes and 
measures In alleviating poverty; 
the methods of lmplementatlon of the various 
programmes and measures In allevlatlng poverty; 
a the process, or lack thereof, for lnvolvlng 
peoplelorgan~sat~ons In NAPS; 
* resources allocated for the Implementation of NAPS; 
a povprty proofing; 
public perception and understanding of NAPS, 
* the dlsparlty between the rlch and poor 
a. TC7m F-flrnd-npcm ~ ~ b 4 q ~ J f p " ~ "  
pma" lirrac" qrr 0" \'A''? 
Respondents hlghllghted the followlng Issues as belng 
central to  the long-term Importance and dlrectlon of 
NAPS 
making poverty an important component of policy- 
making; 
increasing public awareness of poverty; 
working towards the 'elimination' of poverty and 
social exclusion; 
consolidation around tackling poverty; 
addressing the multi-dimensional nature of poverty; 
0 introduction of an institutional mechanism for 
monitoring poverty. 
In response to a question on how the long-term 
importance and significance of NAPS could be 
enhanced, respondents suggested the followlng: 
stronger political backing and support; 
decentralise NAPS; 
improve the profile of NAPS; 
improve tralning and education; 
a increase resources; 
* strengthen poverty proofing; 
improve the targets; 
strengthen the institutional mechanisms of NAPS. 
9 m. Fc9n~m;q C.,smwA% :m 
. . 
rvpl4pnra 
85% of the respondents belleved that economlc growth 
In Ireland has changed the nature and experience of 
poverty 
Just under half of the respondents stated that NAPS was 
the best approach to  tackling poverty in Ireland. The 
remaining respondents d ~ d  not suggest alternatives to 
the strategy but rather suggested ways of enhancing it 
in order to  make it more effective. 
Suggestions included: 
NAPS has the potential to be effective but i t  needs. 
stronger political and institutional will; 
greater refinement and enforcement; 
adequate resources; 
to  set more ambrtlous targets; 
a to improve consultative processes; 
* t o  increase public awareness and become more 
actively lnvolved in educating the public; 
to  politically empower the poor. 
NAPS 1s the key approach but ~t needs to be 
cornpl~rnented by 
an adequate mlnlmum Income standard for all, 
guaranteed educat~onal standards, 
* the ~ntroduct~on of a rlghts-based approach, 
* a focus on houslng, 
* pre-school and famlly support services, 
locally-based programmes and lnltlatlves 
The vast rnajorlty of these respondents belleved that the 
current climate 18 havlng a negatlve effect on poverty, 
particularly in terms of: 
, wldenlng the gap between the rlch and the poor, 
lncreaslng feellngs of exclus~on/al~enat~on/~solat~on, 
* reduclng tolerance for people llvlng In poverty 
Respondents suggested a number of thlngs that need to  
be done to  address poverty durlnq the economlc growth 
In Ireland, such as 
a Invest In edurat~on to tackle eti~~cat~on,il 
disativantaqr, 
* a qrratpr f o r l ~ i  on lntonle ~ncqrinlittcs. 
* r rd l r~c t  rpiourcps towar(ii anti-~~ovclrtv r r l iSr l i \~ r~ ' i ,  
pol~t~cally empoww ppor~le I I V I ~ ~  (11 pov~rty,  
Invest In social ~nfrdstri~cture. 
a conduct research on poverty 
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Joint Chairpersons: 
i Assistant Secretary-General - Deirdre Carroll 
1 Department of Social, Community and Family Affairs i Assistant Secretary' 
Department of the Taoiseach 
1 Department of Arts, Heritage, Gaeltacht and the Islands - David Monks 
' Department of Health and Chlldren - Charlie Hardy 
Department of F~nance - Joe Mooney 
Department of Publlc Enterpr~se - Gerry McDonagh 
Department of the Marlne and Natural Resources - Tony Fitzpatrick 
Department of Agriculture and Food - Frank O'Donnell 
Department of Tourism, Sport and Recreation - Susan McGrath 
Department of An Tao~seach - Mary Butler 
Department of Justice, Equallty and Law Reform - Margaret O'Connor 
I Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment - Leo Sheedy 
Department of the Environment and Local Government - Aoife NIC Reamoinn 
Department of Education and Science - Patrlcia O'Connor 
Department of Forelgn Affairs - Dermot McGauran 
ADM Ltd - Tony Crooks 
Combat Poverty Agency - Hugh Frazer 
FAS - Gerard Walker 
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- Cathy Barron, Paul Ryan, Yvonne Whlte 
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- Brlan Colllnge, Gerry Kelleher 
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Department of Flnance 
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I 
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I Department of Education and Science - Patrlcla O'Connor 
: Department of Forelgn Affalrs 
- John Nevllle 
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~d Integrated approaches to  tackling disadvantage. 
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~licies under its own areas although there have been 
veral initiatives specifically resulting from NAPS, most 
~tably perhaps, the introduction of a poverty proofing 
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"A Cabinet Sub-committee t o  deal with issues of poverty "The Cabinet Committee, chaired by the Taoiseach and 
and social exclusion will be established. It will be chaired including eight relevant Departments, meets on a monthly 
by the Taoiseach, and include all Ministers whose brief basis. It provides an integratea basis for Government's 
includes policy areas relevant t o  tackling poverty". p 20 activities in the social exclusion area in general, ensuring 
that the strategic priorities are being pursued and that 
effective co-ordination takes place". p 8 
[These progress statements form the basis of NAPS 
Annual Report] 
"Departments will produce annual progress statements 
to the Inter-Departmental Committee settinq out 
progrc 1 to  
the St 
j over the 1 
20 
xevious ye; Ir in relatior 
.ia~son Offic "Each relevant Department has appointed a NAPS Lia~son 
Officer who fulfils an important commun~cation and co- 
ordination role within Departments. They act as a first 
point of contact in relat~on to  NAPS issues within 
Departments and are supported by each Departmentis 
IDPC representative as well as the Senior Officials Group 
representative, where applicable". p 9 
[The appointment ot NAPS 1 :ers is not 
mentioned in NAPS Strategy . However, i t  is 
cited in subsequent documel I L ~ L I U I  1 1  
[Senlor Offlc~als Soclal lnclus~on Group] "This group, comprising high level civil servants from 
relevant Departments, meets on a monthly basis t o  prepare 
the agenda and recommendations for the Cabinet 
Committee. It maintains a broad overview of social 
inclusion issues and ensures that emerging topics are 
brought t o  the attention of the Cabinet Committee. It is 
chaired by the Department of An Taoiseach". p 8 
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"One of the most significant developments during 1998 
was the introduction of a system, known as Poverty 
Proofing, whereby significant policy proposals would be 
assessed at des~gn stage for their impact on poverty. It 
was agreed at the first meeting of the lDPC that such a 
system would be developed and a framework document, 
within which the Poverty Proofing exercise would be 
carr~ed out, was agreed by the soclal partners In the 
context of P2000. Following a declston in July 1998, 
Poverty Prooflng was Included as a requirement in the 
updated Cabinet Handbook for the preparat~on of 
memoranda for Government" p 12-1 3 
"The question of the impact of poverty will also be a 
key consideration when decisions are being made 
about spending priorities in the context of the national 
budgetary process and the allocation of EU Structural 
Funds". p 21 
"NAPS Inter-Departmental Pollcy Committee [which was "This Committee ... continues to  meet four to  five times per 
established t o  develop the Strategy] will remain In place. year and provides the principal strategic focus for NAPS. It 
It will be jointly cha~red by the Department of the comprises senior civil servants as well as representatives of 
Taolseach and the Department of Social Welfare. The FAS, Area Development Management Ltd (ADM) and the 
members of the committee will comprise senior officers Combat Poverty Agency. It considers the ongoing progress 
for ensuring that NAPS provisions relevant to  thelr on implementation of the Strategy as well as progress 
Departments are implemented". p 20 towards achieving NAPS targets. This Committee remains 
the key agent for addressing central NAPS Issues and 
agreeing the future plans and programmes of activity. The 
Committee is co-chaired by the Department of the 
Taoiseach and the Department of Social, Community and 
Family Affairs". p 8-9 "The current Cablnet Handbook, ~ s s u ~ d  In October 1998, 
requlres that Memoranda for Government should, Inter 
aha, "tndlcate clearly, as approprlatc, t h ~  Impact of the 
proposal for persons In poverty or dt rlsk of fall~nq into 
povprty, In the case of slqn~flcant policy propos,lls ' p 13 
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being considered by the IDPC in the context of the 
Wh~ te  Paper". p 7 
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e Nat~onal Economtc and Soc~al Forum (NESF) and the 
tional Economic and Social Council (NESC), which 
nstitute the two main social partnership bodies, 
d 
"Another development of note was the launch~ng of the 
Foundat~on for lnvest~ng In Communlt~es In November 
1998 Thls 1s a jo~nt  lnltlatlve between the State and the 
major employer bod~es wh~ch  alms to establ~sh a 
permanent structure to  support voluntary and 
communtty actlvlty through f~nanctal and volunteertng 
support from the corporate sector The Foundat~on wtll 
focus on support for voluntary and commun~ty based 
projects on the basts of add~t~onaltty, rather than 
dupl~cat~on or replacement of exlsttng State fund~ng, 
conttnued development of the Local Enterprtse Networks 
currently supported through the Enterpr~se Trust and 
seektng new ways of address~ng the needs of 
d~sadvantaged chtldren One of the functions of the 
Foundatton 1s to  bu~ ld  up an endowment fund, throuqh 
corporate and prlvate donations whtch will provlde a 
permanent fundtng for voluntary and communlty artlvltv 
The Government provldpd a qrant of f750.000 ~n 1998 
to help ktck-start the Foundatlon and a f u r th~ r  £300.000 
has been allocated for 1999" p 33 
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"The Combat Poverty Agency will constitute anoth 
key element of the monitoring arrangements. It m 
oversee an evaluation of NAPS process, which will 
include consideration of the views and experience or 
the voluntary and community sector, and will present 
the results of the evaluation to  the Inter-Departmental 
Committee. As well as having a role in relation to  the 
proviston of information and education, the Agency 
w ~ l l  also support, in an advisory capacity, indiv~dual 
government departments and local and or regional 
structures In the development of anti-poverty 
strategies. The Agency w ~ l l  be particularly called upon 
to advtse on anti-poverty strategtes in the context of 
the local government reform process" p 21 
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[The role of the IDPC In relatton to  monltortnq and 
evaluatton of NAPS IS not outllned in NAPS Strateqy 
Stat~ment]  
An Initial Assessment of the National Anti-Doverty Ftrp+c<v part 2 
A t  Local and Regional Level 
also subm~tted the~r 1998 workplans sett~ng out what 
they Intended to  pursue and ach~eve In terms of 
programme development and expansion as well as new 
lnltlatlves ~den t~ f~ed  over the shorter-term of the 
~mmed~ate y ar ahead" p 12 
"--7 
" ... Community and tnrerprlse broups WIII t ~ e  [Thls lssue IS nor expllclrly menrlonea ~n lure ~ n n u a l  
responsible for developing plans, including local area Report1 
action plans w h ~ c h  will focus on social exclus~on, with 
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"P2000 committed the Government to additional 
spending of £525 million in full year terms on social 
inclusion measures during the period of the programme. 
As a result of the various social inclusion measures 
announced in the 3 relevant budgets, additional 
spending of some £950 million in full year terms will 
have taken place over the per~od. It IS estimated that 
gross current expend~ture on social servlces generally in 
1999, at £1 1.2 billion, will be one quarter h~gher than in 
1996". p I 2  
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"The most recent data available from the ESRl and the 
Central Statistics Off~ce show that the main Strategy 
targets have now been substantially achieved and in 
some cases exceeded (the original target date was set for 
2007". p 3 
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ies that create and perpetuate poverty " ...  
lent departments and agencies are setting 
targets to  ensure that their pol~cies and programmes 
te to  achiev~ng a fairer distribution of resources 
ortunities in all areas of day-to-day l ~ f e  and do 
IIUL credte or perpetuate excessive inequalit~es". p 8 
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NAPS 
d by 
3s 
IU LdCK 
inequalit 
governrr " . . .  there have already been s~gnificant developments in 
the areas In which NAPS has set spec~fic targets; 
unemployment, educational d~sadvantage and income 
adequacy. This ind~cates the need for targets to be 
revised to  take account of the changed circumstances. 
The rapidity of developments In the relatively short time 
since NAPS was launched also brings Into quest~on the 
approprlateness of targets w ~ t h  a very long, 10 year 
timeframe. Shorter term roll~ng targets w ~ t h  per~od~c 
revlews may be a better model". p 50 
15. An ourllne reporr on IuAr:, w, 
invited and submitted t o  the UN for incl 
UN Human Development Report". p 37 
usion in thc contribu 
and opp 
- - A  ----, 
" ...  there is also a need to  give particular attention to  a 
number of key areas if any s~gn~ficant advance on 
tackling poverty is to  be achieved. These have been 
identified as follows: 
"Up-to-date reliable data is also essential for the "The ESRl has now finalised the report Monitoring Poverty 
ongoing development of the Strategy. In t h ~ s  regard Fends, c~mmiss i~ned  by the Combat Poverty Agency and 
related research will contlnue to be undertaken and the Department of Social, Community and Family Affairs. 
commissioned by relevant Government Departments, This report is based on the 1997 Living in Ireland survey 
the Combat Poverty Agency and other bodies to  and it updates the 1994 data on which the original NAPS 
strengthen the collection, analysis and discuss~on of core tar9etswere based". P 36 
data on poverty and Identify gaps". p 22 
"A survey on public perception of poverty conducted by 
Research Evaluation Services, on behalf of the Combat 
Poverty Agency, as part of the Irish Social Omnibus Survey, 
was released in December 1998 . . . " .  p 37 
(i) Educational disadvantage; 
(ii) Unemployment, particularly long-term 
unemployment; 
( i~i) Income adequacy; 
(IV) Disadvantaged urban areas; and 
(v) Rural poverty." p 8-9 
"G~ven that the ESRl report "Monttorlng Poverty Trends" 
has only recently been f~nalrsed. ~t has not yet been 
poss~ble to glve sufflc~ent conslderatlon to what 
appropriate targets may be for the futur? ' p 50 
Information on Issues aroirnd revlsinq r x h  of t t i ~  tarqrts 
IS contained on the follow~nq paqes of t t i ~  IDPC Annodl 
Report "What is requlred to  advance the Strat~gy IS the 
adopt~on of a serles of overall oblectlves, overall targets 
and supporting pol~cy acttons In the f~ve key areas " p 9 
[for additional information on this study see sectlon on 
'NAPS profile and publ~c op~nion' above] ( 1 1  Global tarqpt, p 50-51. 
( 1 1 )  Educational d1satlv~3ntaqc, p 52-53. 
(V I )  Un~mplovn i~n l ,  !)rfrt~r~tlrlrly loncj t r r n ~  
i inf~rnnloyni~nt, 1 )  51, 
IIIII Ir lcnrn~ c j r f ~ i r ~ ~ ~ y  i r r t , ~ ~ i  ,1r1(I r c ~ r ~ ~ l  ( I,,,IC!L~III~,I~~O 1)  5 
"The need to  bu~ ld  responslb~ltty for tackl~ng poverty "In the f~rst  half of 1998, Departments subm~tted the~r 
Into the strateq~c oblectlves of all government basel~ne documents whlch prov~de a broad strateg~c 
departments and aqencles has been recoqntsed and 1s On social lncluslon policy relevant to  each 
now belno done' p 8 Department These documents cover a per~od of several 
years and ~t IS Intended that they w ~ l l  be updated 
per~od~cally In August 1998, the Department of Soc~al, 
Communlty and Famlly Affa~rs publ~shed ~ t s  baseline 
document ~Soc~al lncluslon Strategy of the Department of 
Soc~al, Communlty and Fam~ly Affa~rs" Departments 
106 
Global iarget 
--- . 
National Educational Psychological Service, expansion of 
the Remedial Teacher Service, Youthreach and Traveller 
Trainlng Centres, the Early School and the Women's 
Education Initiative. see p 39-40 
I 
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Overall Objective: 
"To ensure that childrc 
poverty are able t o  gal,, .,, L8Lm,aLc ,, 
benefit from education of sufficient quality t o  allow 
them to  move out of poverty, and to  prevent others 
from becoming poor". p 9 
d women li 
3 r t ; r i n 3 t n  ;. 
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Overa I1 Target: 
. . 
Progress on Overall Target: 
"The latest available figures from the Quarterly National 
Household Survey (QNHS) are for the period September 
to November 1998 and they indicate that the 
unemployment rate had fallen to 6.4% and the long- 
term unemployment rate to 3.1 % at that stage. Thls 
reflects a continued Increase in the numbers at work - 
rising from over 1.3 million in April 1996 to over 1.5 
million by September-November 1998 while the number 
of people unemployed fell from 179,000 to 106,000 
over the same period. Encou~agingly, thls IS also 
mirrored in the figures for the long-term unemployed 
which fell from 103,000 to under 52,000 In the same 
period. This means that the target set out In the 
Government's Employment Action Plan (EAP), published 
in April 1998, of a 7% unemployment rate by the end- 
year 2000 has already been exceeded. In addltion. NAPS 
target of a 6% unemployment rate by 2007 has almost 
been achieved whlle NAPS target of 3 5% for long-term 
unemployment has now been exceeded, a full elght 
years before the target date". p 15 
'' lo reduce the rate ot unemployment on an 
internationally standardised basis (ILO) by the Labour 
Force Survey, from 11.9% in April to  6% by 2007; and 
to  reduce the rate of long-term unemployment from 7% 
to  3.5% with a particular focus on reducing the number 
of very long-term unemployed who are especially at risk 
of being consistently poor". p 11 
Progress on Overall Target: 
"The latest figures available are taken from the 1997 
Annual School 
on behalf of th 
Employment ar 
students who lett second-level education In the 
ending August 1996. Thir 
the number leaving with r 
fall (3% in 1996), there remalns a suDsranrla1 conorr 
(1 6% in 1996) who left havlng completed the Junior 
Certificate only. 81 O/O of the cohort remained in upper 
secondary education, which represents a significant 
increase over the 60% retention rate at this level in 
1980 but is unchanged from the 1996 survey and 
represents a levelling out over the previous 3 to  4 
years". p 20 
Overall Target: 
"To eliminate the problem of early school leaving before 
the junior certificate, and reduce early school leaving 
such that the percentage of those completing the senior 
cycle will increase to  at least 90% by the year 2000 and 
98% by the year 2007, and having regard to  the 
assessment o f  thew intrinsic abilities, there are no 
students with serlous literacy and numeracy problems in 
early primary education within the next five years". p 9 
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"Wlthin the resources released by the demographic 
dlvidend in primary education, preventative strategies 
at pre-school and primary levels will have a high 
priority". p 10 
"The following strategies are identified as necessary t o  
achieve the overall objective and targets: 
Participation 
* Pre-school Education 
Preventing Educational Disadvantage 
Special Educational Needs 
* Travellers and Education 
* Early-School Leavlng 
Lifelong Learning". p 10 
v lncome Adeauacv 
"NAPS target is representative of school leavers t o  
completion of senior cycle only and does not take 
cognisance of those leavers who entered legitimate 
education and tralning programmes such as 
apprenticeships, Youthreach, Senior Traveller Training 
Centre programmes or other further education 
opportunities on leaving the second level system . . . 
The Department of Education and Science is currently 
worklng on achieving a more complete picture in this 
area by enhancing data collection from programmes 
such as apprenticeships, Youthreach and Senior 
Traveller Training Centres". p 20 
Overall Objective: 
"Pol~cies in relatlon to Income support, whether these 
policies relate to employment, tax: soclal welfare, 
occupat~onal penslons or otherwise should alm to 
provide sufficient Income for all those concerned to  
move out of poverty and to  llve In a manner compatible 
wlth human dignity". p 13 
Overall Target: Progress on Overall Target: 
"Pollcy actlons In relatlon to Income adequacy will b~ The ESRl report Mor~itorinq P o v r r l p  Tmnh 
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soclal welfare payments will be ~ncreas~d to the tarqets The report cI io\*~i  th,it 'tic n ! l r i i ~ r ~ ' ~ ,  (1 .  
The Department of Education and Science runs a 
number of programmes aimed at countering educational 
disadvantage. They include the Home School 
Community L~aison Scheme, the development of a 
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"The ov~  
Progress on Overall Target: 
IS TO ensure tnat strategies are The target on rural poverty IS also unspecific and as such, 
it is difficult to  measure progress on achieving this target. 
A number of initiatives are underway whlch have the 
e potential to  reduce poverty in rural regions. These include: 
a The Operational Programme for Local Urban and Rural 
Development (LURD) 
The Farm Assist scheme 
* The Fishing Assist scheme 
The LEADER programme 
The Programme for Peace and Reconcll~ation. see p 
27-30 
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Urban I A White Paper on Rural Development has also been 
prepared. It highlights the need to  address poverty and 
social exclusion in rural areas and contains a specifrc 
recommendation in regard to rural proofing. p 29 
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effective citizens, imprc 
"It is envisaged that, in the light of progress with the "The Government has agreed, In the light 
by Departments of of the latest ESRl data which is now available, to  
~y, objectives and ambitlous new targets as follows: 
?d, following a process of * Consistent poverty t o  be reduced to below 5% by 
uation". p 9 2004; 
Unemployment to  be reduced to  below 5% by 2002; 
Long-term unemployment to be reduced to  2.5% by 
2002. 
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Overall Target: 
"To reduce the numbers of people sufferir 
deprivation in disadvantaged urban areas by lncreaslng 
their standard of living and providing opportunities for 
participation thus significantly reducing the measured 
indicators of disadvantage in the area, especially the rate 
of unemployment and particularly the rate of long term 
unemployment over the period 1997-2007". p 16-1 7 
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These include the follow 
* The Area Based Partr npanies an1 
Community Groups I unded thro 
Operational Programme Tor ~ o c a l  and Urb; 
Development (LURD) 
The URBAN initiative 
* The Housing (Traveller Accommodation) Act which 
was enacted in July 1998 
* The Supplementary Welfare Allowance (SWA) Rent 
and Mortgage Supplementation Scheme 
The new Urban Renewal Programme 
The National Drugs Strategy. 
~g the great e target on 
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reduce urb 
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"In addition, [the Government] has asked the Inter- 
Departmental Pollcy Committee to  draw up new targets 
to  reflect the changed environment, for example In 
relatlon to  education and adult literacy, and to conslder 
action targets In relatlon to particular groups such as 
children in poverty". p 3 
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Rural Poverty 
Overall Objective: 
"The problems of poverty and social exclusion have a 
dlstlnct Impact in a rural context as they are 
compounded by aspects of physical lsolatlon and 
demographic dependence. The overall objective is t o  
tackle poverty and social exclusion in rural areas In a 
comprehensive and sustained manner by ensurlng the 
provlslon of an adequate Income, through employment 
and/or Income support and access to  adequate servlces 
and Infrastructure, co-ordlnatlon of responses and 
empowerment of local people and communities". p 18 
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ho Introduction 
Strategic Result Area (SRA) networks are an approach to  improving strategic management in New Zealand's public 
service management system. They have been suggested to  address problems which have been identifled in the existing 
system. These problems include: 
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Programme also contributes to  tackling social exclusion 
lack of clarity about government strategic objectives; 
lack of leadership/sponsorship for individual SRAs; 
weak accountability for outcomes; 
lack of co-ordination across government strategic priorities; 
weak 'intervention logic'3 from outputs to outcomes to  SRAs; 
weak alignment between the Budget and strateg~c management; 
lack of 'double loop'4 learn~ng. 
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Overview of How the Proposed SRA Networks Ooerate 
SRA networks are des~gned to refocus the publlc servlce on the ach~evement of the government's key pr~orltles They 
operate on an three-year cycle, wlth an emphas~s on clear strategy, good leadership and good co-ordination 
n January 1998, the Government established the 
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SRA networks are based on good SRA specification. For example, from the government's vlsion of what sort of society 
it wants to  promote, and drawing on strategic policy advice, government ldentlfles a select number of areas (8 to 10) 
on which to  focus. Each of these areas is encapsulated in an SRA. It is important that only a small number of SRAs are 
set t o  keep the focus on the main priorities. by the 
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3 t o  2000, At the start of a three-year cycle, each SRA is dlsaggregated Into a set of SRA outcomes drafted to 'ex ante' (before the 
event), SMART (spec~f~c, measurable, ach~evable, realistic, and tlme-bound) crlterla At the same tlme, performance 
lndlcators for ex post (after the event) assessment - strategic results lndlcators (SRls) - are established, and ~nformation 
requirements for these SRls are also spec~f~ed Thls whole process makes up an SRA statement which forms the ex 
ante' speclficatron The SRA statement IS wrltten w ~ t h  a three-year focus, but w ~ t h  annual revlew 
nbating 
!<tire 
"There has also been considerable progress in cor 
the barriers faced by people with disabilities. The 
Establishment Group, set up by the Minister for JL 
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report to the M~nister in JI lent 
approved the adoption of p's Report 
and the lmplernentation In full of its recommendations. The 
Disab~l~ty Authority Bill wa 
Seanad in December 1991 
Each SRA is championed by a senlor Minister, known as the SRA M~nlster, who is responsible to Cablnet for the 
ach~evement of the SRA. Each SRA Mlnlster IS also the Mln~ster respons~ble for co-ordinat~on related to that SRA The 
SRA M~nister chalrs an SRA Cornrn~ttee. The SRA is thus the organislng princ~ple for the SRA networks ld 
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SRA Cornm~ttees conslst of those Ministers (Network Ministers) whose departments havc str<lt~qlr o c ~ t ~ ~ r ~ t s  wtlt il rrtdkv 
a substantial contribution In support of a particular SRA Th~s is illustrated In the dlagrarn t~clow he Governrr 
hment Grou 
me  1998. T 
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s published 
3 .. .  " p 32 
and passed by the 
"Wlth regard to  the Traveller Commun~ty a Monitoring 
Committee on the Implementation of the 
Recommendations of the Task Force on the Travelling 
Community was establlshed In June 1998 under the 
auspices of the Department of Justice, Equality and Law 
Reform. In 1998, new structures were put In place to 
glve Travellers an input both at national and local level 
into the planning and delivery of services". p 32 
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Watt SKA Statement 
The SPA is resourced through either baseline or baseline-plus-new initiative funding. The SRA Committee's role is to  
; Identify the mix of interventions and related outputs t o  achieve the SRA. Each Minister is responsible for providing 
information wh~ch  shows how the outputs contribute t o  the achievement of the outcomes set out under the SRA. 
Effective operation of networks requires considerable co-ordination - of people, information and resources. Therefore, 
the effective functioning of networks depends on the number of SRAs being kept small. This is consistent with the 
I principle that the SRA networks are designed to  enhance the effectiveness of the public service in advancing the 
government's key priorities. They are not deslgned to  capture all desired outcomes. 
Whlle they focus on how t o  deliver a government's priorities, SRA networks are also likely to  have spin-off benefits for 
the publlc sector as a whole. They will provide the starting point for shifting the behaviour of the publlc servlce 
towards generating the sort of information Ministers need to  determine a desired set of outcomes - including the mix 
of outputs that is likely to  help them achieve those outcomes. The good practice they promote, and the sort of 
Information generat~on they facilitate, should also permeate to other non-prioritylnon-SRA activities. 
Better SRA specification - the success of SRA networks is dependent on good quality SRAs. In essence there 
should be a cascading strategy from outcomes to  outputs. SRAs are the main drivers of the strategic management 
system because they represent targeted priority areas. Therefore it is essential that any proposed strategic 
management system has clear, well specified SRAs. Having good quality criteria is critical for the development of 
good quality SRAs. For example, SRAs can be judged against the following criter~a: 
* matenal the goal should clearly relate to  the welfare of ordlnary cltlzens, and be a key lever to  Improve well-be~ng, 
" controllable results should be able to  be directly Influenced by government actlon wlthln the tlme-frame chosen, 
s~mple an SRA should comprlse a slngle overall objective, be easlly understood and be able to be operatlonallsed, 
" assessable an SRA should be deflned In a way that allows progress In worklng towards the deslred outcome t o  be 
mon~tored It should be possible to offer regular updates on the current status of the SRA, and t o  set targets for 
~mprovements. 
" robust a SRA needs to be perceived as durable over a glven tlme per~od Thus, each SRA needs to  be expllclt 
enough to  be meanlnqful, but broad enough to  remaln relevant In the face of changlng cond~tlons 
Improved Evaluation - SRA networks are based on good lnformatlon about what works and what does not Thls 
reqillrps Systemic evaluation, both at the level o f  the SRA Comm~ttee (to test the mlxes of lnterventlons and pol~cy 
settlnqs) as ivell ,is at departmental level In the absence of evaluatlon, SRA Mlnlsters and Network Mlnlsters 
c'innot know whether the outputs they llnk to the SRA will actually have an Impact on outcomes Resetting 
prorltles should only be based on evaluat~on/review of current pollcles and lnterventlons SRA networks create 
significant lncentlves to evaluate These Include 
* enhanced Ministerial demand: SRA networks require evaluation information, therefore Ministers have an incentive 
to  demand it; 
better links between outputs and outcomes: SRA networks are based on better specification of outcomes and 
make it clear that organisations are required to  provide information on links between their outputs and desired 
outcomes; 
budget incentives: departments will realise that they need good evaluation information to  prove that their activities 
should be funded as crucial to  strategic priorities. 
Integration of the Budget Process into Strategic Management - It is important that resources are allocated 
according to  SRAs. For SRA networks to  provide government with a better facility for strategic management, the 
identification of resources for SRAs should occur early in the Budget process. Only at this stage can trade-offs be 
made, so that desired SRAs in one area are weighed up against desired SRAs in another. 
Clarity around resourclng is dependent on the quality of the SRA. SRAs should provlde better alignment with 
government strategic prioritles because they embed discussion of strategic priorities into the Budget cycle. Thus 
SRA allocations, and trade-offs, will be more transparent. The creatlon of SRA Ministers and SRA Committees 
provides a more co-ordinated approach to the allocation of resources for the achievement of strategic prioritles. In 
time, the SRA evaluation and reporting information required for SRA networks should feed into the annual Budget 
cycle to  inform resource allocation. While not all resources in the Budget would be linked to  a SRA, the level of 
resources attached to  SRAs send signals about their relative importance. If resources are marginal, or confined to 
new initiatives, there is a risk that SRA networks will not achieve the aim of refocusing resources and energies 
towards government strategic prioritles. 
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T?ZZI Producer Date Dissemination Irish version Comments -2 Appendix 7 
/ Poverty Today - Combat Poverty Agency JulylAugust 1999 CPA Ma~ l~ng  Llst No 
I Specral Issue - NAPS 1 2 years on, 4 art~cles 1 I 
Range of views on progress 
on NAPS and how ~t 
could be strengthened 
Producer Date Dissemination Irish version Comments - + viewpoint 
1 Poverty Today (CPA 1 Combat Poverty Agency 
Quarterly Journal) - ~ 
NAPS Speclal Issue, 
Comprehenslve reactlon 
to NAPS from a range 
of perspectives I 11 articles on NAPS / 
Poverty Today 
Supplement - Poverty- 
Prooflng Ch~ldcare 
in the context of NAPS 
July 1997 
Combat Poverty Agency 
Poverty Today - 4 
page Gu~de to NAPS 
JulyIAugust 1999 I CPA Ma~llng Llst No Example of poverty 
proof~ng In actlon 
Combat Poverty Agency 
Annual Report 1997 
Combat Poverty Agency 
Combat Poverty Agency 
Combat Poverty Agency CPA Ma~llng Llst 1 lr~sh Foreword NAPS key element of 
I , Chalrperson's Foreword 
CPA Mail~ng List 
CPA Ma~ l~ng  List 
Factual summary of NAPS 
October 1997 
and Ovew~ew 
I Poverty Today - 1 
art~cle on lmplement~ng 
NAPS by Bernadette 
Lacey, Pr~nc~pal Officer 
of NAPS Un~ t  
Outline of the structures 
being put in place to 
deliver NAPS 
Combat Poverty Agency 
Strateg~c Plan 1999-200 1 
, and Overview 
Combat Poverty Agency 
Annual Report 1998 
Poverty Today - 1 art~cle 
on Assessing NAPS by 
Helen Johnston of 
Combat Poverty Agency 
Combat Poverty Agency CPA Ma~llng Llst ( lr~sh Foreword NAPS key element of 
Chairperson's Foreword 
1 Combat Poverty Agency 
Apr11 1999 1 CPA a n g  s t  Yes Object~ve 1 focuses on NAPS 
I 
CPA Ma~ l~ng  List An initial assessment of 
NAPS progress one year on . 
Nat~onal Anti-Poverty 
Strategy Sharing in 
Progress 
' The maln NAPS document 
- Strategy and Appendices 
Government 1 Apr~l 1997 
CPA + V~ewpolnt I 
i 
Publicly ava~lable & i No through Government 
Publ~cat~ons 
Poverty Today 
Supplement- NAPS and 
the 1998 Budget 
Soclal lnclus~on Strategy 
Combat Poverty Agency 
: Combat Poverty Agency 
CPA Mailing Llst 
CPA Malllng L~st 
1 
Department of Social. August 1998 
Commun~ty and Fam~ly 
Budget '98 assessed 
agalnst NAPS Publ~cly ava~lable & NO I Comprehenslve NAPS 
through Government Baseline Document of 
September1 
October 1998 
Affalrs (DSCFA) Publications DSCFA 
I 
Poverty Today - 1 article 
on Poverty Proofing by 
Bernadette Lacey, 
Prlnc~pal Officer of 
Art~cle on the des~gn 
and ~mplementat~on 
of poverty proofing 
I 
August 1998 From NAPS Unlt No NAPS Unlt Leaflet Outl~nes funct~on of NAPS 
Un~t and gives contact 
numbers 
NAPS Un~t, DSCFA 
NAPS Unit 
1998199 Annual Report Government 
of NAPS Inter- 
Departmental Pol~cy 
Committee 
June 1999 Publicly ava~lable & No 
throuqh Government 
Publ~cations 
Documents progre\s on 
NAPS over 2 year 1)~riori 
d11rI 5?t5 m n e  I~I>VL~ t C ~ r q ~ ~ r ~ ,  
Combat Poverty Agency December1 1 
1 January 1999 
Poverty Today - d~rect 
references in 2 art~cles 
CPA Ma~llng L~st 
CPA Mailing Llst 
Reference to knowledge 
of NAPS In Publlc Att~tudes 
survey and UN crit~cal of 
NAPS in relat~on to child 
poverty 
~ 
Monrtor~ng Poverty ESRI, CPA and DSCFA June 1999 
Trends 
Publ~rly avd~lahlc R Nil 
throuqh Governn~rrit 
Puhlic,itionr 
Poverty Today - 1 art~cle 
on NAPS Stmteqy 
roqress by De~rdre 
Carroll Asslrtdnt 
Sccrrtary at 
Dcpdrtnicnr of 
Toci,il Commiin~tv 
,111d F,imllv Aff.ilr5 
Combat Poverty Agency AprillMay 1999 Outl~nes progress on 
NAPS In 1998 Baseline documents, Individual Governm~nr 1997 - 1999 
annual workplans and Departments - centrally 
annual report5 from h ~ l d  by NAPS Un~r 
Government 
Departments 
Policy Proofirirl In rllp NAPS il)Pr 
Conr~xr of rlic 
Nafional Anrr-Pov~rty 
S tratpqv 
Pol-rri Tt~riab Conih~t  Poverty Aqcncy AprillMay 1999 CPA Malllnq Llst No I Budqet 99 assessed agalnst 
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Material ~ i o d & e r  Date Dissemination Irish version Comments 
1 Guidelines for the NAPS IDPC 
Implementation of 
Poverty-Prooflng 
1 Procedures 
I 
I legs Disseminated No Internally within 
the civil service; 
available on request 
1 the Strategy 1 
I 
I 
News & Views - 2 
articles on NAPS. 1 
on key elements 
1 and 1 a critique of 
! Community Workers' CWC Mailing List No 
Co-operative (CWC) 
FOCUS on implementation 
of poverty proofing 
with worked examples 
1 News & Wews - 1 Community Workers 1 January 1998 / CWC Mailing Lrst 
A factual account of 
the Strategy and an 
assessment of its 
development 
No An assessment of progress 
on NAPS & a critique 
in relation to the '98 Budget , ; article on NAPS CO-operatrve progress by Chris 
~ Mclnerney I i 
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